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Abstract

This dissertation examines aspects of pitch structure, processes of pitch selection and

the treatment of referential collections in the works of sele(;led post-war Irish
composers.

The first chapter reviews the literature available on twentieth-century

Irish art music highlighting the exiguous nature of published reference sources in this
area and is followed by a discussion of the methodology used. The second chapter

comprises an analytical study of the atonal and serial pitch stmcture of Se6irse
Bodley's Prelude. Toccata alld t:pdague (1963) and his Arid's Songs (1969), and the

compositional process employed in the first ofthese songs is examined in detail using
Bodley's sketches. The third chaptcr considers the use of the octatonic scale and its
subsets as a source of pitch selection in the works of seyeral Irish composers, and
focuses on the first movement of Philip Marlin's Piano Concerto No_ 1 (1986)
Gerald Barry's use of quotation as a method of pitch selection is addressed in the
fourth chapter and is followed by an exploration of aleatoric pitch structure in works

by Barry, Fergus Johnston, Sweeney and in particular in Frank Corcoran's Piano Trio
(1978), The final chapter examines the use of Irish traditional music as a source of
pitch selection in the work of Fric Sweeney; his absorption of Irish traditional pitch
material into a minimalist cornpositionalldiom is explored m general in Duo (1991)
and in greater detail in his Stnng QuaTtet (1996).
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Chapter I
Literature Review and Methodology

There is only a sma!! store of published information on twentieth-century Irish art
music. Axel Klein's, Die Jlusik Irfonds im 20. JahrhunJert (Hildesheim: Georg Olms
Verlag, 1996) remains the most significant work to date. Klein divides the book into
three main sections: A1usikgeschichte. Werkhelrachtungen and Biographien. The first
section comprises an overview of the history of Irish contempOf3I); music from the
end of the eighteenth century to 1995 in which Klein documents key-points in the
history of music in twentieth-century Ireland including the development of the Feis
Ccoif, tile Dublin Fe~ti\al ofTwentidh Century :\iusic, and the rise or the composer

Sean

6

RiaJa. The sl:cond section presents anal)tical studies of 55 different

compositions dating from 1901 1994.

This is the main body of the work and

although the analysis is not yery detailed, Klein does proyide an oyervie\v of the
various compositional styles of each composer. Tne compositions chosen by the
author perhaps. in his view. best reflect typical

st~li~tic

teaturcs or the composcrs

represented, however, in his review of the book.l HarT) White comments that "
don·t belbe that Klein's choice of works before 1930 adequately renects the attempt
to produce two idioms ofIrish art music which can be fuund in the music of Charles
Vil1i<!rs Stanford, Hamilton Harty and Michele hposilO as a means

lho\~e\er

ullSulcessful) of resolving the difficulty of reconciling indigenous and European
elements in Irish music".~

Also regarding this section of the book, Gareth Cox

comments that "since his discussions rarely rise above empirical descriptions, he
might with advantage have dealt with fewer works but in more analytical detail ,
however, this part of the book is headed 'Werkbetracbnmgen', and. as such, Klein's
accounts constitute useful beginnings".3 The final section consists of biographical
details of76 Irish composers but also includes several of other nationalities who have
spent the majority of their compositional career in Ireland.

This is an excellent

reference section representing a substantial number of composers of the twentieth
century in Ireland; howe1,er, there are some notable omissions:

Harry \¥hite

comments that ..to have entries on Elaine Agnew, Rhona Clarke, Michael Holohan
and Donal Hurley, for example. is unquestionably of interest. But such figures, I
would submit, attain unwarranted significance when one realises that Klein has been
unable (or even in some cases umvi11ing) to offer infonnation on Shaun Davey, Jim
Doheny. Joseph Groocock. Ronan Guilfoyle. Paul Hayes. Piers Hellawal, T.e. Kelly,
David Moms and Adrian Thomas".4 Klein tends to represent composers of art music
rather than those who fall into the popular and fulk traditions i.e. Michcal

6

Suilleabhain, Bill \Vhelan etc. and therefore. \¥hite's suggestion that the book should

be more aptly titled "Irish Art Music in the Twentieth-Century" is appropriate.
However, the \lalue of the information compiled b) Klein in this volume far
outweighs any criticisms and the substantial bibliography and discography coru.tiwte
extremely useful reference sources.

In the preface to The Keeper's Redwl: Music and Cultural History in Ireland. 1770
1970 Harry White explains that ~although this is the first book to survey the

de\elopment of musical thought in modem Irish cultural histoI)', The Keeper '.I' Recital
is not a history of music in Ireland ... This ~1:udy does not therefore comprise an
unbroken narrative of Irish music between 1770 and 1970. Its purpose rather is to
register the function of music as a dynamic agent in the history of Irish ideas during

this period",5 In chapter tive "Music and the Literary Revival", ",Ihite identifies the
literary revival as "the most significant event in modem Irish cultural histol),..6 and
goes on to discuss the contribution of Yeats while also recognising "Yeats's absolute
indifference to music".~ This is followed by a commentar: on several musical figures
prominent in the nineteenth centllTy including Sir John Stevenson, Josepb Robinson,
Sir Rubert Prescott Ste\\ark and lunes Culwick. all of\\-hom were associated \\-ith the
Protestant estahlishments of Trinity College, Christ ChuTch and St. Patrick's
Cathedrals.

References to the ,\-ork of Balfe, Wallace, Stanford, Hart:, Rax and

Esposito aTC also included in this chapter. In the follo\\ing chapter ('n "Se~in
and the Crisis of Modernism in Irish 11usic" White refers w

0 Riada

6 Riada as ''!he cmcial

figllfe in Irish music of the twentieth cemuf),,,g and goes on to describe hmv he
attempted to

ab~orb

European compositional characteristics into his own cultural

background, thus making "the joume)

from serialism to seull /1(i, and slumblringl

upon their lmguished irrcconcilability·,.9 HerClIlt'l Dux Ferruriae (1957) and \'omos
.\'0 2 (1965) are identified as being t\\-o of 0 Riada's most inno\'ati\'c works in that
thcy demonstrate a successfi.!l cmbracement of thc l:uropcan idiom. howc'!cr Acton
refers to the latter as 0

Riada'~

"farewell" to his J:::uropcan training as he choose to

retreat to the relative safety of his Irish roots.
Ceolt6id Cualann as prodding

'White discusses the foonation of

"0 Riada with the mean~ of rehabilitating the

traditional repertory as a substitute for creative composition'"

iO

The film scores }fise

Eire (1959), Saoine? (1960) and An Tine Sheo (1966) are also discussed in this
chapter. The identity crisis arising from an attempt to establish a compositional voice
relying on European rather than Irish influences is also presented in relation to
composers including Fleischmann. Larchet, \-lay and BoydelL

The second edition of The Yew Grove Diclionary oJ

HlI~ic

and .UlI,iciaIlS ed. Stanley

Sadie C:!OOI) contains 36 .:nuies on Irish composers.!! This is a substantial increase
ITom Sadie's first edition (1980) \,hich onl)" included t\\ehe elltriesl~ and tIle Blom
edition (195-1) \',hich contained a mere three articles on Irish composers. 13 The ,\('w
Grove DiCTionary of Opera (1992. 1994) also include~ four entri.:s on Irish
compos.:rs.14 In addition to the increase in Irish composers documenkd in the latest
Grore. there is also an improwment in the information tontaim:d in the
articles that previousl)" appe:ifed in the tlrst Sadie .:dition.

naturally more up-to-date and reflects contemporary musicological
also bcc:n expanded considerably in some cases, notably in the
entries re-\HitteD by Harry \Vhite. 15

\ario\l~

The information is

6

di~cour5e

but has

Riada and Larchet

Due to the increase in \\filings 011 Irish

composers, many of the bibliographies have been ex-rended thus providing a valuable
research source. Howe"er, the question may be raised why Irish composers wch as
Philip Manin and Ian Wilson are excluded while relatively insignificant contributors
to Irish art music such as Eamonn 6 Gallchobhair and Herbert Hughes are included.

The long-time music critic of The Irish Times, Charles Acton published a short series
of interviews with notable composers in EirelJreland in the late 1960s and early
19705, thus providing one of the only sources of information on Irish contemporary
music a\'ailable at the time,16 Gareth Cox has published articles on \arious Irish
composers including "Octaton.icism in the String Quanets of Brian Boydell" in Irish

Musical Studies iv (1996), "Irish .\fodernism: Swirse Radley's String Quanet NO.1
(1968)" in Irish :'vIusical Studies "ii (at press)17. and "The :\lusical Language of Brian
Boydel1: Octatonic and Diatonic Interaction" in the forthcoming publication The Life
and Jfusic of Brian Boydell 18 , Cox was the first to apply rigorous set-theo:)ry
techniques to these compuser's music in order to clearly identiry their stylistic
features.

The life of Aloys f7lcisch01ann has !xcn documented in

Fleischmann (1910

/(92): A {.[fi; jor J;{wic in 1relalld remembered by COII!emp()raries.l~ howe~er this

l

book comprises a compilation of recoUections edited by his daughter Ruth
Fleischmann rather than any analytical study ofhis work.

In addition to his book mentioned above, German musicologist Axel Klein has also
published a substantial munber of articles on Irish contemporary music and has also
contributed to the Gennan publications Komponisten der Gegenwart (KdG)20 with

articles on Bodley, Boydell, Buckley, Deane, Fleischmann. May, Moeran, Victory and
James Wilson21 and Die Musik in Geschichte umJ Gegenwart {MGG)22 with
biographical articles on Bewerunge, Bodley, Boydell, Boyle, Coghill, Corcoran (with
more to follow). Michael Dungan has published a series of journalistic articles in

New Music New;3 on Irish composers including Barry, Bodley, Deane and Kinsella 24

Composers writing about their own music always constitutes a useful source and the
programme boQklets for The Dublin Festival of Twentieth Century Music contains
many programme notes written by Irish composers introducing their own works. 2S

The shon-lived journal, "The Irish Composer: Essays on Contemporary Music" also
contains notes by John Buckley on his Symphony No.1, Gerard Victory on his

Ultima Rerum and Eric Sweeney on his Symphony No. 2. 26 Frank Corcoran has
written articles on his own work including ''I'm a Composer: You're a What?" in The
lO(Eds.)Wa1ter_WoJJgang Sparrer andHans-Wemer Heister (Munich, 1(92).
21 In thelatest edition (in pxlgrcss) Klein has contt1lrutedarticles on Bodley, Boydcll,Fleischmann,
May, Moer.m.and Victory. In ~ are articles on Deane andJ. Wilson by Cox and Klein, and
SweeneybyCox:.
22 Kassel: Banweiter and Stuttgart: Metzler (1999-2004). As the Pef"SClrllmteiJ iscanpilcd
a1~yoveraten-yearperiod,theentriesonIrishCOOlposersareon-going.
A quarterly publicatiOJ of The Cootempamy Music Centre, Fishamble Street, Dublin (www.onc.ie).
~"A Very ad hoc Person" {May 1998), "The Wall of Cloud" (September 1999) both on Raymond
Deane, "A Messenger with Fresh News" (May 2000) on Barry, ·'A Significant Contribution" (February
1996) on KinseJ.laand"Se6irseBo:lley" (September 1996).
:IS The Festival was held in 1969, 1970, 1971, 1972, 1974, 1976, 1978, 1980, 1982 and 1984.
16IssueNo. 1 (November 1988), published by the Associati.on ofTrish Composers. O:heranicles
Include Michael Ikllohan, "BooI.ez, LR.C.A.M and 'Rl!pons'" and Jane O'leary, "Women COlIIIJOSerS:
Outside the Pale of Musical Civilisation".
:13

~

•
Crane Bag vi (1982) and "My Music is a Four~Letter-Word ('Ceol")" in The Journal

afMusic in Ireland 1 (2001) 3 (March/April). Eric Sweeney's DPhil thesis "A Folio
of Original Composition"n represents another rare research source as he reveals the

compositional process involved in the completion of several works.

A number of academic theses on Irish contemporary music have been .....Titten. The
fIrst and oft-quoted was Kitty Fadlu-Deen's "Contemporary Music in Ireland"

:\fA, 1968) followed by Padhraic

6

CUeD,

Cuinneagain, "The Piano Music of Se6irse

Bodley" 28, Joseph Ryan, "Nationalism and Music in Ireland,·l9, Hazel Farrell, "The

String Quartets of Brian Boydell",30 and Philip Graydon. "\1odernism in Ireland and
its Cultural Context in the Music and Writings of frederick May, Brian Boydell and

AJoys Fleischmann,,31,

Further articles on Irish contemporary music may be found in Irish MlISical Studies iv
and vii.

The majority of these articles are detailed analytical pi<'ces rather than

general overviews and therefore are valuable research sources. particularly Irish
Musical Studies vii l2 which includes rigorous analyses of various key works such a'i
Frank C'orcuran's Symphony No.2 by lohn Page, Bodley's String Quartet No.1 by
Cox (mentioned aboye), recent works by Ian Wilson by Michael Russ and Robin
Elliott, and a consideration of "Interval Cycles and Inversional Axes in Frederick
May's String Quartet in C ~linor" by Robert W. Wason. Irish Musical Studies iv33

includes '"The ~orthem Composer: Irish or european?" by Hilar: Bracefield and
"Irish Composers and Foreign Education: A Study oflntluences" b~ Axel Klein. H

As regards the composers specifically discussed in this thesis, Gerald Barry has had a
number of anicles \\Thten on his music. several of which st<Uld out as being
panicularly insightful. One of the most sub~tantial and \aluable from a research point
of view is perh<lps "A Constant State of Surprise: Gerald Barry and The lnre!l!gem:e
Park" by Ke\'in Volans and Hilary Bracefield. 35 Although the title implies that this is

an article about BaIT) 's opera The Intelligence Park. Volans and Braceficld prO\ ide a
detailed e-..;:ploration of his compositiunai style. methods of pitch selection. related
works and numerous musical e'\amples. There is also a selected bibliography and
\\ork list on the final page.

"The :\1usic of Gerald Barr)" b~ Vincent Deane '6 is

another ver~ useful piece that tackles Barry's e\er-changing compositional style.
examine~

th.:: pitch selection in several of his worh and the links between yarious

compo~itions. "Breathing Space" b: Rarra

6

Seaghdha is an inten iew conducted

\vith Gerald Barr) cmering his thoughb behind The Imdllgence Purk and num"rous
other aspects of his ~iJle ..n

"Ga) Days Spent in Gladncs~" by Anthony Bye

investigates ··Why docs Barry's music ruffle ~o many feathers:"'~ In this article Bye
takes a look at the orchestral \\ork ChevaI.D.·-de-Fnse and. in greater analytical detail,
the opera The Tnumph oj Beauty and Decell. Other articles on Barr) include Gareth
Cox, "The Music of Gerald Barry as an Introduction to Contemporary Irish Art

Music: Twentieth Century Music in the Kew Leaving Certificate Syllabus (1999
2001)-'9, Adrian Jack, "Cnspeakable Pracrices".Jo, Ivan iIewett, "Bob's Your Uncle'..!!
and several reviews in The Irish Times by :\1ichae1 Den-an,

The music of Se6irse Bodley is addressed in several anicles including Gareth Cox,
"An Irishman in Darmstadt: S~irse Bodley's String Quartet No, I (1968)",42 This
piece is particularly signilicam as Cox provides a detailed analysis of the first ~tring
quartet. while identifying the main stylistic features of Bodley's compositional
language during his 'Darmstadt' period, In "Examining the Great Divide",.Jl Malcolm
Barry examines the different stages in the development of Bodley's musical language

in relation to several compositions, This is a more general article but it provides a
broad overview of Bodley's work, Padhraic

6

Cuinneagaill "The Piano :\lusic of

Se6irse Bodley d4 deab \\ith the piano works from 1953-1983 sparming the
composers three stylistic periods. The anal;l1ical detail is quite generaL howe\-er this
disscrtation does prove an interesting research source, as does Charles Acton,
"Interview \vith Seoirse Bod!ey·,-l< where the composer discLlsses his style, intluences
and sewral compositions. 46

The music of Irish composer Frank Corcoran is documented by Annette Kreutziger
Herr in her substantial Komponisren der GegenwarrH entry \.\ihere she discusses his
compositional style and \yorks ranging from 1973--,1992. This article also includes a
discography, list of compositions and bibliography by Kreutziger-HerriKlein, John
Page, "A post-war 'Irish' Symphony: Frank Corcoran's Symphony No. 2'...\1; provides
a detailed analytical study of Corcoran's second symphony while also discussing the
'Irish' symphony generally with regard

to

Gerard Victory. Se6irse Bodley and John

Kinsella, Other articles include BCITllird Harris, "From a Conversation with frank
Corcoran",49 and \fichael Den'an "A Very Worried Man" 5~

There are very fe,v reference sources for Philip \lanin (who is curiously omitted from
The St"w Grove Dic!innary (~(:i1usic and Jfusicialls) ....ith thc c\ception l,['Robert D,

Cummings. ''The Jig is lJp! A Gn~at Irish Composer"); - an inten'icw with the
Composcr. Eric Sweeney

lm~

also had :few articles written on his music. His own

DPhil dissenation S2 and John Dunne, "\;ecessary Absence: A Deconstructionist
Critique of the First lvfovement of String Quartet by "Eric Sweeney"S\ are the only
significant pieces

It is evident from the abo\'c how ti;\\ detailed analytical studies are available on the

work of Irish composers, and more specifically, how few references there are on
SOlUces of pitch material used by the composers. The following is a study into the

10

various processes of pitch selection and the treatment of pitch material in the work of
selected composers. It is a fuct that many composers do not follow any particular
method or process while selecting their pitch material, alternatively they may rely on
their ear, or sit at a piano and choose whatever pitches they consider to be aurally
satisfying. H However, in direct contrast, some composers are meticulous in adhering
to a specific method of pitch selection. They make a conscious decision to operate
within the ooundaries of a particular compositional style, and the pitch material is
then moulded to fit into this category. It is also evident that other composers operate
some\l;here in between both groups.

They might initially choose a specific

compositiolk"ll process, however it may not be applied in a strict manner and could be
interspersed with pitch material that is selected aurally.

It is frequently difficult to ascertain where the pitch material is deri,ed from unless

the composer chooses to reveal his sources and many composers relish a degree of
mysticism surrounding their work and are deliberately Yague \vhen questioned on the
matter. Generally. even if the source of the pitch material is unclear, a particular
compositional technique or style may emerge and therefore the treatment of the pitch
materia! can still be examined.

Composers frequently embrace more than one

compositional style, tor example aleatoricism may be found in combination with
minimalism or serialism.. oclaLOnicism \~ith chromaticism or diatonicism etc.

In her doctoral dissertation on concepts of pilCh organisation in the first half of the
twentieth century55, Dixon identifies three stages in the compositional process.
Firstly. she discusses the choice of rav. material where the composer selects a
cOllettion ofpitches upon which the composition will be based. The exact ordering of
the pitch material is not important at this stage, and no one pitch is identified as being
morc significant than another. 56

Secondly, she refers to pre-compositional

manipulation where any possibilities or restrictions are decided upon resulting in the
composition falling into a particular style or musical tradition.

At this point the

selected pitch material is organised in a specific order and a tonal or pitch centre, or a
prominent interval-class rna) emerge. The final stage is the actual composition itself:
howewr Dixon does acknowledge the fact thm some composers regard the precompositional manipulation and the composition as one. 5 

Perhaps one of the most common methods of pitch selection is to re\'ert back to the
heritage of the particular composer"s countT); and adopt the folk

mu~ic

as a pitch

SOllTce. Many composers openly apply this method and rnay eyen quote directly from
the original Hille, however other composers seek to disguise their source and absorb
the original material to such an extent that it is no longer recognisable as folk music.
The dcri\'ation of pitch material from folk tunes is particularly associated with the
music of Bart6k. Through the collection and analysis of an abundance of Hungarian
and Rom..wian folk tunes, he recognised a defInite prevalence of certain modes. some
of which could be identifIed

a.'l

Greek Of Medie,"a! church m0des. and others that ,,;ere

non-diatonic. One of these modes contains the pitches: G-A-Bb-C-Db-E\7-F. The
process employed by Bart6k involved the segmentation ofthe mode and the extension
ofeach segment thus providing a greater selection ofpitch material to work with. For
instance, the above mode may be divided into segments of whole-tone, octatonic and
diatonic collections: Dl1--El1--F--G--A (Whole-tone), G-A-Bb-C-DI7-Ei:I (Octatonic)

and Bb-C-Db-Eb-F (Diatonic). He then extended each segment to achieve the
complete collection and employed these pitches both melodically and harmonica1ly.38

Richard Cohn identifies :funher processes of extending these folk-derived pitch
collections in: "... the combination of inversionally related materials, either
simultaneously or in canon ... the combination of transpositionally related entities,
either simultaneously (strict parallel motion), successively in a single voice

(sequential passages), or successively in multiple voices (transpositional canons)".
He also comments on BartOk's ··consistent concern for intervals or interval-classes as

primary compositional material". 59

The use offulk tunes as source material is evident in the music ofIrish composer Eric
Sweeney, who unashamedly places Irish folk music in a millimalist context, both
quoting directly from the source tunes and introducing his pitch material through
additive and subtractive processes. Another technique used by Sweeney involves the
reduction of the folk tune to the nucleus by omitting any repeated or decorative notes,

and basing his composition on the remaining pitches. Gerald Barry, on the other

57Alloftheaboveisdiscussedingrearerdefailoopp.11-15andpp.151-1530fDixon'sdissertation.
.\8 Further infunnatirn may be fuund in: Elliott Antdroletz, Ike MIlsic o/Bela Bartok.. A Study 0/
TOIIality and Progresl/ion in Twentieth Century Music, (Berkeley, LA and LoodaJ.: University of
CaliJi::miaPress., 1984),p.204.
59 Rlchard

CdIn, "BartOk's Octatonic Sttategies: A Mocivic ApJroacb.." .Joornol ofthe American

Musicological Society xliv(l991), p.264.

hand, inserts his

O\\TI

pitch.::s on either side of those of the folk tune. thus absorbing it

totally. Brian 80ydel! does not acknowledge .my conscious Irish influence, however
he does. perhaps subconsciously. adopt specific intervals, rh}1hms and ornamentation
associated with Irish music.

Another method of pitch selection is to quote from the \york of other composers. The
use of quotation may imolve direct quotation of a particular theme or m0ti[ th.::
JUXlaposition of another composer's material with new material. or the more subtle
approach where the quoted material becomes unrecognisable. Quotations from the
work of Htrious compo~ets may be detected throughout the \\ork of Gerald Barry,
ranging from the

~ubtle

quotation of the passing notes of a Bach chorale to the

juxtaposition of his own material \vith a Viennese \\ahz.

Aleatoric pitch selection

also quite a popular process. p.::rl13ps due to the faCl thal

the composers may push their creativit) to the limit in adopting this non-restricti\e
method. Under the auspices of aleatoricism pitch material can be derived from many
dherse sources including news or \\eather iorecasts. tossing dice. the J Cfllllg. non
musical charts or diagrams. names of people or places etc. Gerald Barr} is mainly
associated v,.ith this process. deriying pitch material inter alia from a shipping
forecast. and a chart encoLmtered by the composer whilst reading an article.

A relatively straightfurward method of pitch selection is to base the composition on a
referential collection or a combination of collectious or ~cales.

The octatonic

collection appears quite frcquently in the I\ork of sc\cral Irish compos.::rs including
Brian Roydell. Pbilip Martin, Raymond Deane, Fergus Johnstr'1l and [an Wilson. TIle

use of octatonicism ranges from deriving the pitch material from the various subsets
of the octatonic, to using the octawnic collection in its entirety at diflerent
transpositions. Octatonicism frequently appears in combination with diatonicism or
chromaticism, e.g. Baydell and Deane. Gerald Rarry bases his Vvork for strings La
Jalousie Taciturne (1996) almost entirely on the chromatic collection which appears

both horizontally and vertically throughout the composition.

1he use of serial pitch selection is mainl} associated with Seoirsc Bodley. ho\vcver it
is generally not applied in a strict manner in his work with the traditional use "f
retrograde, invcrsk'll etc. frequently interspersed \vith new material. The interval
c1a~ses

of the original often provide the basis for the majority of the material as

opposed to using the original

[0\\

in its entirety

Althvugh the compositional languages of the \arious composers discussed in this
thesis

var~'

considerablj. the lo\lowing tour cbJpters employ the

~ame

methodology; a

COll[e\.tualisation of the relevant period llild compositionalm..:thod. the identification
of~alient

pitch and imeryal classes and pitch-class sets in selected pieces. a

di~cussilln

of the method or their selection and sources. and their relation to various tonal and
post-tonal re!Crential collections.

r
Chapter 2
Atonal and Serial Pitch Organisation: SeOirse Bodley's Darmstadt Period

The main body of this chapter comprises an anal::-tical study of the atonal and serial
pitch structure of Seoirse Bodley's Prelude. Toccata and Epilogue (1963) for solo
piano and Ariel's Songs (1969) for soprano and piano, two works '.'<Titten during his

"Darmstadt" period in the 19605.

This is followed by an examination of the

compositional process involved in the production of the first of the Ariel's ,",'ougs
using Bodley's own sketches and draft score, and the chapter concludes with a brief
consideration of the usc of serial ism by Sean 6 Riada and John Kinsella.

Born in Dublin in 1933, Seoirse Bodley

one of Treland's most prominent

composers. He began his musical education at the Royal Irish Academy of -'.1usic in
Dublin and continued his studies at University College Dublin. taking his B.Mus in
composition in 1955 under John Larchet.

The earliest work that

Bodley

acknowledges is his MUsicji)r Sirings (1952) wTitt.::n tbr string orchestra. The basic
idea behind this work is the combination of certain modal characteristics of Irish
traditional hmes with notes alien to this context. Bodley cxplairu; that "at the time I
""as very much concerned with trying to delielop something from the field of Irish
traditional music and I tried to do this in the Music for Strinxs and indeed in qllitc a
few subsequent works",! The works that followed consist of a series of short vocal
pieces, tnDst frequently with Irish texts. Similar to .Music jor Strings. Movement for

Orchestra (1955) also reveals a juxtaposition of Iri~h traditional features \\ith
chromatic harmony.

1

Char]e, Arion. "lntcrviC'.'.'with Sd,irs.c il<xllcy", i'ire/freianJiiL (1<)701 p. 120

FOllowing his receipt of a POS1-b'I<lduate studentshlp from the Kational Uni,crsily of
Ireland, Bl1dley 'Went to study in Stuttgart under Johann Nepomuk David (1895-1977)
from 1957-1959. As a result. aspects of contemporary European culture began to
penetrate Bodley's essentially tonal. lrish-hased style. Evidence of this new influence
is obviolls in the Sonata for Violin and Piano (1958) where Bodley adopts a freer
harmonic language, remmiscent of Bartok or Hindemith in places.
substantial work: S}1llphony

)/0.

Bodley's first

I 'Was written in the following year.

This is a

composition that was reg<uded as a GcnTIJ.n \\Clrk by those in Ireland, and very Irish
by those outside oflhe country, however Bodky docs not regard his first symphony as
being particularly Irish, IUlVing consciously moyed
ofinflwnce at this time

from the tradllion::tl source

2

On Ius return from Stuttgart, Bodley \\as <lppOinkd lo a lecturing: position at
l:niversity Colleg(; Dublin and in thc following ye<ll hc received his DMus. I-Ie was
later to become associate Professor of \lusic at Uni\·er.';ity College Dublin. Bodley's
years of study in Stuttgart proVided a positl\e intluenee on hiS maturing
compositional style, ho\vever it was his time spent
definitive turning point

The

11\

Danmtadt that proved to bc a

A1usik

[nlcrnalwIJI1!c

(International SUlllnwr Courses for Ncw Music) ,vue founded hy \Volfgang Steinccke
in 19-+6, with the express purpose of providing a platform for the latest phllosophie~
and innovations of those at the forcfiont of the avant-gardc.
cstabli~hcd

Aspiring

Of

and compositional teehnique~ of eontemporilllCllU"i a,ilnt-gilrde composers.
r~gard

to tilese summer courses Michael Hall comments

'lhld.. p.llt

well

composers had the opportunity to immcI3c thcmscl\·es in the latest v,orks
'VI/lIh

Many influential figures have been associated with Dannstadt through the years, In
1948, Rene Leibowitz (19lJ-1972) who was a pupil of Schoenberg, taught at the
summer course where the music of Schoenberg was discussed and performed. Hans
Werner Henze was also a pupil in this year. Messiaen became a prominent figure at
Darmstadt bet\.veen 1949 and 1951, conceiving his Mode de Valeurs et D'lntensities
there in 1949 - a composition which was to become the main discussion point in 1951
with students such as Stockhausen, Nona and ),{adema.

From 1953 onwards.

DanllSladt was dominated by a new genemtion of composers with teachers such as
Stockhausen, Boulez, Berio, Nona, Madema and Pousseur making their mark,
However, with such strong personalities and so many divl;[se opinions and aims, it
was perhaps inevitable that there would be a certain clement of discord. Tins became
a reality for Hen7e, who gaye a lecture at Darmstadt in 1955 on the importance of
melody 1ll composition, and subsequently Found himself alienated from the avant
garde. This split was irreparably worsened in 1958 \vhen Stockhausen, Boulez and
Nona walked out during a performance of Henze's i'v'achtstiicke und Ariell at
Donaueschingen

Both Boulez and Madema remaincd as central figures at Damlstadt until the mid
1960s, with Stockhausen continuing until the early 19705 and :'vfademu settling there
The courses were held biennially rather than annually from 1970 onwards, followed
by a new generation of composers taking responsibility for the courses in the late

) Idich"eillall, Lea"lUg flome (London: Faber and faber, 199(,). p_ 2')6

1970s. a new group led by Brian Femeyhough (b. 1943) who advocated the total
serialism ofBoulez.

Se6irse Bodley first arrived at Darmstadt in the summer of 1963, returning fur the
following two courses in 1964 and 1965.4

He encountered the teachings and

philosophies of Boulez and Maderna, resulting in him abandoning extended tonality
for Slona! and international contemporary influences. Bodley's Prelude, Toccata and

Epilogue for solo piano was composed in the autumn of 1963 after the first summer
course attended by him. This piece shows Bodley experimenting with new techniques
and developing his compositional language by incorporating post-serial elements into

his style. However, it also reveals a :fuscinating and perhaps unconscious reluctance to
totally eschew tonality as exemplified in his consistent use ofquasi tonal intervals.

Bodley's Prelude and EpiioKUe are both free-furm structures constructed almost
erttirely of tremulo figures exploring the different registers and dynamic levels of the
piano. These outer movements are practically identical and there is a notable absence
of bar lines and time signatures. However, Bodley is quite specific in his direction
regarding the duration of each movement (stipulating a maximum length of one
minute) and in his extreme dynamic indications. Unlike the ToccaJa the outer
movements are not based on any particular pitch-class sets and it is perhaps a
coincidence that the tremuli in systems 1, 2 and 4 are constructed from Set 4 pitches.
The idea ofpitch centricity may be a consideration as each tremulo group fur the first
seven systems contains the note A. This pitch is replaced by the tritone D# in system 8
and is fullowed by an ic4 resolution on the enharmonic equivalent (Eb) in system 10.

Most of the pitch material in both the Prelude and Epilogue is derived from the ics 1,
3 and 4 implying a tonal basis within an atonal context:

EXAMPLE 2.1
Se6irse Bodley, Prelude, Toccata and Epilogue, Prelude
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Bodley's Toccata, as might be expected within the genre of toccata, demands a high

level of tecbnica1 virtuosity in perfurmance within a free.-form structure. The piece

divides into three broad sections. The :first section (bars 1-71) introduces and
develops Sets 1, 2 and 3 with practically all of the material related in some manner to
these sets. Bodley then introduces another set at the beginrring of the second section
(bars 72-119) only to abandon it agajn after thirteen bars in favour of the :further

development of Set 1, 2 and 3 material. The final section (bars 120-174) does recall
4TheJ1ishcomposerGerardVicttxyaIsowenttoDarmstadtinl965,~hedidnotattendthe
lectures as did Bod.Iey. Itw.lllperlIapstheatmosph,-"ofchangethatinfluencedVictory's
20

several of the main itkas encountered in the prn ious sections. ho\\ever this could not
be considered a traditional recapitulation as Bodh:y continues 10 develop the material

from each of the four main sets using devices such as augmentation, elijaH and unison
textures. The Taccaia loosely resembles a ternary form structure, hu\\ner the fact
that Bodley develops his malerial indiscriminately throughout the piece irrespective of

whIch section any set material rel¢rs to, reinforce~ the identificatlOn of a free-fonn
structure

SECTION I:

Bars 1-70

Bars 1-12
Bars 13· 42

Tntroduction of Sets 1.2 and 3
Canonie devdopment of three Sets (anticipation of Set 4 bars
14 and
(I a also present)

Bars 44 -50
Bars 60 -70

SECTION II:

Bars 72-IIS

Bars 72-90
Bars91-IIS

Introduction of Set.:l
Development of Sets 1,2 and: adopting triplet figure

SECTlO\, HI:

Bars 120-174

Bars
Bars
Bars
Bars

120-132
133-144
144-155
156- 174

PITCH \IATERIAL

APPRAR--\~TCF.S

SEeTIO_' I:

13
13
31
16

SECTlO-" II:

comp,-,;itic,n"l,tyle

Set 4. -1- .')
Set·b,

Set 1. 4--17
Set Ia. 3-11
Set 2a, 3 4
Set3, +-19
SEmON III:

II
I'

Set 1
Set 2

18

Set 3
Set4

The majority ofIhe pilch material in the first section is deriyed from three main sets.
Set 1 is the pitch-class set 4--17 prim.:: form [0,3,4,7]. This set appears mainly in the
form ofS'Tace nme rnaterial and outlines the inter.:als of the major and minor third. the
perfect fifth and the minOT second. These intervals are central

to

the em ire wNk as

they represent Rodley's link with tonalit) and perhaps signit~, the fact that he was not
yet ready to abandon Ilis tonal roots. Set 1 is first anticipated in system 8 of the
Prelude where it appears a:, tremillo material

The Eb G "resolulion" at the end orthe Prelude may also be derived from this set,
and similarly the C- G outlined by the harmonics linking the Prelude and Toccata can

be directly related to Set 1

In the TuccllIG, Set 1 first enters in bar 1 where the right hand plays a dyad, a
descending interval-class 5 (perfect fifth) decorated by interval-class 4 grace notes
(major third) against which the left hand su~tains the harmonics initiated in the last
system of the Prelude. The next appearance ot' Set 1 is in bars 4/5 where Bodley
symmetrically outlines icS ascending on this occasion rather than descending, once
again adorned by ic4 grace notes and follo\-.ed closely by the descending \-ersion also
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EXAMPLE 2.3
Se6irse Bodley, Prelude, Toccu{a and £pilo?;ue, Toccata (bar 3)

o~

\\~1~64~b
~~7

Set 2 t:nkrs again at bar 43, on this occasion dcsccnJing rmher than ascending. In
bars 52-54 and 50 Bodky changes the sklpe of Set:: and presents it in the form of
grace note material, similar to Set 1. \vilh a triehord jlreceded or folio-wed by a leap of

a major sc\cnth

Howc\cr it is sllh.<;et 2a, 3--4 [OJ5J that is most prominent throughout the cmire
compositIOn. the absence of ic2 di<;tingmshing it from Set::

Set 2a first appears in

the final system oflhe Prelude pro\-iding a link inl0 the TlICfn/u. On this occasion,
Set 2a is In the form of grace note material entering three times in the right h,-md "nd
twice in l11e lell hmld Rodky altcmatcs bct\vccn using an ic4 as the main beal or as
the uecoration. Set 1

IS

evitknt in the pitches Fif

A C and A--(:;-C-E

III

the

right hand p,u1; howcyer it l~ the major scn;nth leap lh,ll identifies the material as Set

la. Bodley pre~ents Set 2a in many JitTeren! g\ll~es lhwllgholll the

TOCCilill,

the nrsl

of which is an arpeggio-like figure (similar to Set 2) enCOlllllered III the right hand part
in bar 5 and ag<iin III bar 27
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EXAMPLE 2.5
Se6irse Bodley, Prelude, Toccata and Epilogue, Toccata (bars 42-50)

The majority of the cadenza-like passage (bars 49-52) is based on Set 2a trichords as

is the Moderato section (bars 53--60).

The first section ends with Set 2a in its

arpeggio fonn (bars 66-67) followed by a final fragmented statement ofthe set in bars
68-70.

The final main set used by Bodley in the first section is Set 3, 4-19 [0,1,4,8]. In
contrast to Sets 1 and 2, Set 3 does not appear in the Prelude but first enters in bar 8

of the Toccata with both hands moving in contrary motion:

c

EXAMPLE 2.6
Se{,irse Bodley, Prelude, Toccata and Epilogue, Toccata (bar 8)

~I'.~-'
~.\
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f---.e:
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4-lq

The exact notes ofthe left hand part (F-A--C#--E) appear again in the right hand in bar
13. Similarly the notes in the right hand part (A-C-E-G#) enter again in the right

hand in bar 19 with an AI7 enharmonic equiyalent

Set 3 is evident again in bars n-24 remaining in the torm of an ascending or
descending arpeggio figure with a tied first note. In the canonic section from bar 60
Set 3 is used quite frequently, beginning on the note C the descending figure is
followed in bar 62 a minor third higher. In bar 64. Set 3 begins once again on the notl:

C, in this instance toJ!owed by the left hand entering canonically one ht!at later a
major seventh lower. This is the [lIlal appearance orSer 3 in the first section.

Most of the pitch material in the first section is derived from Sets 1, 2 and 3. Several

other sets are evident. however on closer examination it becomes obvious tlmt these
sets are related to the three main sets, most frequently with one ic altered or omitted.
for example Set 3. 4-19 [0,1,4,8] gives rise to several other sets including: 4-20
[0,1,5,8}, 3-12 [0,4,8], 4-18 [0.1,4.7J etc.

The second sect!l)n begins at bar 72 with the introduction of Set 4, +-5 [O,L2,6J and
its subset 4a, 3-5 [0,1,6J. The major seventh featun:s strongly m this set. however it

is the emry of the tritone that is the distinguishing element Bodley hegins the canonic
development of Set 4/4:1 material in the left hand part, iollowed a bar and :1 half later
by the right hand at ic5. The opening of this section brieny portrays Rodky's inkre5t

in the lower regiskr of the piano, however he quickly shifts to the other extreme as
Set 4 material

IS

abandoned illld Sets 1,2 and 3 are reintroduced to explore the upper

register of the piano (bar 91), The one feature IhaliS retamed from the openmg bars is

the triplet rhythmic figure that served to decorate the ic5 reso[utlOn m bar;; 80--81

The further dC\'elopment of Sets 1,2 and 3 based on the triplet rh)11Ul1 continues from
bar 91 to bar liS thus marking the end of thc second section. Set 2a features most
promin~ntly on~e again

guises, however Set 1a

III

IS

this section, appearing on l\velve oeca.'iions in different

also quite strong \\lth elt:n:n ilpp~arance~ as opposed to Set

1 which is llsed only three timeS and Sel 3 is cmpJoycJ lwi~c.

The final section bcgins at bar 120 with Bodley recalling the Sd 2 ll1akrial I1rst
encountered in bar 3, now perfonneJ in both hands rather than as a single line. Tl1is
unison statement is immc:Jiately internlpltd a bar lata by three hars 01' angular grace
note material featuring Set 2a and Set I, huwever it is the major seventh leap that is
most prominent. Bodley then resumes bi~ unison movement based on Sets I a JllJ 2a.
on1} to be interrupted

ii

bar later (har 1:'5) hy Set 4 graee note material, the mlljor

seventh onCt; again most ,i!:,'llificant

and graCt; nOle ligures until bar
encoun1cred at oilr 13 and

Bodley continues to altematc bct\\cen lInlson
\\hcrc he recalls the ~imonK ,~c!ion first

at hlr fiO

Sets 3 and 2a are most promincnt in this

brief section.

Sct la appears in bars 14\-144 as Bodley employs ic3 and ic4

trichords. At bar 144 Bodley recalls Set 4 material from the beginning of the second
seaion (bar 72). As before this material is de\eloped canonically at ic5 a bar and a
half later. however Bodley employs augmentation on this occasion:

EXAll1PLE 2.7
Se6irse Bodley, Prelude. Toccata and Epilogue, Toccata (bars 142-149)
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The semiquaver figure A-Ab--Bb-O in the left lllind is repeated in quaver values
interspersed with rests. The E Eb-F .-\ is treated in a similar manner in the right

hand. The glissando

first heard in bars 89--90 is now a.<;eending rather than descending

(bars 154--155) and is a right hand gll.lWlldo on the black notes as opposed to a left
hand RI;::,sQndo on the white keys. Finall) Bodle) recalls the developmental material
based on the triplet rhY1hmic figure \.\-ith Sets L la, 2a and 3 featuring most
prominently. The Toccata ends \\ith a statement ofa Set la trichord (D minor).
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the Toccata (bar 120) the texture is quite dense, however this suffers constant
interruptions by sparse grace note statements. Finally, he employs one pedalling effect
at the end of the Prelude and Epilogue sections - to trill the sustainmg pedal.

Bodley briefly experiments with aleatoricism in the cadrn:a-likc passage (bars 43

53) of the first section.

Firstly, he introduces an ic4 lremuio in the left hand

accompanied by the direction "ad lib. Variable tremulo

accell.

=

cresc.. dim

rail." This tremulo continu.e~ until the end of bar 52 where Bodley gives the direction

"end tremulo dim e rall or cresc e accell." thus leaving the decision to the pcrfonner.

In the same bar the marking ~ is uscd on four occasions in thc right hruld,
accompanied by the dircction "pause length ad lih. - preferably these four pauses
should be of irregular length"

In the follo\Ying bar (53) Bodley provides the

perfonner with a choice ofdynanlic bel, suggesting an extrerneffor pp

It is notable that in contrast to the freedom encountered in this section, Bodley does
include quite specific instructions throughout the composition regarding the tempi,
d}1lamics and character of the piccc. DcscriptiYe words such as ritmieo, lirieo, femee,
brilliante. con tenerezza etc. arc encountered in addition to numerous d)namic

markings and tempi changes.

The use of constantly changing time signatures

IS

another characteristic of this work, for exanlple bet\\een bars 120 and 131 the time
signature alternates bet\veen 4;4, 3/4 and 2/4 on se,en occasions. This featur'; is
reminiscent of Bartok as is the absence of bar lines (bar 59) ami the symmetrical
references throughout.
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traditional dance tunes.

He comments that "e\-entual1y [ found that I had landed

m}selfright beyond the field of metrical rhythms as such into the field of the irregular
rh}lhm·'.7

In Configurations (1967) for orchestra, Bodley experiments with timbre as each
movement displays ditferent textural possibilities.

As a means of funhering his

timbral experimentation, Bodley employs concentric orche~ras, explaining that .,
by dividing the string orchestra up in half and ha\ing them run in opposite directions
you can get antiphonal effects bct\veen the cellos on one side and the cellos on the
other and so on; a maner of using the spatial dimensions".s

Bodle) also employs

grace notes as a means of decoration in this composition. The use of these omaments
may be attributed to the Irish tradition and perhaps \ic\\ed as an anticipation of hi~
pOst-1 972 compositional style.

Bodle} continues his manipulation ot· serial and aleatoric techniques in his String
Quartet \[0. 1 (1969) - a work that Th frequentl} coru,idered the apogee of Bodle)'s
middle-period of compositional st)le. The String Quartet falls into two movements.
the first of which is quite brief lasting approximately 2'h minutes, in contrast to the
second mo\emcnt which is a more substantial eleven minutes. The pitch ma.terial of
the entire quartet is derived from the following ro\\:
C-D--Db- A-B-FII-Bb G-f -/1.7 Eb
However. Bodley does exercise some flexibility in his application of this

fO\\.

for

example. pitches 5 and 8 may be moved to a different position in the row or omitted
altogether. and pitches 6 and 7 rna} be re\-ersed or omined, thus displaying his
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Bodley had learnt 100 much in Dann,tadt and i~ tr)'ing to fit too

m,Ul),

a single work; this can detract from the rhyrthrnic energy which he

IS

techniques into
clearly striying

for and clouds somc l)'Tical momcnts". II

Bodley's last major work before his change of style is his Ariel's Songs (1969)
Composed for the second Dublm Festlval of Twentieth Century /l..lusic.

They

comprise a collectIOn oflhree ~ongs for sopnmo and piano, the text for \vhich is taken
from Shakespeare's The Tempest.

Bodley's

Songs are dodecaphoJllcally

constructcd from one row and its \'ariOlis pcrmutltions. The exact ordering of the
notes is unclear due to the fact that Bodley partitions the row into fom bars,
compriscd of two tetrachol'ds and two dyads rather th~lll using a linear statement
Howeyer the intCf\ allic conlent is quitt signiticmlt as it displays a dcfini1l:
predilection for ic3 witll each tClrachord containing ic3 and hoth dyads outlining id.
Bodley employs his row in a 'ree manner where tht;' llfder or the pitches is
urumportant,

repetition~

of pitches

oc~ur

frequcntly ami im:omplete statements of the

row are quite common. TIle lim:ar ~lylc of the tntirc composition is renllniscent of
Webem with Its angular and fwgmenteJ pitch slakmenls that ex-plore the diffiorent
regislers and dynamic ranges ofholh voice and piano

EXAMPLE 2.9
Se6irse Bodley, Ariel's Songs, Original Row
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Song I opens with a complete statement of Bodley's 0 scattered throughout the
different registers of the piano and accompanied by specific dynamic instructions:

EXAMPLE 2.10
Se6irse Bodley, Ariel's Songs, Song I (bar 1)

~.s

c::.t

The remainder of the brief piano introduction in bar 1 is derived from 1-9, the icl
grace note figure taken from the first bar ofl.-9 with the remaining four notes C#-D
E---C constituting bar 3 of I-9. The voice enters in bar 2 with four 11Dtes from the

beginning of S-7 (G-F-B-F#) accompanied by two ids, the fIrst of which may be
37

derived from the second bar ofRl, and the other from the first bar of R. Bodley then
introduces the first four notes of Rl-8 outlining ics 2 and 3 and followed by S- iO
pitches encompassing ooth the piano and vocal lines. Tn bars 5 and 6, 1-8 pitches are
evident in the piano part \~ith the omission ofG and C and the F# substituted with A#,

The "ceal line in bar 6 is constructed ITom S-7 pitches (F#---G-F-B omitted). The
remainder of the pitch material in bars 6 and 7, both instrumental and vocal, may be
attributed to Rl-5 \\'ith several pitch repetitions and no specific ordering evident.

Three bars ofa piano interlude follow (bars 8-10). the first of which displays pitches
from bars 2 and 3 of S-l ""ith the ne:>.t two bars revealing a compkte statement of 1

3, Five bars ofS--4 material constituting ooth the vocal and instrumental1ines follow

this. The repeated icl grace note figure employ cd during thc vocal mclisma in bar 13
can fir~1 be vie\\'ed as a reiteration ofS- 4 material. ho\\'ever the final TWO figurcs may

be attributed to RI-8 in keeping with the piano material. This is followed by a
complete statement of RI with a C:i enharmonic equhalent. O\erlapping with the

final thr<;'!e notes of RI (C# 137-0) in the piano

part, the vocal line enters with a

COmplete statcment of RI-5 (D) enharmonic equhalent) accompanied by variou~
pitch repetitions in the piano (bars 13 ,15).

In bar 16 Bodley employs 1-2 pitches followed by bars 2, 3 and 4 of 1 in the voice. A
complete statement ofl-l is then evident in the voice against which the piano begins

an incomplete statement of 5--4. shifting to repetitions of 1-1 material in bar 18.
Bodley then introduces the opening of S--4 in bar 19 with ics 1 and 2 evident. A
complete statement of the row including sc\"cral pitch repetitions in the piano part
follows this.

The final bars of the first song are mainly constructed from ks 1, 2 and 3 derhed

from the first two bars ofR 7. The piano plays repetitions of several of these pitches
(D# enharmonic equivalent) and also introduces some of the other pitches from R-7

in no particular order. The song concludes on the tritone D#-A.

This

song is clearly based on one row and its V1ITious transformations, howe\er

Bodley demonstrates considerable freedom in his implementation of the dodecaphonic
process. With regard to the intervallic content. ics 1, ::: and 3

rna}

be detected in

abundance throughout this piece.

The second song opens with a fragmented one-bar piano introduction derhed from
RI-3 and immediately outlines ks 1. 2 and 3. The >'oice completes the statement of
RI-3 in the following bar \', ith F# and C# enharmonic equivalents. In bar 3 the piano

once again

begins a rather jumbled ~tatement of RI 3 fullowed b} selected pitches

from RI-5 in the vocal line. ] he piano then ellter~ wilh four pitches from RI-5 (A
C-Ab-Bl» outlining ics 3 and 2.

The voice enters again in bar 6

with [-5 pitch material and ics 1, 2, 3 and 4 evident.

The piano interrupts one bar later with an ic1 d;.ad in the right hand and an ic:?: dyad

in the left. The \-oice pro\-idcs an incomplete statement of 1-4 in bars 8 and 9.
Ilowever this row is completed in bar 9 by the piano. which also incorporates se\eral

pitch repetitions in both bars 8 and 9. (extra pitch B in bar 8 is not part ofl-4):

EXAMPLE 2.11
Se6irse Bodley, Ariel's Songs, Song II (bars 8-10)

I-it
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Bodley then employs the opening tetrachord and two dyads of 1-8 in bar 10

encompassing both instrumental and vocal lines. The second ic3 dyad (D-F) overlaps
with the beginning ofa complete &--7 statement evident mainly in the piano part. In

bar 12 Bodley introduces the first four pitches ofS-1 (Dp-B-C-Ep) in the vocal line.
Bodley continues his exploration of S-1 material for the remainder of the song,
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IIId instrumental lines and the beginning ofRI-8 in the voice, briefly interrupted by I

material in the piano part but completed in bar 13. Bodley's use ofRI-8 continues

Irao bar 14 where it is later replaced by the opening of R-3,
tetrachord of S (B-C-BI1--D).

instrwnentaJ.

followed by the opening

Bodley then employs RI-ll material in both

and vocal lines until bar 16 where the voice enters with a complete

tatement of 1--6, accompanied by selected pitches from R-3, most frequently
Outlining ics 2 and 3. The pitches in bar 17 of the piano part may be regarded as the

opening tetrachord of 8-10 or as repetitions of the 1--6 pitches of the vocal line.
Bodley employs 1-7 material in both instrwnental and vocal lines for the majority of

bar 18, however he concludes Song m on four 1-5 pitches.

AU three songs share many characteristics, the most obvious being the Webemesque

8hape and textures throughout, and the extreme but specific dynamic indications. The
freedom exercised by Bodley in his employment of this row is evident in the frequent
pitch repetitions and incomplete statements ofhis rows.

In Zychowicz's book on Mahler's Fourth Symphony, Edward R. Reilly outlines

teveraI stages in the compositional process with regard to the sketches of Mahler. 12

The process begins with the preliminary sketches where different thematic or motivic
possibilities are explored, and the basic pitch material is decided upon.

This is

fullowed by the preliminary draft where the structure of an entire movement, or a
large section of work, is presented. The next stage in the process is the development
ofaW score where more detail is introduced and some modifications ofthe various
elements may be detected. The autograph full score then follows. Obviously, not all
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The first tetrachord at the top of Sketch 1 incorporates the same pitches as that of
Sketch 1, however the dyads F--G and A)-A (second and fourth bars) were evidently
toyed with before settling on C#-E and Eb-Gj. The ordering C-B?-D-F-B-E-G

was also

considered by Bodley as was the ordering C-Bb--D-B; F--G; Gb-Eb-E-D;

Ap-A fullowed by its transposition at ic7.

He then drafts several other possibilities including·

C-D-B-Bb-F-G- E-Eb-C-G?-Ab-A
•

B~-B--{:-r)"-Db-EJ-E-F-FiI-G#-G_A

• Bb-B--C-D; C#--D: A-Ab-G-F; F#--D#

It is clear from Sketch 2 that Bodley gave the order of the original pitches a £,'feat deal
of consideration and that he experimented with various combinations of pitches and
divisions of the row befure limll) deciding on his original row. However. Bodley's
decision to divide the row into two tetrachords and two dyads rather than presenting a

linear statement, perhaps provided him with a means of avoiding a definite ordering.

Draft Score I is Bodley's plan for the opening of Song I. The melodic line is drafted
at the top of the sketch, with the pitches G-F-B-F-B-F# evident in the vocal line of

the SCore (bar:!):

-)iC::::::_
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There is a break mark indicated in Bodley's sketch after these pitches, however the

E,

that follows in the score (bar 4) is not evident in his original plan. The pitches A-G#
C-E-D#-D-B7-Dr-G_F# fol1o\',· in bar 6 as in Sketch 3. Bodley originally appears
to mark this row as R-J, but it is probably more accurate to relate the majority of
these pitches to 5-7.

The following three staves on Draft Score 1 comprise his plan for the piano part

at

the

beginning of Song I. The original subject, followed by 1-9, may be traced from the
sketch to bars I and 1 of the score. The melodic line ofbar 2 then appears on the next
stave of Sketch 3, followed b) the piano part of bars 3-5 where Rl-8, 5-10 and 1-8
are evident:

f;q 11::1.\\OjjOj 'llr.d ulmld ;)'11 JU SJ[Plllj j'ulUJdo ~l.{l
ljlT\\

'r

UI :ljqBlJ;l)J[' R 1.10 JJjllrW[UJJ

~l{l

?iuOS.l0 { pUB 9 ~lllq 10J UEjd :l[!lllJ~~;lld ljJP)[S :lljlJfl ~J.\\ll~ J::1Jljl jtu!l ;>[11.

R.I-5 in both the vocal and instrumenlallines. (The final pitches of bar 7 are evident

at the beginning of Draft Score 2). Although this sketch is quite rough on first
appearance, the relationship between the plan and the score is easily identifiable.
Similarly in Draft Score 2 the original plan for bars 8-12 is definitely traceable:
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Se6irse Bodley, Ariel's Songs, Preliminary Sketch fIl
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He divides his row into

t\\O

[l_~llc\

he'\achords labelled a and b. each with a pitch-class set

identity ofpfime form 6-2. He links the three tntones B) E, Cif-G and A-Fr> with
arrows, and also isolates the two trichords 8-D-C and
circles.

(j

F-Ab by "amoeba-like"

Both of these trichards ShLtfC the prime form identity of 3 -2.

The four

trichordsGJ-F G (3-1). Bb-B-E (3-5). C-D-("# (3 1) and G-Eb Ac> (3-4) arc then

outlinetiusingcLmy1incs.

[n the early 1970s, Bodley's compositional stIle wlderwent another significant
change, while retaining the European contemporary influences Irish traditional music
also became an integral part of his style. Ha\,ing consciously rejected these ethnic
influences during his DarlJ1.',1adt or middle period, Bodley realised that it wa" time to

re-embrace his own heritage in order to fulfil his stylistic requirements. His ne'A st}le

was therefore ajuxtaposition oflrbh traditional features with atonality. Bodle)'s The
Narrow Road to the Deep . Vorth (1972) for two pianos was the first composition to
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EXAMPLE 2.23
Sooirse Bodley, The Narrow Road to the Deep Nonh (bars 1--8)
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Characteristically, Bodley also explores the different registers and dynamic ranges of

the piano throughout this piece.

This is followed by a series of religious works, two symphonies (1980 and 1981) and
a Chamber Symphony No.2 (1982). Bodley's latest works include Chiaroscuro (The
Taking of Christ) - a five-minute work based on the Caravaggio painting, News from
Donabate (1999) _ a substantial fifty-minute work for solo piano based on a twenty

one-note series18 and An Exchange ofLetters (2002) also for solo piano. 19

I! This work consIsts often pieces ofvarymg length within which recurring motifs may be heard. In
the programme note al the begmning afthe score. SeolfSe Bodley describes the work as"

Bodley was not the only Irish composer to experiment with serialism. For instance,

Sean 6 Riada is

widely remembered for his deep association with the music and

literature of Ireland, which provided a basis for much of his work from 1960 onwards
however, his pre-1960s compositions are regarded as more promising by many of his
contemporaries. Harry White reflects this opinion when he states that ''the early
works, especially Hercules Dux Ferrariae (1957), signal a degree of authenticity and
flair which few of his later compositions would surpass",20 he goes on to say that

"Hercules in particular is a work of enormous promise (an observation so frequently
made during

6

Riada's lifetime that the work came to plague him in later years)

which signifies a commitment to the European aesthetic at once untroubled and
resourcefullyaware".21 Douglas Sealy refers to the work as ''the most original and
forward-looking work oflhe 1950s in Ireland,,,21 however Michael Taylor views it as
being "consistently over-rated".13

Following a trip to Paris in 1954, where he

encountered serialism for the first time,

6

Riada developed an interest in the

tethnique and proceeded to incorporate it into his compositions, notably Hercules

Dux Ferrariae. SeiLn
with serialism.

6 Riada was probably the first

Irish composer to experiment

Whereas European composers in the 19505 were using the serial

!ec:hnique at a more advanced level, i.e. applying it to pitch, dynamics, rhythm, attack

etc., 6 Riada adopted a more simplistic approach favouring a singular relationship to
pitch. Nomos No. i: Hercules Du.Y. Ferrariae is based on the text of Hercules Dux

Ferrariae originally used by Josquin des Pres in his Mass dedicated to his patron

rdle<;l[ing]apersonaloccurrencein[hislhfe". He goes onto explain that "only standard methods of

~ayingthepianoare employed. Colour is ~dentonplacingofnotes anddynarnics".
,!JO Premiered m the Natlonal Concert Hall, Dublm o~ 2S March 2002 by solOIst Andrei Roudenko
'I H~White, 'The Keeper's Reel/a/ (Cork University Press, 1998), p. 127.
~Ib.Id.,p.145.

- Cued in Axel Klein, Die Musik Iriands im 10 Jahrhunden (Hildeshelln: Georg Olms Verlag, 1996),
f,.238
-; Ibid.,p. 238.
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Hercules. Duke of Ferrara.

6

Riada uses the same method as Josquin where he

adopts the eight vowel sounds of Hercules Dux Ferranae as a basis for his melodic
theme.

6

Riada re-arranges the vowel sounds to give him: re-fa-mi-ut-re-ut-re 

translating as follows: D--F-£-D-C-D--C-D.
theme,

6

In addition to using an eight-note

Rlada also divides the composition into eight movements, each movement

corresponding tonally to the note of the above series, for example he uses the "re"
tonality for \t[ovements

r,

IV, VI and VITI etc.

The serial element is evident in 6 Riada's employment of two \2-note rows'

EXAMPLE 2.24

Sean 6 Riada, Hercules Dux Ferrariae. Note Rows
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However, c) Riada presents his 12-lIole rows within a tonal context on each occa-:ion.
The first row forms the basis for the bricfsecond movement Lellfa e Ruhata.

6 Riada

uses his row in a very simple manner, introducing it from bar 1 to the first bC<l1 afbar
3, followed immediately hy a n:trograde in bar, :.'1-4'

EXAMPLE 2.25
Sean 6 Riada, Hercules Dux FelTariae, Second Movement (bars 1-5)
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Another retrograde oflh.: lirst five pitches is evident in bars 16 18 of violin 1. The
use of retrograde is as far as

6

Riada aspIres to v.lth his series, Sc<iirse Bodley

remarks that the "use of serialism in this ... ark

lS

c:drcmely limited by (;ornparison

with his contmental contemporaries" and that

c')

Riada's "use of

note-TOWS IS

in

general fairly straightforward, often consisting of melodic usage only' 2~ Despite the
employment of this 12-note series, a "fa" tonality (second noll: of Hercules theme) is
maintained throughout the movement.

The second serilOs is introduced in Movement 111 Passacaglia. The IO\V is evident
between the second violin and the viob from bars 3--6, and is immediaLely repeated in
bars G---'-J. This repetition of the

["Q\V

in its original form continues for the majority of

the rnO\ement. The first violin adopts f'i"agments of the row as melodic material while
the cdlos rcpe:n a melodic ostinato throughout the movement. The double basses

sustain the note E a~ a ground bass thus establishing the '"mi" tomlity of this
movement,

In Movement IV Rondo, 6 Riada uses ooth the Hercules theme and the two l2-note
rows. The Hercules theme is performed pizzicato by the double basses from bar I,

and the two rows are combined to create the melodic material of violin 1 from bar 17.

6 Riada continues to use his 12-note rows within a tonal eontext for the remainder of
the work. \\-'hat had promised to be the beginning ofa new and exciting direction for
Irish music was cut short as

6

Riada abandoned this style of European innuenccd

composition in 1960 in favour of exploring his Irish heritage.~j

John Kinsdla (b. 1932) is a se1t:taught Irish composer ""ho held the posidon of Head
of Music at R.T.E:. umi11988, when he resigned to devote more time

to

c~)mposition.

His compositio1l31 OUTput is quite substantial. comprising eight symphonies. two
violin concenos. four string quartets and numerous other works for a variety of
different media.

Rcgarding his influences Kiruella comments that

'TIl

am a great

admirer of the \vritings of Schoenberg and some of his theories but am kss cominced

by his music even though it is ohviously the work of a geniLLs".26 In spit<! of his
scepticism towards the music of Schoenberg, Kinsella does experiment wilh serialism

in both his second and third String Quartets. howe>;er, his adaptation of the technique
is very free. Kinsdla places more emphasis on the intervallic content
rather than applying the entire series in a traditional manner

"

or the

series

Kinsella's Stnng Quartet No.2 (1968) IS based on a 12-nole series divided mto four
trichords:

(a) B-C-O

(b) A#---C#-A (C) E-G#-G

(d) D#-F-F#

The entire series is Introduced in the first three bars.

EXAMPLE 2,26
John Kmsella, Stnng Quartet No.2, First MO\·emenl (bars 1-3)
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Following the initlOll presentatlOn of the senes. Kmsella begins to focus on the interval
classes outhned by tIle original, and expands hIS material based on these les. He also
presents modified vel'sions of the series at various transpositions. Wilh n:fcrence to
the second quartet. Gareth Cox observes that"

Kinsella restnets hImself to usmg

the intervallic potential of the row grafted onto a sonata-fOim movement".:-

KmselIa\ Stnng Quartet No.3 (1977) was written almost a decade later, ho\\~\er, hiS
free serial treatment or the pitch matenal 1~ rt:mlillSCelJt of the second quartet
baSIC sencs

IS

'"the

trcated \\ith considernble freedom and certain groups of mtenuls

,He

allowed to predominate from time to time". 28 There are two main features in this
quartet. the first of which is the Operllng four-note series: (a) A#--B--D#--F# and the
Rtond is the pair oftritones (b) AI1-D and (c) G-C#. Both the series and the tritones

are introduced in the first two bars with G# and Dv enhannonic equivalents:

EXAMPLE 2.27
John Kinsella, String Quartet No.3, First Movement (bars 1-3)
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Kinsella then proceeds to present his pitch material at various transpositions.

: Garetb Cox, "WebernRa:eptioo.in Jreland" SprachenundKultllrxv,(fokyo, 1998).p. 32.
.Ictin Kinsella, Programme note fir Third String Qmrtet, Contemporary Music Centre, Dublin.
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EXAMPLE 2.29
John Kinsella, String Quartet No.3, Final Movement (bars 430-453)
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The main focus ofthls chapter has been on Bodley's absorption of serial techniques

dating from his time in Dannstadt. Although he was clearly influenced by such
68

features as extreme dynamic indications and large leaps in the parts. he reserved a
personal freedom for himself in the technical composition and employment of his
rows: For e:>Lample in Ariel's Song\ as has becn seen. the exact ordering of the row
remains ambiguous because of irs partitioning into tetrachords JIld dyads and his free
repetition of pitches and incomplete statements of the row are evidence of his
rejection of rotal SeriaJisrn. As has i:x.'Cn noted, his ear ultimately determined the use
of the material. Hov.·ever, he is certainly one of the most significant Irish composers
to incorporate seriaJism (often in combination with free tonal and aleatoric
tedmiques) in his works, albeit to a less strict e",ent than many of his feIJo\v-studenrs
and teachers at the /lIlcf/laJioflale Ferien/wrse. 29 His Ariel's Songs are clear evidence
of this immersion in the serial world at the time: it was a technique he was to return to
considerably later in his compositional career

Chapter]
Octatonic Pitch Structure in Post-War Irish Composition

This chapter examines the use of the oClatoruc scale and its suhsets as a source of
pitch material for sewrallrish composers. Raymond Deane and Fergus Johnston are
considered briefly in the first part of the chapter, howe\er the main locus is on the
work of Philip Martin, particularly the tirst rno.emen! of his Piano Concerto No.1
(1986) which is explored in detail.

The term "octatonic" may be applied to any scale or mode that is constructed tram
eight diflerem pitches \\ithin an octa\c. howc\cr. since the use ofthe term b) BcrgeL i
the octatonic scale is \\idely recognised as a collectION of alternating IOnes and
serniloncs \\ilh a pitch-class set identity of8 28. This ~:rnmelrical scale is frequently
referred to as the diminished scale as it is fanned by a combination of mo non
enhannonic diminished se,enth chords. 2 Only t\vo fonns of the octatonic scale exist.

the firSt begi!llling on a minOT second and the other on a major second - referred to b~
van den 'foom as models A and B.3 Three trmlspositions are also poo.sible and are
generally referred to as Collections 1, 11 and 111.1

,III 1975' Elliott Antokoletz discussed the octatonic scale with reference to Bartok's

Founh String Quartet and explained that ''the twelve tones can be partitioned into

IIree mutually exclusive

interval 3-9 tetrachords. If we pair any t\~o of these three

1etrachords, we get an eight-note scale that is based on regular alternations of the
whole-tones and semitones. (We will refer to this scale as ·octatonic'). There are

Ihogether three possibilities of pairing the three interval 3-9 tetrachords, thus giving

Richard Cohn writes, "an octatonic collection is most readily characterised. for
lIlnemonic purposes. as any set of pitch-classes resulting from the union of t\\-o
different diminished se\enth chords".7

He goes on to discuss the attraction that

COmposers have to the octatonic and attributes this to " ... a llL.unber of special internal
properties. ,. identified as fo11ows: " .. any octatonic collection maps into itself
under four different transpositional \alues, and thus has only three distinct fonns.
Maps onto itself under three different inversions, and thus potentially articulates eight

different pitch-class axes of symmetry. Has an asymmetrical distribution of intervals,
OJllCentrating minor thirds more intensely than any other collection-type of similar

Iizt. Has a relatively limited roster of sub-set types, since each of its proper subsets
IICurs at mUltiple levels of transposition and transposed inversion".&

He then

MJentifies the external properties 9 that may attract composers as:

'"The Collection's potential to aniculate multiple tonal centres. Its abundant
POssession of semantically rich subsets like consonant triads, seventh-chords, French

.sbct:b.s, and minor [0,1,3,5] tetrachords.

Its ability to 'modulate' into diatonic

COllections and other modes common to "'arious folk-music traditions, via elementary
\'(lice-leading routines,,,lQ

Cheong reinforces Cohn's findings on the 'versatility of the octatonic collection in

stating that "the introduction of the s)lnmetrical octatonic collection opens up new
POSSibilities which enable the composer to recreate various structural roles furmerly
played by the tonal system .. , It is widely accepted that the usefulness of the octatonic
COllection lies in its availability of triadic structures, which allows it to interact with
COnvemional tonality".11

Forte has examined the octatonic scale in great detail and idemifies all of the subsets
ofthe octatonic as follows: 12

'~ooic scale' b more commonly employed; 'collection' is used in this study out ofa preterencc tu

:VO:d any implicatIon of a Cllr:unica1 ordering of the elements". p, 262.

,Ibid.,pp.262_263.
Ext~ in that ''they dL'lJClld on arelariurclrip to other entities and con~epts that bear privileged

~~p~1;6~~cal tradition~.lbid., p. 263.

~~~~~~-;:bt"~~~'hiS

usc of the terms (uad, septad, h=d, pentad. tetrdd and triad in his article
"Scriabin's Octatonic Sonata", Jo!ll7Uli ofthe RDyal Musical Association, cxxi (1996). pp. 206--228,
wt;ereas Forte demonstrates a preference for the t = hexachord, tetrachord and trichord in addition to
Iming sqltad and pentad 10 describe his suiJselS. I have opted for Forte's terminology in thi~ study as it

Septad

7-31

"""'horns

6-zl3, 6-z23, 6-27, 6-30, 6-z49, 6-z50

Ptmads

T_horns
Trichords

Severa! of these

5-10,5-16,5-19,5-25,5-28,5-31,5-32
4-3,4-9,4-10,4-12,4-13, 4-z15, 4-17, 4-18, 4-25, 4-26, 4
27,4-28,4-z29
3-2,3-3,3-5,3-7,3-8, 3-10, 3_11. 13

subsets are of particular relevance as they are formed by adjacent

Pitches of the octatonic scale; these include septad 7-31 (the main subset of the

octawnic), hexachords 6-z13 and 6-z23, pentad 5-10 and tetrachords 4-3 and 4-10,

The remainder of the subsets are obviously derived from the octatonic scale but
include non-adjacent pitches and are therefore not as easily identiftable.

The use of octatonicism may be related to several composers, the most obvious,
perhaps. being Messiaen as the octatonic scale constitutes the second of his Modes of
Limited Transposition. 14 Messiaen recognises the presence of this scale in the music
ofStravinsky,13 Rimsky-Korsakov and Scriabin,16 however he dismisses their use of

tile scale as being a "timid sketch, the modal effect being more or less absorbed

by

that the te:rms octad,

appears to suggest the

73

classified sonorities".17 He criticises their integration of the octatonic mode into a
Predominately diatonic framework.

Other composers recognised for their use of

OClatonicism include Bartok, 18 Debussy,l~ Ravefo and Dallapiccola. 21

One of the Irish composers principally associated with octatonicism is Brian Boydell
(1917-2000). Boyde!l's musical style is characterised by a consistent use of the
octatonic scale and its subsets in combination with diatonicism. Boydell's first String

Quartet, op. 31 (1949) is significant in that it establishes the musical language that is
to remain constant throughout his compositional career.

The string quartet opens ""ith the ccllo imrodLlcing octdtonic

SLlbSd

3-2 «(,-Cii-Di')

in the first three bars, and the \'iola adding the next three pitches of the Gctmonic scale
(also 3-2, E-F#--G) in bar 6. thus resulting in octaton..ic hexachord 6 z13:

EXAMPLE3.!
. Brian Boydel~ String Quanet No.1, First Movement (bars 1--6)
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Octatonic tetrachord 4--3 funns the second theme, evident from the end of bar 41 in

the inner voices. By bar 48 both violins and viola, playing parallel 6/4 chords in a
type of organum have adopted this octalonic theme.

The Octatonic scale also features quite prominently in the second movement. with the
COmplete octatonic collection 8-28 achie\ed in the first violin by bar 11. Oetatanic

hexachord6-z13 is also present in a11 voices in bar II:

EXAMPLE 3.2
Brian Boydell, String Quartet No.1, Second Movement (bars 1-13)
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The final movement opens with octatonic hexachord 6-z13 as in the first movement.
however on this occasion all voices enter in unison.

The first violin once again

completes the octatonic collection 8--28 by bar 11 and it continues to feature

throughout the remainder of the movement:

EXAMPLE 3.3
Brian Boydel\., String Quartet No.1, Third Movement (bars 1-12)
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The Second String Quartet, op. 44 (1957) opens with octatonic tetrachord 4--3 in the
viola, followed by an inversion in the cello in bars 4-5. Octatonic trichord 3-2 is
evident in both violins in bar 11, followed by octatonic tetrachord 4-10 in the second
violin in bars 15-16, and the opening tetrachord 4,~3 entering once again in bars 16
18 in the tirstviolin:

3.4
String Quartet No.2, First Movement (bars 1-19)
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The complete octatonic collection 8--28 appears in ascending scalic funn on several
occasions in the second movement from bar 179.

The trills of the two violins and cello at the beginning of Boydell's Third String
Quartet, op. 65 (1969) form octatonic pentad 5-10 (including the semiquaver beats).
78
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Brian BoydelL22

Other significant octatonic works include his Violin Concerto

(1953/54), Mexalilhic Ritual Dances (1956) and Adagio and Scherzo for Siring

Quarret, op. 89 (1991).

Jrish Composer Raymond Deane (b. 1953) not only combined octatonicism ,""ith
diatonicism but also incorporated chromaticism 2..1 pentatonicism and the whole-tone
scale in his work for thirteen strings entitled Dekatriad (1995).24

Regarding his

compositional style Deane comments that' ... I don't use serial tcchniqucs. I am a
very ad hoc person when it comes to techniques.

1 use whatever technique is

appropriate to the materiall'tn \~orking with. Some or my pieces ... are definitely
derived from seria.l thinking in some sort of way, but I don't lL~e things like tone-rows.

It tends to be more harmonic. Or I'll use small cells that I can give vertically and
horizontally and in inversions and so on; the way dodccaphonic composers use them
., I use just about an)' material that comes to hand".::>5
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The orchestra sits on octatonic tetrachord 4-26 in bar !3! and the work ends on a
sUStained G major chord between all voices, Deane 'Hites in the prefu.ce to the score
that ''the final G major chord stands apart from what went before - not a summation
as in 'proper' tonal music, but a dismissal",2/,

Irish composer Fergus Johnston (b, 1959) also experimented with octatonicism in his
eight variations for string orchestra entitled Je Goiite Ie jeu,.. (1997).27 In contrast to
the works of Hoydell and Deane, octatonicism is central to this work in that the theme
providing the basis for the set of variations is constructed from the complete octatonic
collection 8 28. The first four pitches are named by the composer in the fOfC\vord 10
the score which reads; "Inspired by and dedicated to E7 A C If'z~ whereas the
remaining four pitches of the collection are inversions of these: E7-A-C-B-Ab-F
F;;LD

Johnston's obvious interest in s;,mmetry surfaces immediately in the opening bars of
the work where the first four pitches are introduced one by one beginning \~i[h the
Upper strings dOVon to lower strings, and the ll\ersions are presented in the same
manner but from lower strings to upper.

The complete octatonic collection then

appears homophonically between all voices in bar 9:
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The development of material based on 8-28 continues for the remainder of Variation
2with mirror inversion becoming a feature between bars 33 and 37.

Variation 3 begins at bar 38 with a brief melodic fragment in violins 1-3 outlining
octatonic pentad 5-19, however in the foUowing bars this fragment is extended to
)ltOduce the complete octatonic collection 8-28. At bar 42, violins 4-6 present 8-28

in a similar manner fuUowed by violins 7-9 in the next bar, the violas in bar 44, celli
in bar 46 and the double bass in bar 48. All voices build towards a climax. using

descending octatonic material, however they culminate in non-octatonic homophonic

chords in bars 50-51:

EXAMPLE 3.14
Fergus Johnston, Le Goiite /ejeu .Variation 3 (bars 38-51)
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At bar 52, lolmston begins the same process once again, however, in keeping with the
symmetrical nature of the piece; he now opens with the octatonic pentad 5-19 in the
eelli and uses ascending octatonic material rather than descending. On this occasion

the horoophonic chords (bars 64--{j5) outline octatonic tetrachord 4-12:
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Variation 4 begins at bar 80 with a melodic solo outlining octatonic collection 8-28 in

the cello parts, accompanied by repeated semiquavers in the violins and violas based
on octatonic tetrachord 4-13. This continues until bar 91 where there is a descending

glissando in all voices excluding the double bass., fullowed by a continuation of the
repeated semiquaver idea in the violins and violas (bar 92), on this occasion outlining
octatonic tetrachord 4-12:

98

At bar 96, violins 1-3 adopt the melodic solo based on 8-28 while the remainder of

the violins, violas and celli accompany with repeated semiquavers, once again
outlining octatomc tetrachord 4--13.

Johnston continues to present his octatonic

material in a similar manner for the remainder of Variation 4.

Variation 5, beginning at bar 121. displays certain aleatoric characteristics where
10hnston divides his material into blocks figured A-P. to be performed in "multiple
tempi"' Octatonicism, however, is still evident as the pitches presented by violins \-3
ot!lline octatonic hexachord 6-z50, followed b) octatonic tetrachord 4--18 in violins

4-6, The violas outline octatonic trichord 3-5, while the pitch material in the cello
and double ba5s parts is constructed from octatonic hexachord 6-60:

EXAMPLE 3.18
Fergus Johnston, Ie Coule lejeu .. Variation 5 (bars 1-2)
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Variation 6 is also constructed from blocks of material figured A-N. Octatonic
tetrachmd 4 -12 features quite prominently throughout this variation as it provides the

basis for blocks A. B, C, 0, G and H.
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Johnston concludes this variation on a descending octatonic scale in violins 7-9
against an ascending octatonic scale in the violas.

Aleatoricism is central to

Variations 7 and 8, however Jolmston concludes the work on a pp homophonic chord
outlining the complete octatonic collection 8-28 for the final time.

Perhaps the main Irish composer who can be associated with the use of octatonicism

in his music is Philip Martin (b. 1947). In addition to being a prolific Irish composer
of Contemporary music, Martin is also a renowned concert pianist. He began his
studies in Dublin under Mabel Swainson, but later moved to London having been

awarded a scholarship to study both piano and composition at the Royal Academy of
Music.

Martin studied under a variety of teachers including Franz Reizenstein.

Lennox Berkeley and Richard Rodney Bennett.

In 1977, Martin made his

performance debut at the Royal Festival Hall and the Royal Albert Hall, London.
Since then he has perfurmed with nuinerous orchestras throughout the world. Martin

was awarded the UK-US Bicentennial Arts Fellowship in 1981, enabling him to
spend a year in America concentrating on both composition and perfurmance; in this
year he completed several vocal works.

To date Martin has composed over 150 songs based on various texts, the inspiration
fur which probably arises from his wife, the soprano Penelope Price Jones. Martin's
compositional output includes two Piano Concertos dated 1986 and 1991, a Harp
Concerto (1993), Piano Trio (1993) and nnmerous works for solo piano and various
chamber ensembles. Martin now resides in England, however he is very active on the
Irish contemporary music scene both as a composer and performer.

[OJ

Martin's The Rainbow Comes and Goes for solo piano
GPA Dublin International Piano Competition in \988.

v,.lli

commissioned by the

This work is in four short

movements, each of which contains some octatonic material.

Although the first movement of The Rainhow Comes alld Goes contains several
octatonic references, the majority of the material is quite tonal. The first eight bars of
the piece are based arOWld the pitches of A major, first appearing in dyad form in the
left hand (bars 1-4) outlining intervals including major seconds, perfect fourths, fifths
and minor sixths.

The melodic idea introduced in the right hand in bar 5 is

con;,1Tuded from the pitch material of bar 3, now in augmented note values and tIle
leii hand material of bars I 4 is repeated against this in bars 5 8. The tonal nature of
this mmement is reintorced by the dominant references in bars 4 and 8 (E major). At

bar 10, Martin begins to introduce some octatonic material. with pentad 5-25 in the
right hand against seplad 7-31 (the main subset or lhe octatonic) in the left hand.
Stptae! 7-31 appears again in bars 12-13. ho\~e".er on this occasion it is against
hexachord () 23, with both subsets "resolving" on a 3--11 trichord (F major) at the end
of bar 13. Martin uses the game OC1aiOniC subsets in bars 15 and 16. once again
concluding on a 3 11 trichord - G minor (first implied in bar 2):

EXAMPLE 3.20
Philip Martin, The Rambuw Comes and Goes, First Movement (bars 10 \6)
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The complete octatonic scale 8-28 is evident in bars 18-19 in both hands. Martin
prcsems the octatonic material in th<' left band in the form of

dc~ccnditJg

seconds. The next oeMonic referent..: is in bar 22. where the cadenza

major

pas~age

CC1nstIllclcd from h.:xachord 6-749 containing four forms of trichord 3-11.

is

The

movement conclll(lcs \\'ith se,cral su;:.taino:d chords. beginning with octatonic
tetrachord 4 13 in bar 23. 4-27 in bar 25 and finally, 4-12 in bar 27.

The second moyement of Martin's piw: is based mainly on the cell 5-25,
Octatonic references may be detected in bars 1 and 2

~here

The only

the tinal chord in each is

octatonic telrachord 4--27, and in bar 9 where octatonic pentad 5 28 is present. The
3-11 trichord also appears, however this is quite tonal and is not exclusive to the
octatonicscale.

.\-lartin's use of octatonic material is integrdl to the third movement, The opening
three bars consist of descending five-note cells, three of\Vhich are ol-'tatonic (5--25 in
bars \ and 2, 5-\6 in bar 3). The first note in each cell forms the following scale: ("#
D-O# E-F#-G A 8/-8 which is more chromatic than octatonic, howe\er, the

cadenza passage in the following bar is completely octmonic. Martin employs several
octatonic subsets including tetrachords 4-18, 4-17, 4-10, pentads 5-16 and 5 -25 and
numerous 3-\\ trichords. The pedal notes accompanying the cadenza passage outline
the diminished chord E -G-D).

fhis is lollowed by a rh)1hmic chordal passage. constructed entirely from octatonic
material. Martin employs tetrachords 4-/15 and 4-719 on se\eral occasions during
thi~

passage. Fork describes these

sub~ets

as the

"mO~l

flexible of all

tt:trachord~"

adding that 4-z15 "was made for atonal music·,.29 Hexachord 6--z50, containing four
torm~

of trichord 3-11 (two major and mo minor triads) l<; also present, as is

ktrachord 4-17 which also features both major and minor triads.
evident in this passage include 4-18.
numerous trichords:

"Allrn i one, 19911,op.dl.,pp 15 16

--1-

Other subsets

27. 4 26, 4--12. 4-13, 5-25, 5-32 and

EXAMPLE 3.21
Philip Martin, The Rainbow Comes and Goes, Third Movement (bars 3-5)
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Martin continues his use of octatonic material in bars 9 and 10 where pentad 5-25
aPPears in the left hand, followed by a 6-z49 hexachord between both bands. The

107

conclusion to this movement is quite chromatic with the lo ..... er notes outlining the
following scale: G-Ab-B-C-C#--D-E~-E-F-F#
However. octatonic subsets 4--25. 4-13 and 3-11 may also be detected.

Practically all of the pitch material in Martin's fourth movement is octatonic and may

be attributed exclusively to CoUection III as defined by Van den Toom in his writings
On Stravinsky.30 Collection III consists of the following pitches: C#--D-E-F-G-G#
A#-B and is characterised by the fact that it begins on the interval of the minor
second. The opening two bars in the right hand, however. are chromatic with the
exception of the major second D-E. Br-B--C-C#-D-E-F.. F#

The octatonic tetrachord 4--26 (0.3.5.8) appears against this chromaticism only to be
replaced by a 4· 14 tetrachord at the end of each bar. From bar 3 Martin also begins to
introduce octatonic material in the right hand. beginning with hexachord 6-z49 \vhich
COntains four tOTInS of trichord 3-11 (two major and two minor triads).

This is

follov.-ed by octatomc pentad 5-16 while the left hand maintains its 4-26 tetrachord.
''resolving'' upwards to a 3-11 trichord (E major) at the end of the bar:
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EXAMPLE 3.23
Philip Martin, The Rainhow Comes and Goes, Fourth Movement (bars 5--11)
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From bar 10, Martin recalls the opening three bars of the movement an octave lower.
with only the final chord in bar \2 alwred as he substitutes tetrachord 4-17
lTichord 3-11.

fOT

rhis is not a significant alteration as subset 4--17 (0,3,4,7) also

presents ooth major and minOT triads.

Martin makes use of the complete octatonic scale in each bar from 13-21. Against

these complete statements, various octatonic chords are introduced in the left hand,
beginning with tetrachord 4--25 (0,2,6,8) in bars 13 15. This tetrachord shares a
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In bars 20-21 tetrachord 4-13 is presented homophonically rather than in arpeggio
form as in the previous bars. The following two bars are constructed from 3-11

trichords. The complete octatonic collection 8-28 and its main subset 7-31 appear
once again in the left hand of bars 24-25, followed by a brief linking section, built

almost entirely on major and minor seconds in bars 26-27. Bars 1-9 are then
recapitulated exactly as before in bars 28-36, followed by the left hand ofbars 10-12

or 1-3 being recalled in bars 37-42. Martin employs collection 8-28 once again in

the right hand ofbars 41-42.

The IllOvement concludes with several reiterations ofoctatonic tetrachord 4-29 in bars
43 and 44 (in descending arpeggio form) fOllowed by a dramatic ascending glissando
in the right hand, against the pitch C# in the left band spanning six octaves and finally

climaxing on a non-octatonic sf! cluster C-C#-D-E-F (pitch-class set 5-3):

112
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EXAMPLE 3.25

Philip Martin, The Rainbow Comes and Goes, Fourth Movement (bars 43-46)
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Another of Martin's works dealing with octatonicism is his Piano Concerto No. 1
(1986). Martin was the soloist at the premiere in the National Concert Hall, Dublin.

in 1987 with The R.T.f:. Symphony Orchestra conducted by Albert Rosen.

The opening of the first IIlDventent is quite dramatic with the upper strings and piano
playing glissandi up to sf! unison pitch E, and the lower strings and majority of the
wind section also playing sustained sf chords. In the following bar the forceful chords

are briefly reduced to p as the flute and oboe also enter on the pitch E.

A quick

cre.w:rndo to jfollows in preparation for the return of the original sfchord. The piano
:rnd xylophone continue with the sfand

~irchords

in the following bars, first playing

only the pitch E, with F added in the next bar and G added in bar 9, thus funning

octatonic subset 3-2. The piano continues its strong chordal mo . . ement with se\eral
octatoruc references evident. Octatonic tetrachord 4-10 rnay be detected in bar 10. as
can trichord 3 2. Octatonic trichord 3-3 is evident in bar 11. with trichord 3.. 10 and
tetrachord 4-13 in the following bar. Despite the presence of these octatomc subsets.
the piano pan is primarily chromatic at this point.

At figure A (bar 14) the piano begins a repetitive semiquaver pattern arising from
octatoruc trichord 3-2 (B ·C#-O). fhis figure continues until bar 26 and also features
quite prominently at a later stage.

At bar 17 Martin begins a Chorale section. \vith the ohoe, clarinet and bassooll parts
playing homophonically, The majority of the material ill this section is octalO11ic with
the flist chord outlined being octatonic terrachord 4··27. This is a dominant seventh
chord in tonal music and is referred to b) Forte as the "half-diminished chord".'" In
bar 19, octatonic septad 7-31 i.<, e,idem for the first time, as is the semiquaver/dotted
qua\er rhythm that recurs frequently t1,roughout the movement. The sustained notes
resol.. . ing rrom 7-31 outline octatonic tetrachord 4-26 (bars 19-21) followed b)
close!;.- related 4-27 in bars 21-22.
symmetrical octatonic bexachord)

is

Octatonic hexachord 6-27

(the only non

then evident, followed by hexachord 6-30 which

is the other extreme in that it is referred to as "the ultra-octatonic hexachord"' due to
its highly symmetrical nature. ;4

Subset 6-30 resolves to octatonic tetrachord 4-18 in bars 24 and 25, and in the
foUo\~ing bar it resolves to trichord 3 2:
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ZSO (containing two major and two minor triads) evident in bar 28. Octatonic septad
7-31 appears once again in bar 29 in the piano part, with bexachord 6-30 funned by

the strings in bars 28 and 29.

At figure B (bar 30) Martin introduces the complete octatonic set 8-28 fur the first

time, employing Collection III:
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piano, and the wind section plays a senes of sustained chords.

Homophonically.

octatonic subsets 4-18, 3-11 and 5-16 may be detected, however, horizontally the
clarinet presents the complete octatonic scale 8···28. once again derived ITom
Collection III (bars 32-36).

The sustained

ff chord

in all parts from bar 36-41

outlines octatonic pentad 5-16. agairu;t which the piano begins ascending octatonic

mO\.. ement from bar 38, using both 8-28 and septad 7-31.

At figure C (bar 42) the flute, oboe, trumpet and strings all enter in unison presenting
Octatonie pentad 5-16, agairu,t this oetatonic septad 7· 31 appears in the unison
clarinet and homs.

The piano continues its strong chordal movement revealing

several octatonic st:."1s including 8-28 ano 4-17 in bar 43, and 7 ·31 and 4-17 in bar

45. Complete octatonic collection 8-28 is evident once again from bar 45-53 in the
piano panicularly, but also in the trumpel. hom, viola and cello parts.

Octatonic

hex:achord 6 z23 is also present at this point in the darin.::t, as is octatonic letracllord
4-3 in the violins:
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Octmanic pentad 5 16 is outlined by the left hand of the piano part, in the form of
another repetitive semiquaver pattern from bar 59-79. Martin then uses octatonic

septad 7-31 and the complete octatonic scale 8-28 in the right hand of the piano from

bar 62-74. The oboe and clarinet enter briefly in bars 65-68 with octatonic pentad 5
10,

There are numerous octatonic references throughout the cadenza with 8--28 appearing
on several occasions (bars 77-82):

EXAMPLE 3.29
Philip Martin, Piano Concerto No. I, First Movement (bars 75- 82)

Octatonic pentads 5-25. 5-28, 5-31 and 5-32 are also quite prominent. as are
octatonic tetrachords 4---26 and 4---27.

There are two appearances of octatornc

hexachord 6--z49 in bars 92 and 93, and one appearance of octatonic septad 7-31 in

bar 94.

The complete octatonic scale 8-28 and its primary subset 7-31 come to the fore once
again from bar 98-108. Throughout this passage 8-18 appears in both ascending and
descending scalic form, whereas 7-31 is mainly in chordal fonn:

EXAMPLE 3.30
Philip Manin, Piano Concerto No.1, First Movement (bars 98-99)
g-:2.S
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At figure F (bar 109) Martin introduces another repetitive rhythmic idea in the brass
section, with the double bass playing a syncopated pizzicato pattern derived from the
complete oClatonic set 8-28. The same material is repeated in the following bar with

the addition of the clarinet line doubling the trumpets.

In bar Ill, the oboes, clarinets and homs combine to produce octatonic hexachord 6
z50, against the pizzicato lines of the divided cellos outlining octatonic septad 7-3\

J:!2

and octatonic pentad 5-10. The octatOnlC development continues in the following
bars with the oboe material constructed from octatonic septad 7-31 (bars 112-113)

and the horns using octatonic hexachord 6-60. tetrachord 4-27 and trichord 3-8.
Oclatonic hexachords 6- 27,6- z23 and 6-z13 are evident in the cello part:

EXAMPLE 3.31
Philip Martin, Piano Concerto No. I, First Movement (bars 112-114)
:/-31
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In bar 114, the cellos play an ascending scaEc pattern outlining octatonic pentad 5-10.
against a rhythmic idea in the oboes based on octatonic tetrachord 4 J.

In the

fallowing bar. \lartin emplo)s octatonic ktmchord 4 10 in the oboes and pentad 5
19 in the clarinets and trumpets.

At figure G (bar 116). the repetitive rhythmic pattern previously evident at figure F is
fe"introduced in the brass sectiorL once again outlining octatonic set 8-28.

The

complete octatonic collection 8-28 continues to feature in the following three bars in
the brass section. while the piano fe-enters with its original semiquaver pattern
derived fromoctatonic pentad 5-16. At bar 120. the piano also employs the complete
8-28 set against octatonic septad 7 31 in the violins and ceUos. Martin continues to
lISe both 7-31 and 8-28 in the piano. violins and cellos until

bar 124, against which

the vibraphone sounds three octatonic chords - tetrachord 4--12 on two occa~ions and
tetrachord 4--z29 once (bar 122).

From figure I (bar 135) the strings. clarinets and trumpets all enter in unison and by
bar 138 havc achieved octatonic septad 7-31. The piano plays a series of chords
against this, ba.~ed on octatonic tetrachord 4 18. septad 7 31. pentad 5-32 and
trichards 3-5 and 3-11.

A series of octalOllic chords are then eYident

homophonically. including tetrachord 4--26. trichord 3-11 and hexachord 6--z49 (bar
141)

Octatonic set 8-·28 features strongly in the next two scctions, beginning in the piano
pan from figure J (bar 141).

8-28 rna) be detected in each bar until 152 where

OCtatoruc septad 73] is evidcnt, however 8-28 re-emcrges in the piano in bar 155.
Other octatonic subsets present in these bars include pentad 5-10 (bars 141-144),
tetrachord 4-25 (bar 145). tetrachord 4--3 (bar 146). hexachord 6--27 (bars 151-152)
and hexachord 6--1"49 (bar 154):
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At figure L(bar 158) a series of actatonic trichords emerge in the muted brass section,
including 3-8, 3-11 and 3 5. In the following bar the piano resumes its repetitive
semiqua\er figure, constructed from octatonic subset 3-2. until bar 169.

From bar 160, Martin introduces a sustained melodic line in the woodwind section.
Homophonically these parts indicate octatonic tetrachords 4--27 and 4--18 (bars 160
163), octatonic scptad 7-31 (bars 161 and 163) and octatonic hexachord 6-30 in bar
164. "Ine strings then adopt the sustained chords from bar 165. with several octatonic

subsets emerging, including pentads 5 16,5-31 and 5-32, tetmchords 4--17 and 4--12.

and trichords 3 -3 and 3-10. The remainder of the orchestra becomes invohed in bar
168, "'ith se\eral sustained chords over the following- bars.

[n

bar 168, octatonic

pentad 5-3\ and lrichord 3-8 are c\ident, ho\',ncr it is octatonic k1rachord 4-18 that
is sllstained from figure M (bar 169) until bar 173.

The C0ffiplete octatonic collection 8 28 retums in the piano in bars 174--176 followed

by its primary subset 7-1\ between all pans in bar 177. 1hc piano begins another
repetitive pattern in the left hand from figure N (bar 178).

This pattern is a

syncopated, staccato idea outlining the intenal ofa minor third (C#--E). From bars
180--183. Martin emplo)s 8-28 once again in the brass section, with septad 7-3\
~ideminbar 184:

EXAMPLE 3.33
Philip Martin, Piano Concerto No. I, First Movement (bars 180--186)

t,,~\

C! )~=-~~~~_

The piano continues its minor third pattern in the left hand, with the right hand chords
combining to produce octatonic set 8-28 in bars 187-188.

The lower strings also

adopt the mloor third pattern from bar 190; however, the pattern has been altered
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Octatonic tetrachord 4--17 is produced homophonically bemeen all voices at figure P
(bar 196), followed by a series of non-octatornc chords o ... er the next bars.

At figure Q (bar 208), the octatonic material begins to emerge once again, with
tetrachord 4--17 evident between all parts in bars 208-209. The complete octatonic
set 8--28 then comes to the fore in the following two bars.

Oetmonic tetrachord 4--17 and pentad 5-16 are evident in the piano in bars 212-213,
against a 3-11 trichOId in the wind and string lines.

The final reference to the

octatonic scale in the first movement is in the woodv,ind parts in bar 217, where
tetrachord 4--17 may be found. The movement ends as forceful!) a;. it began: on

~jr

unison As in all yoices.

This chapter has shown how tour Irish composers included octatonic material in their
v,orks to varying degrees. However it is clearly not viable to draw useful deductions
as to the employment of specijic octatonic collections across all their works or to
pinpoint any relationships between these collections, apart from within certain
discrete sections as outlined above. Perhaps a cautious generalisation which might be
made (and which must be treated with conjecture) is that Boydell often presents his
Octatonic statements horimntally. whereas Deane tends to employ octatonic subsets
vertically, a fact that emerged dearly in the comparison between the material in
BO)deJrs First String Quartet and Deane's De/mtriad. Johnston on the other hand in
his Le Coute Ie jeu ... sets out his octatonic material quite clearly in complete
statements at the beginning as ''thematic'' material for variation and concludes
persuasively with an 8-28 statement. But whereas these three composers look to the

IJl

octatonic for pitch material (often in combination with various other collections), it is
apparent that Philip Martin must now be considered the most prominent Irish
octatonic composer. as many of his works are based almost entirely on the octatonic
collection and its subsets as evidenced by the above analysis of his First Piano
Conceno and the proliferation of the complete octatonic set and larger subsets in the
fuurth movement of his piano piece, The Rainbow Comes and Goes. One thing is
certain however. Irish composers were clearly attracted (as were so many European
composers) to the inherent yersatility ofthe octatoruc collection in its interaction with
so many other tonal and post-tonal collections.
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Chapter 4
Aleatoric Pitch Selection alld Quotation Techniques: Gerald Barry and Frank
Corcoran

This chapter firstly explores the influence of quotation techniques on Ban-;/s pitch
selection and then considers thc aleatoric techniques used to determine pitch material
In

his works and those ot' Fergw; Johnston, Eric Sweeney and in particular in Frank

Corcoran's PimlO lrio of 1973

Gerald B~UTY is a composer whose style may be described in many ways, the most apt
bting unpredictahle. He has provcd problematic for thos" who strive to categorISe
vanous artists_ mamly due to the fact that he has not conformed to the maimtr"am
aVQJll-garde of twentieth·century musIc-

On the contrary he has adi\dy n:jtutd

man)- of the eonvcntlOns traditionally a.>sociakd with classical music and deliberatcl;.
SlrlYCS

to shock thc audiencc, Ihe composer make:s no apology for his unconventional

practices and actually thriH:s on the unsettling t:O:eling he creates in his listeners, He
COITUllents that "I frequently don't like going in the same direction as everyone else:,
and 1 just like people to bc forced and jolted out of the:ir c.\peetations", lUld also th,lI
he has" a sort ofinnak dcsirc in [him] v,hich causes [him] to go agelins! things·,_1

Barry's .cry individual styic incorporates theatrical elcrncnts, the

U$e

Dr !.{uotatHHl

dmwmg rl-om \'<J.nOl!~ SOLlrc~s including l3ach chorale,;, Handel operas, ln~h
traditional folk tunes and eighteenth century likrature and art - 3lld expcrimentation

with aleatoricism. His musical ideas are often applied in an unconventional manner
requiring an almost mechanistic virtuosity, with the role of the perfonner extended to
involve histrionics in addition to demanding a very high level of technical skill. Ivan
Hewett attempts to sum-up Barry's music in saying that "Barry's pieces are in many
Ways unknowable; they resist the listener's attempt to 'make sense' of them, and they
resist analysis as well. But in another sense they're 'knowable' as few composers are.
Each piece by Barry is like a signature in music. It's utterly personal and instantly
recognisable".2

Bany was born in Co. Clare in 1952 and even as a child was very persistent in his
quest for musical knowledge and training. He completed a B.Mus. in University
College Dublin in 1973, followed by an MA in 1975. He then began to broaden his
horizons studying organ and composition in Amsterdam under Piet Kee and Peter
Seha! respectively. He spent a considerable period in Cologne (1975-1981) studying
composition under Karlheinz Stockhausen (b. 1928) and Mauricio Kagel (b. 1931),
interrupted in 1977-1978 with ajourney to Vienna to study under Friedrich Cerha. In
1982 Barry returned to Ireland where he was employed as lecturer in composition at
University College Cork until 1986 when he was appointed to Aosdana thus prO\.; ding

him some financial security required to pursue an independent compositional career.

Of all of Barry's mentors, Kagel stands out as being most influential, however Barry
does acknowledge Stockhausen as being a "great architect in music,,3 and as a result
of his time spent studying under Stockhausen he "acquired the ability to build

:I\"anHew~, "Bob's Your ~ncle", The Musical Times (April, 1995), p. 201.
BalTa O'Seaghdha, "Breathlllg Space", Graph (August, 1998), p. 18. However, h~ also lckno,",ledges

!he fact that Stockha\lsen had no interest in any of his students. butBauyacceptedthisash~collSidered
Stotkhausen"averymteresllngperson".

structures which wouldn't sag".-l Kagel's work offercd marc appeal to Barry' even
though initially he had no real interest in music theatre, but in order to work under
Kagel he "had to manufacture one quickly'"

The tield of music theatre is where

Kagel excdlcd, howe\'I.T this is an area which has bem avoided and rejected by maIlY
as bemg irre!e\ant malilly due to the fact that there are so re\~ opportunities for
commissions, or if the works

~uc

commissioned they rarcly receive more than one

performance. Ligeti reflected tile opinions of many composers in the late 1<)60s and
early lY70s stating that "I cannot, will not compose a traditional 'opera'; [N me the
operatic genre is irrelevant today - it belongs to a historical penod utterly lhfferent
from the present coIl1po~itional situation".() Ilo\\cvcr, Kagel was unperturbcd and
creatcd mmlerous theatrical pieces \,here the pert()[lner adopts the role of actor
I\ell as instl1..lmentalist, thus placing the actions ol'tlle perfonner on equal par with theSounds they produce

},fmch (1964) prescnts a musical contest between

1\\0

cellists drcsscd as tablc-tcnni,

players, refereed by a percussionist.' By comparing the concert peliolmancc with a
spans evcnt the composer attempts to exposc the competitiveness of the

c1a~sical

music traditioll. Kagel maintains this humorous clcmcnt e\ en a quarter of a century
later in .\larch (1989) lor saxophone and harp wherc hc employs a male and female
actor who begm the piece completely nahd, the ad of dressing constitutmg the
performancc.

Kagel'~

satirical;md nell comical appruach

including Barry, as refreshlllg, hut on the othlCr hand

welcomed by many,

rejected hy otller~

Kagel

demonstrates a particular intcrest in the use of different speech pattcrns including

whispering and shouting, evident in Palimsestos (1950) and to a greater extent in
Anagrama (1955-1958) written for four singers, speaking chorus and eleven players.
This composition is based on a Latin text that is utilised in an unconventional manner.
The singers and speakers treat the text phonetically rather than placing emphasis on
the meaning of the words, while employing a wide variety of vocal techniques. By
allocating the letters of the alphabet to specific pitches, Kagel also manages to extract
the instrumental material from the text. Throughout the piece the composer explores
the extremities which the vocalists and instrumentalists are capable ofobtaining.s

Kagel's Pas de Cinq (1965) is an example of the other extreme where no vocal or
instrumental techniques are employed at all. The entire composition comprises of five
perfonners with walking sticks pacing within the boundaries of a pentagon, tapping
their sticks at precisely notated intervals.

The perfonnance is created by the

interaction between the rhythms and the theatrics. Edward Dudley Hughes makes the
POint that Kagel "challenges the convenient asswnptions of smooth developments by
introducing bumps and blips into the continuum",9 however he also notes that this is
achieved in a very strict manner with the utmost concern for technical detail. The
precise notation of the distance between taps of the sticks in Pas de Cinq clearly
illustrates this fact.

Kagel also displayed an interest in electronic music, evident in his Musica para fa

Torre (1952). Here the composer distorts various instrumental material through a
loudspeaker placed on top of a tubular steel tower.

In Unter Strom (1969) Kagel

I Vocal effects are also explored m rus later compOSltlon Qllodbbel (1988) where the female vocalist is
required to speak in a ~man's VOice", and in other places the composer provides only a general contour
rather than actual pitches to be sung.
• Edv."31"d Dudley Hughes, ~The Uncut VerSIon. The Mu.sical r,mes (ApnJ, 1994). p. 205.

introduces three pertomlers using an electric fan, a guitar. three amplitied sirens and a
rubber hal! in an eh:tric coffee grinder

Perfonmmee on this strange collection of

obJt:cts is presented in a very fonnal setting thus preventing the unusual ensemble
from being dismissed as ajoke. IO

Another aspect of Kagel's style that innuenced Harry is his exptrimentation with
quotation, for txample in Ludwig van (1969) where the composer e.\twcts Beethoven
themt:s and then reduces and distorts them. 11 Similarly in Pan (1985) for piccolo and
string quartet. Kagel constructs a main theme based on Papageno's tunc in The AlaRIC

Flute with the added l\vist of alternating between raising and 10\\"Cfing the fourth note
of the scale

In the last dec~ld,,; Kagd has retumed to the more con\Tntional fomls of composition
and has largely abandoned his extreme radicalism. ho\yewr he has left an indelible
mark on contemporary music particularly noticeable in the work of Gcrald Barry. As
R re~u1t

of hIS tane spent qmdying under Kagel. RMTY'S composllional output hoasts a

considerahle numher of theatrical pieces. The earliest works he recognises include his
Piano Concerto and Tllings Thar Galli hy Being PailUed both dating from 1977. In
Piano Concerto Barry places a hidden pianist within the orchestra. who serves to
produce the actual sounds that the soloist mimes. The solOIst

gOtS

through all of th<::

theatric,d motions involved in the performance of a vimloso pan while (he orch<::stT;11
pIanist periollllS the majority of th,,; material. He uses a SImilar tcchniqut:

Thai (;am by HPlng Pmnled ror soprano, speakt:r, ct:llo

~I0dUC'2J

bv ~ selecn(m ofholl.,ehold
'" ~1Jl1 \·~r'lOn ,1,0 e~"t.'

'l!~n"ls

;tnt.!

In

Thin,;.\"

piano. Thl3 \vork is based

on passages extracted from the Pillow Book olSei Shonagon who was a tenth clOntury
Japanese woman who was "impossibly snobbish",I: Barry employs the image of a

Bunraku puppet (a silhouette behind a partition) to portray Shonagon, who at one
point recites the hnes of the soprano from behind the screen while the soprano
pretends to deliver them

Other theatrical works include the ballet [}nkmutgarfen (1980)IJ, Decolle/age (1979)
for soprano and tape, and the radio play

ra

Traviata (1981)_4 which IS a parody on

Verdi's popular work. However, Barry's best known theatrical \vorks are his tl-\O
Opera-; The Inte!!igewe Park (1981 '87) and n,e Triumph of Beallt) and Deceir
(1992) the latter of 'Which is described as "an ironic \crsion of Ilandel's last oratorio

The Ihumrh oj Time and Tnall".l5 Kagel's influence is clearly evident in BanJ-'s
Sdtings 01 the te;;ts for both operas_ His work is frequently htkred
melismas

OIl

'Weak

syllabk~,

\~ith

accents or

and certain words arc also broken up l.lllnawrall)

reSUlting in the actual meaning of the text being distorted, reminisec:nt of Kagel's
,1I1agrama. One of the reasons for this may be the fact that Blm'y composed the music
independently of the

and then practically forced the libretto to fit

Critic David l\lurr,l: C01nments that the music of The intelligence
Juxtaposed 'With

[the hbretto]"

IS

11i~ mu~ie

at least

The dclnery of the librdtu is aLso quik

lll1Convcntlonal \vith the vocal line of one singer sometimes taken over suddenly by
another eharaCkr. ThiS is Barry's way of dealmg with a musiutlllne that strays out of

a particular vocalist's range; he simply passes the remmnder of the llIle onto a yocalist
B~rry st~tes

that "the \\ ity 1\ e 'jet tho:

words isn't very con\cntionaL If, for Instance, I want a character to sing beyond his
range I just transfer the part to another singer.
tools"

I usc the singers as mechanical

P

Barry often requests that the hbretto be perfonned very quickly even if this mean
sacrificmg the comprehcnsibility of the words, thus leadmg to much cntlclsm. On
The intelligel!ce Park, critic Paul Driver reports that "one of the main problems

was the inaudibilIty of 90% of the

\~ords.

although even on the page the libretto is

bdrning" IS The composer comments that "the speeds in my music arc absolutely
crucial. They are for me dS important as the actual music and notes"lq ~md also that ·'1
th1l1k lIs important not to undcrstand e\ery \\ord that's being sung Tf you want that,
then you're better off at a play·,.eD

Barry is considered to be one of the leadmg figurcs

III

contcmporary music toda),

ho\\-eyer he is qUlte contcnt 10 rcside in the rclallvc isolation of Ireland. His umque
composItIOnal style may be attributed to thIS sihlation, mamly due to the fact that
Barry has managcd to aVOId much of the pressure to pursue the techniques of the
mainstream avant-garde. In his own words BdI1)" has "kept [himseltJ pure", however
he is concerned "that life is so easy-going ilia! [he] mlghlloose the cutting edge" ci
Havmg spent a number or years ~tudymg abroad, he still finds an attractJOn to Tnsh
folk music, in partIcular lht: dnving rhJthrn~ bt:hind the music. As WIth man) Tnsh
Composers Barry does not q,lOte lhrectly fwm any of these folk tunes. altematl\ely he

distorts the source tune to such an extent that 11 i~ no longer recognisable. In his piece
for nvo pianos "0" (1979) Barry takes the Irish folk tunc "Bonny Kate" and fills in
pitches at either side oflhe original notes:

EXA~IPLE

4.1

"Bonn) Kate" (Black notes indicate original folk tune, white notes indicate pitches
added)

,cV8J tJ5iB!r t114ZT

~ EJ§GtE IS .tH!Je

frdf@; 2?21

Barry adds a tone above and below each note and in this manner the tune becomes
totallyahsorbed.

Barry frequently adopts another feature characteristic of Irish traditional music.
namely heterophoruc textures. Examples of unison playing and singing may he seen
throughout his compositions, however this technique may also be attribUIed to the
music of Handel where the lines are frequently doubled.

Bany recognises the

difficulty in perfonning unison textures. as the singers must be perfectly in tune and
the instrumentalists must all employ exact intonation. This idea is fully nplored in
"Cl'·. however it is quite an exlreme example as both pianos play in unison throughout
the entire composition

(~8ilBd) I ·oN ;lllll0l{.) '.{UCS PIBl~~)
n3~dl~YX3
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1n both of his operas l3arry eschews tradllional conventions when wnting for this
medium_ Instead he places the vocal line on equal par with the instrumental line,
frequently doubling the solo voice with the instrumental ensemble, sometimes
resulting in the singer being drowned out. Barry comments that the reason he has the
smgers and instrumentalists perform in umson is that he "was nervous that the singers
TIughtn't be in tunc, ,md [he] was cletcnnined that they would have to be":'2 The
composer acknowledges tbat llis musie is often ve!)' diflicult and he views unison
Singing and playing as a ~are option

In the mid-I960s and earl) 197r)s a certain group of

~omposers

began to rejcct thc

serialism and akatorieism ad,oeated by tbe Dannstadt school of thought

Their

reactIOn came in the form of the re-introduction of techniques and musical fomlS
central to earlier periods 01' music.

This idea

taken a step further with tile

lUtcgration of excerpts from existing compositlOlls into their newl: composed \\ork
1hc style ofthcse reactionaries was therefore a synthesis of aspects from the past and

present, thus representing an opportunity to study timc - a subject that h;JS l-IreOccupied many twentieth century composers over the years. \Vhereas the minin1illists
were Illterested in suspending time, these composers were concerned \\llh the erred
created by the juxtaposition orthe old and new, the past ami pT<:scut

_vlany diffcrent

rca~ons

11i\\e heen suggested as to wll)' composerq began to use

quotation at that particular t111le_ Perhaps followmg (he abundance of complex seri£tl
and aleatoric compositions, to which many \vollid find it djfiicult to relate, tllis group
of composers wanted to provide their audience with some familiar material ill

combination \\ith the new, thus pro\'iding a type a huffer against the complextty and
resulting in their music bccoming more accessible. :Vlichacl Hall suggests that tile
reason for the lise of quotation differed from composcr to composer and also differed
with each work

He provides us with the example of Fight Songs jhr a .Had Kmg

(1969) by Peter \laxwel1 Davies where arias from Handers Jfesswh are quoted to
portray the sorro\V' or King George III.

Tn contrast

Stockhausen'~

KUl7Ivellen mit

Beethoven (l (j70) which consists of a lapc containing continuous excerpts from
Beethoven's music with cxtracts from his letters incorporated into the recording, aims
at hearing "with fresh cars musical material that is familiar, "old", perfomled; and to
pcnetrate and transfoml it with a contemporary musical con~ciousne~.," 21

Shosukovich's hfteenth Symphony (1971)

IS

probably on.: of the most wcll-known

comp0sitions to makc lise of quotation. Excerpts from Cilinka, \l>ia5'ller and Rossini
TIJay be detected, ll0wever the most ohvious quotatIOn is in the first movement where
he misquotes the opening hars ot' Rossim's WIl/wlIl TeflOverture.

There are no

quotations us.:u in the second movemenl, but the Temaillln b ml)\ements incorporate
quotatIOns from \VagneT and Glinka Arnold \Vhntall rei'ers to the Wagner quotations
as "mon: d00m-laden [llotives".2-l

ShostakOYlch appears to havc made llse of

quotation in this satin cal manner in order to portray a particular emotion i.e. the
blltemess that he was expcriencing in anticipation of his impcnding dcath.

rhe composer \vho de\Tloped the quotation technique perhaps more extensively than
any other .vas Bernd Alois ZimmCilllailll (19 j S-J97U). limmcnnaJlll was okkr than
man;.,' 0fthe olllcr <1-cti,e l;omposer., at the time and lherefore did not possess the urge
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quotations from verbal texts in combination with musical quotatIOns. His spoken
quotations are extracted from vanous speeches made by different political leaders
including Hitler, Stalm and Churchill. and also from the work of three young poets
who committed suicide - Vladimir Mayakovsky, Sergei Yesenin and Konrad Bayer
Zimmermann's idea was to present two different perspectives on the history of
Europe between 1920 and 1970, the first represented by the political leaders and the
second by the refledions of the young poets. The musical quotations are taken from
diverse somees including Beethoven, Wagner, Messiaen and the Beatles.:']

Zimmermann defends hiS usc of quotation by explaining that "one cannot avoid
observing that we live in harmony wtth a huge diverSity of culture from the most
varied penods; that we eXist s1Illu]taneously on many different levcls of time and
expenence, mosl ofwhieh are neIther eOimeeted \\Ith one another, nor do they appeal
to deri\·e from onc another. And yet, let's be quite honest we feel at home

In

this

network of countless tangled threads".28 HIS preoccupatIOn witl! time, IS perhaps
further reinforced in hiS frequent use of quotatlOn from the work of Messiaen

An mleresting point about Zimmermann's use of quotation is the fact that he vie\\ed
the matenal that he quoted as equally important and authenhc as hiS own nn\l)
composed material. He fclt that both sourccs of material were necessary to achie\e
the required effect in his work. Pctcr Maxwell Davies, on the other hand, did not
recognise (juotallOn as an lI.1tegral part of his \\ork, but rather as a means of
cOntnbutlllg to a pdrhcular atmosphere of emotIOn bmm.:m1J.nn eventually lost the

deSIre to manipulate musIC from the past or present and, as with the young poets,
ended hIs OWl! life.

Luciano Berio (b. 191:') continued the development of the quotation technique after
Zimmermann. In his Smfo!lia (1968) for eIght voices and on.:hestra, Berio not only
uses verhal and musical quotations but also bases the third movement on the Scherzo
from Mahler's Second Symphony. Berio compares the Scherzo to "a skeleton thai
orten

re-emcrge~

fully Oeshed oul, then

disappear~,

then comes back again .... l!'s

never alone: it's accompanied throughout by the 'history of music' that it itselfrecalls
for rne".::q The "history Ofm'JSle" referred to by Berio represents ills inc:urporatlOTI of
quotations from Bach, Beethoven, Debussy, RmTL Schoenberg, Stockhausen etc
howc\'er, despite the hroad range ot quotations, Mahler's Scher;.;() remains ccntral to
the entire movement. BenD explains that the 4uotanons "appear, dIsappear. pursue
their o\\n

cours.:~,

return to the _\1ahler, cross paths, lransfOllli themselves mto th,"

Mahler or hide behind it",.J(1

The verbal quotations, as with the musical quotations, arc extracted from a wid.: range
of sources. Berio construc!> these quotations from a series

o~'historical

and polItical

events including the ass;l%lTIation of :\1artm Luther King and tile student
demonstratIOns in Paris, both of which occllrred in the year that SilI;;)!!I,) \vas
composed. The ljllotatioT1S take the form of e\tracts Irom speeches and slogans used

In

Pans dUring the riots. The entire second mo\ement is an elegy li)r Martin Luther

Kmg, the material of\\hlCh returns m the final movement.)1

Gerald Harry's recycling or quotatIOn of matenal, both frolll his own and othcr
composers' \york is central Lo hiS compo51tlOnai process.

He rccogmscs a ccrtain

responsiblhty to the composers from whom he is borrowlTlg and states that "d' you
bOITo\\ material, the only oblJgatlOn on you IS to match the original, either by
sheduIng light on it In some unexpc\,:ted

Ih!}

or b:r shoWIng It In a new light. You

ha,'e an absolute duty Lo producc somctlung I\hich is as vivid in its
origInal'·"

0\\11

way as thc

A sense of unity is achlcvcd bctween hiS vanous compo~itions through

the recycling of material

The same material may appear

COmpoSltlOnS m a different gUise

011

each

occa~iOn.

,,4.nthon: Bye

Hanue!, BaITY feels qulle fre¢ 10 11se 1m musical material III

1Il

se\er..!l dllferent

cornrn¢nt~

J.

that "like

numb<:1 of '.'.Ild!)

different contexts".)'

Ban-;(s opera

nil!

Intelligence Park (1983-1987)

Tn

pdrlKu]ar has provided material,

both mUSlcal and nOlHnusical, for numerous work~ mcludmg hi~ POllr ("llOralcI
(1984) for two pianos.

Each chorale is prcceded by a different quotation trom thc

libretto of the opera, for example, before the first chorale BmTY quotes from the
Prelud..: to Act L here entitled Father·s BeRet.:! In kcepmg with lhe aggr":SSI\C nature
ofth¢ libletto, the piece begms \\ Ith stlOng./!i' chords in the first piano. latel reinforced

by thc Imlson entry oflhe ~I:cond plano

,I

Ileno abo usc'; 'IliotalwllS tiom Lnj,S(r~\Lss· Lc· <ru,./!~
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Fur1her examples of Barry's use (1f quotation include the title of his piano piece

Swinglllg Tripes and Trillibubkms (1986) which is taken from the libretto of the
opera. as is the title ofhlS instrumental work Bob (1989) whlch is m anacron)1l1 for
the "Rowre of Rhsse

.35

The instrumental work OfQueen 's Gardens (1986) employs

a slmilar instrumental ensemble as the opera.

Scvdal of Barry's other compositions provide the pitch material for various sections
ofhls second opera The Triumph afBeauty and Dcceit (1992). The aria for

D~'cei{

is

Wrlstrueted from the pitches of Carol (1986), and similal"ly, Pleasure's Credo is
derind from the piano work Triorduc Rlues (1991). Howeyer. the pitch material or
the second opera also pro\'ides the basis for iak, works ITIdudmg: Flail/boys (1992)
v.hich is based on the material usc:d to c:haraclcrise

Ban;/s ,\;'Taphically titled

\\orl-- for two pianos .'C)" (1979) includes a group of pitches derl\"ed from the Irish
tradllional f",lk tune "Bonny Kate". These pitches
Frog Silid (108..\) for sopranu. bass and

instrum~ntal

also he detected in IVhat the
ensemble. Iht piano piece SUI" le.l·

Poinles (l91l1). and the ballel Unlmmlgarten (1980). Prac:tically all of the material in
Unknmtgarren is derived [rom the erl.';enlble pl~ce ., _ _"", and "0" (both dating
ll'l'm 1979) the most prominent heing "0" as It provldes tile makrial for four of the
tell sections conslltUling tile hallet. The piano piece All Mdlell (1981/ 7 is also hased
on"

All of tIle ahove are examples of quotation from the composers own work. however
Barry docs not limit himself tel using only his own makrial. ht also fn:quently quok,
frum olher c:omposer~' \\()rk

BarTY qllotes from Tchaiku\·.,ky\ hr~l Plano Concerto)

in hIs own Piano COrlcerlo (1977), and Chenmx de Frlse (l98S)JS IS ba.s~d on the
EhzabethM\ son~"L\lc: as lr-c: Sun" b'l Patnc:k \-t.-mdQ,

Barry, m collahoration with the librettist Vincent Deane, orlgmally intended that his
opera The Intelligence Park would be constmcted entm:ly of matcnal quoted from
other composItIOns and works. Deane appears to ha\e achle\ed this to the satIsfactIOn
of the composer as 8Jrry comments that "the hbn:tto is a kaleidoscope of borrowings
\"hlCh he has welded mto something of hIS own

.!'!

With regard to the music. Barry

quotes from "anous sources includmg works by Thomas Arne, John Do\\ land,
Buxtclmde and (icorg Fncdrich Handel. ho\\e\"er as with

hl~

use of

[ri~h

folk mllSIc.

the original extracts arc totally absol'hed and become praetleall> unreeognisahle

lhe method the composer applies "hen transtonmng Iht: sourct.: malenal
~in111ar

III each

[n

"(J",

I~

guile

as discussed <lbme, Bmr;.- Integrates the [nsh folk lune

"BOI1I1Y Kate" by insertmg pitches a tone ahove and belo\\" the original notes.
SumLuly

In

Act 1 orthe opera Barry incorporates ma.terlal

ha~ed

on Waler Parrc'tlhy

Thomas Ame, and in this case he places nvo pitches!!l bet\veen each ofAme's notes
b.ter in the opera Barry employs certam pitches dC!l\ed from Bach chorales. more
accU!ately he cxtracts the pJ.Ssmg notes from the chorale hannol1lcs am] in

th1~

rIldtHler the source OlKe ,Iga.m becomes totally ob~curt.:d

Barry also recycles lllakrial w1lhm the opera, f!.'l lflsLmct:. tht:
magistrate Cramer m Act T aTe then gl\en to hlS daughlt:r

l!l

her

rarJtlllg~

~cene

of the

of madness III

"'lkrtH~ll.I·I,tc·

Act lIT The composcr comments that he ··thought it was Simply too good to waste·· ~,.)
Sm11lariy. the llllerlude bascd on BUAtehudc·s lament, which originally appcars hcfllre
Serafino·s first ana, lS also

III

evidence after (he echpse in Act III. and again to

accompany Serafino off-stage. Fmally, the sequence of chords used to accompany
Paradics' emotional col/apse at the end of Ae( 11 also appears after Cramer's physical
collapse III Act 1Tl. Adrian Jack ohse,,;es that ·'there are no motds associated with
charJ.ders or

idea~,

but enllre musical passages are sometimes recycled as appropriate

to th<.:dramalie sltua(ion"~l

Another li;uture of Barry's style IS

hiS

be ddined as ··musIC in whICh the

mteres( m

compo~cr

akatl'nci~m.

A!eatonc mUSiC may

dchbclHtdy makes room for chance

occurrences or chOlccs by perfOI1l1Crs'...i: or ··music wherc the tradlllonal contTol hy the
composer over various aspects of the piece

IS

rd:rxed,· ..J3

Howeyer, the term

'·a!e:twnChTlI·· In mnslc IS no\v generally accepted as a spectllc reference to a

(""tntietll-century techmque. [n addition to retenmg to the role ot·the performer. It
may also refer to the compositional process \\hcrc nmdom procedurcs are used to
the composition in the first place. The tenn ··aleatoric'· giEs llse to several
other tCl1l1S mcluding: "chlli1ce" ,md ·'mdekm1inacy". It is debatable \\helh<.:r lh<':IC IS
a di . ;(mction bet\\ecn these temlS. however John Cage (b. 1(11) attempted to define
hoth tenns ll1 hiS kclUle of 1958 entitled Indeterminacy. Ile use:; ''':h,mcc'' to rcfer to

l-f""clionci.)11

a random procedure in the compositional process, and "imletenninacy" to refer to the
t1exibility of a picce to be perfonncd in many differem ways on each occasion_~J

Cage began to experiment with unconventional sound in his imaginary Landscapes
(dating from 1939 1952) where he employed objects such as tumtahles rotating at
ditTeren! speeds, buzzers, microphones etc. This resulted in perhaps what may be
considered a natural progression to aleatoricism. Imaginarv Landscapes No.4 (1951)
is scored for tv..'dve radios, with the content determined by the programming at the
time and location of the performance. In the follo\ving year Cage wrote his Living

Room ,\fJlsic for percussion and speech, where the perfomler is allowed to choose the
objects on whKh the percussion part should be performed. Gradually Cag:e began to
surrender marc and more control over both the composition and performance of his
work, He believed that the composer should "give up the desire to control sound,
clear hIS mind of music, and set about discovering means to let tile
themscl\e~

~nund3

be

rather than veilie]es for man-made theories or expressions or numan

sentiments'

.tlusic a/Changes (1051) represents the culmination of the abo\'e ideas. This piece is
\.VTiucn for a specific instrument - the piano
structure, i.e. pitch,
ancient

Chine~e

dyn~mics,

however. all aspects ot' musical

tempo etc. are detennined using charts based on the

book ofpropheey I Ching. Similarly, in Music for PiaNO (1952-'56)

the pitches are chosen by following the imperfectIOns on a piece of paper.

Cage

pUslles his phllosophies to the extreme in his 4' 33" (1952) where the threc-mO\'emellt
wurk Cor any number ofpcrformers consists of lhe pCrfOmK'TS rcmilinillg

~delll

lilr the

specified duration, the soundscape constituting the performance, which would
undoubtedly differ on each occasion. Paul Griffiths remarks that "4' 33" is music
reduced to nothing, and nothing raised to music. It cannot be heard, and is heard
anywhere by anyone at any time. It is the extinction of thought. and has provoked
more thought than any other music of the second half of the twentieth century',.46
Morgan observes the fact that this work brought Cage to a crossroads with regard to
composition. He comments that "either he could give up composing entirely, on the
grounds that if all sounds can be viewed as music, musical 'composition' is hardly
necessary - or he could devise methods for preserving the activity of composition
(and performance) as redefined by this conception of radical intentionlessness".41
However, Cage took another step forward and began to experiment with graphic
notation where various graphic indications are interpreted freely by the performers,
evident in his Concert for Piano and Orchestra (1958). While the score of this work
is visually intriguing, the musical indlcations are quite vague thus allowing the
performers a considerable amount of freedom.

The music and philosophies of Cage exercised a particular appeal for many of his
American counterparts including Feldman and Brown, however his influence also
spread to Europe attracting composers such as Stockhausen and Boulez.

Stockhausen's first aleatoric work was his Klavierstilck XI (1956).

This piece is

constructed from nineteen separate sections that may be performed in any order, with
a choice of six tempi, six dynamic levels, and six modes of attack. The piece reaches
a conclusion when any section has been performed three times. Zyklus (1959) for solo
: Robert~. Morgan, ~we"tielh Cenmry Music (New York: Norton, 1991), p. 362.
Paul Griffiths,op.Clt.,p.28

percussionist is another aleatoric work In thIs Instance the score may be read fonvard
or upside down, in additIOn to the performer ha\lng the freedom to begm dt any pomt
in the score. In later works Stockhausen requIres the performers to improvise based
on some general instructIOns and material attributed to himself and others. including
Beethoven.

The most extreme of these improvIsatory works is perhaps Aus den

Siehen Tagen (1968) where the performers improvise freely on verbal texts
Stockhausen descnbes this as "muslc that as much as

pO~5ible

comcs purely from

intuition, which in the eJ!;e of a group of lDtLntively playing musiciJIls, due to their
mutual 'feedback', is qu,llitatl\cly more than the sum oftheir individual 'ldeas,,,.~8 In
the '70s Stockhausen reverted back to more tradItional compositional stnlctures.
e"Vldent

In Mallira

(1970) whleh is notated precisely

Boulez is another EuropcdIl composer to adopt ak\ltoric aspects. first evidcnt in hIs
Piano Sonata No.3 (1957).

Withm this picce the performer may choose scvelJ]

dlffcrent routes to follow hased on separate units, each of \vhlch can only appc~ on
one occaSlOn throughout the pcrfomlance Sirurtures JT (19j6 1961) for !\l/O pianos
contalOS an t:xtra movement whIch mayor may not be Insertet.! mto the work.
dependIng on the preference or the performer. This movement, however. does not
effect the overall structure of the \vork; it IS qimply a hrief intemlpllon.

Other

composcrs to expenmcnt ""lIh a1catoncism includc Beno. Hcnze. POllsseur and
Lutoslmvskl, howc\er It was not until later thai the eonccpt vvas to rcach Ireland.

Barry'~

graphicall) titled ememble pltce "_ _" (1979) dl~play~ cerlaw aleatoriC

tendenCIes, the most Oh\1011S hemg the fact that the \\ork may he perfonned hy any

MOlgan.op cn,p
374

combination of instruments_ The method of pilCh selection llsed by the composer is
also aleatoric in that the pitch material is derived from an article discussing the viol
music of John Jenkins.

B,ury extracted his pitches from a letter-coded chart

representing the locations of different manuscripts. and in this manner also selected
the duration of the pitches

The pitch material of the piano piece Au Milieu (1980) is also derived from Jenkins
manuscript sources, not surprisingly as this piece is baseU on "_ _"
occa~ion,

On this

Barry constructs a long sequence of scales from his chosen pitches and

harrnonises them in various ways. including a sudden juxtaposition wlth a Viennese
waltz. Iv,m Hewett comments that "music produced by system should be pure. but
Barry's music is full of impurities. Just

it that the ribhons of scales endlessly

spewed out in Au ,Vli/iell should suddenly, without waming. be wntaminated by a C;:
major h,umony, which appears once only? What

sy~(em

could produce such a weird

anomaly?'...J'! Another work to displa) Barry's use of aleatoric pilCh selection is hl~
opera TIre intelligence Park where hc draws on the shipping forecast of BBe Radio 4
in combination with Bach chorale harnl0nics to construe! thc pitches for Faradies arill.
Bloomillg Youthfu/. Bracefield and VOl,lllS explain the pTOcess used by Bany; ·'all

Barry did was to write out the \\onls o[the forecast, use 'musical' klters such as A or
E or numbers (1
from

hIS

=

umson. 7 - dimimsfled seventh) to tngger an appropriak chord

page orBach derivatiOlls and Jill in chords to the left or right of the triggered

chord on this page to accompany 'llnmuslcal' letters"
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other players must follow once the departure has been made".51 Once again, in this
variation, Johnston divides his material into blocks or "events" lettered A ·N, and
allows the perfonners considerable freedom in their interpretation of his material.

The following instructions apply to Variation 7: "each event is represented by a letter,
and each even! should be allowed to oceur in its own space; the player of the next
event decides on how much space the previous even! has by choosing when to play
Where events overlap, e.g. an entry in another part during a glissando, players should
co-ordinate carefully according to their cues'". The
an event occurring in another part:

"llnpubl"f,e,-l ;core. Contemporuf] Mu"ic C~ntre. Dubhn

r~sts

marked in the s<.:ore Tl-present
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As with the previous variations, Variation 8 is also divided into events, however, this
variation is quite brief with all parts remainingppp throughout.

EXAMPLE 4.6
Fergus Johnston, Le Gor1te Ie jeu . .Variation 8
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Eric Sweeney (b. 1948) is primarily regarded as a minimalist composer, however his
compositional style frequently incmporates aleatoric aspects. He began to experiment
with aleatoricism before entering his minimalist stage, evident in the serial work

Circles (1985). This composition is written for string orchestra and a trio of violins,
however the ensemble may be substituted for a group of wind instruments. Sweeney
frequently avoids employing specific instrumental effects and does not seek a precise
instrumental timbre, thus allowing for flexibility in the choice of instrumentation for
many of his works.

The second movement of Circks is canonic and the indi,idual players, or groups of
players, make theIr entrances on cue from the conductor. Sweeney restricts the role of
the conductor to cueing in instnuT1cntalists. maintaining a steady pulse throughout the
composition, and deciding when particular ideas have been explored thoroughly
before indicating a move onto the next pattern. The traditIOnal mterpretational role of
the conductor is abandoned.

In the second movement, Sweeney allows the

instrumentalists the freedom to play at whatever octave is convenient and does not
specIfy the number of repetitions of each pattern. He also deSIgnates certam "marking
time" bars wlnle waiting for the other mstrumentalists to catch up before progressing
onwards. This catch-up idea IS eVident in many OnllS compositions.

Sweeney's Dance

Music

IIi"

MUSIC

(1989) sencs also displays his aleatoric preferences. Dance

is scored for a mixture of strings, woodwmd and brass. however it may

also be perfonned by a multIple keyboard lTIsemblc. There an: seven Imes of musIc
that may be divided bctl'.een a ,ary1ng number ofinstmments. The players have the
freedom to move from one line to another at will, or by pre-arrangement.

Extra

instruments may also be added. with the optlOn of perfonning the main themes in
canon. either in the sanle metre or by employmg additive or subtractne rhytlllns. The
number of repetitions of each bar of the canon is not specified. and the addItional
players also hm e the freedom to move from one part to another at wll1.

Mus/, for a Festha! (1992) IS another aleatoric composition, conslstmg of a senes of
musical ·'blocks" that may he performed

In

yanous sequences. thus allowing the

performer considerable creative freedom. This dement of freedom is also exercised

in the solo voiet: and synthesiser version of 771{' Lament of Deirdre (1989) where the
pauses in the vocal line may be filled in by improvisational passages in the keyboard
part, hased on previous motifs.5J

Sweeney recognises the fact that there are certain risks associated with surrendering
elements of control to the perfonners, in that tbe performer may not exercise any
degree of sensitivity towards thc chosen style of the composer, or give an accurate
performance of the material. However, he regards the risks as heing "historically
justiCied" and comments that "too often composer and perfonner have regarded each
other ",ith suspicion and failed to see that in their mutual dependence lies the halance
of creative musical endeavollI". j4

Certain aleatoric elements are also evident in the

\~ork

of Irish composer Frank

Corcoran. Born in Tipperary in 1944. he began his musical education in Dublin under

A. 1. Potter (1918-1980) and later progressed on to Maynooth. Rome and Berlin
where he studied under the Gennan composer Boris Blacher (1903-1975). He was a
music inspector with the Department of Education from 1971-1979, following which
he was awarded a composition fellow-ship from the Berlin Kunstlerprogramm

He

was b'llest profussor in West Berlin in 1981, professor of music in Stuttgart in 1982
and since 1983 has held the position of professor of composition and theory at the
Staatliche Hochschule fUr Musik und Darstellende Kunst in Hamburg.

Corcoran has spent the majority of his compositional career in Gennan} and still
resides in Hamburg. hO\vever his lrish heritage has not been spurned.

He was a

founder member of both the Association ofTrish Composers and the Dublin Festival
of Twemieth Cenhlry .\1usic, and was also a committee member of the Music
Association ofTreland. With the aid of "Irish Composer Trust" he established his own
"Selt'Help 101" label in 1978. under \\hich he released an LP of his music entitled
Collection One. He is also a member of Aosdllna since 1983. He boasts a substantial

repertoire including four symphonies, two string quartets, three wind quintets, rna
chamber symphonies, one opera and numerous other works including those for tape.

So

With regard to his intluences and philosophies Corcoran comments that ·'Few giants
OfOUf

isles helped me, rather Schoenberg, Berg Webem.. Lutoslawski, Ligeti. r came

late to art-music; childhood soundscapes live on ... I am a passionate believer in

'Irish' dream-1andscape, two languages, polyphony of history, not ideology or

programme. No Irish composer bas yet dealt adequately with our past. The way
forward - newest furms and techniques (fur me especially macro-counterpoint) - is

the way back to deepest human experiences".56 He expresses his reservations and
possible solutions to working with traditional Irish music in saying that ''the problem

with working with Irish traditional material is how to avoid sounding like film music
•. , you would have to take a completely different approach. First of all in the studio
you could do very interesting things handling traditional music electronically. Even

tuning - the whole quartertonal and microtonal business - that could be explored ...
you could have a Steve Reich type minimal approach to Irish music"..'17 This is the
path taken by Sweeney. 53

Piano Trio (I978)~ is aleatoric in the sense that every performance will be different
due to the filet that Corcoran has structured each of the atonal lines independently of

the others, displaying different time signatures, tempo markings and also different
numbers of bars. He uses waiting points at the end ofseveral of the sections where an
indication is given for the player/players to wait until the other instrumentalist has
caught-up befure progressing onto the next section.

and Gareth Cox, '"Frank Corcoran", 11reNew GroveDictionoryt:fMmic aniMmidans vi, ed. Stanley
Sadie (Londoo and New Ymc: Macmillan,? edn. 20(1), p.. 449.
S6 Contemporary Music Centre, DubliIJ, COOJpOSer profile leaflet 00 FrankCettaran. Further JotmPage
ohservtsthat"bisintensefuscinatimwiththepastevclreiapre-histocica1IrlshpsyciLe, the
llIaDifesratiooof~chisvitalfrrhismusic".JotmPage,op.cit.,p.139.

llBemardHarris "FromaConversatioo with FrankCorcoran",SouncipodNo. 18(FehruarylMardJ.

1"',

S8 See chapta' three of this

thesis.
jgCanmissioned by the Dublin Festival of Twentieth CcnturyMusic in 1978.
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This work is also recognised as the first composition displaying Corcoran's "macro
countetpJint" ideas.6() His macro-contrapuntal treatment refers to layers of sound as
opposed to the traditional contrapuntal technique of working with individual pitches.
Each of Corcoran's "layers" operates independently of the others, therefore, when
subjected to macro-contrapuntal treatment, the effect is extremely complex and, due
to the atonality ofeach independent layer, the aural implications are quite dissonant.

The composition opens with the left hand of the piano playing at a 'very low register,
however, this layer continues unaccompanied for just three bars until the right hand
enters in bar 4. Both layers are present for the remainder of the introductory section.
The cello enters at figure A, thus contributing an additional layer to the macro
contrapuntal texture. The piano has 37 bars of material whereas the cello has 33,
howe\-er, Corcoran does indicate that both im,truments should wait at the end ofthc
section lor the other to catch-up, if necessary, before progressing onto the next
section.

The tourth and final layer is added at figure B with the entry of the violin. Even
though the ceHo does rest for the first three bars; the filll texture is achieved in the
following bars. Once again the number ofbars differs for each layer, however it is the
cello that appears to hm;e more material than the other layers, with 43 bars as opposed
to 39 in the piano and 30 in the violin. It is notable that due

to

the different tempi

markings for the performers, the cello may not necessarily finish after the other
instruments all each occasion.

OIl 101m Page, ,'p. cit., p. !39,lInnelle Kreutziger·lkrr. op. dr., p. 2. A"eI Klein. op.cit.. p, 379.
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Corcoran gradually added each layer from the beginning of the composition until he
achieved maximum density in section B; however, he begins the reduction of the
layers once again from figure C. This is a brief section where the right hand of the
piano does not feature at all, and the left hand enters for one bar only. The remainder
of the section is a duo between the violin and cello, with 21 bars of material for the
violin and II bars for the cello, therefore it is possible that the violin may be solo for
the end of the section depending on the particular performance.

Section D is also a duo between the violin and cello with no piano entry at all. The
violin has significantly more material than the ce\10, with 34 bars as opposed to 17,
and therefore it is quite hkeJy that the violin will be solo for the end of the sectlOn.
Corcoran indicates that the cello should walt for the VIOlin before progressing onto
sectionE.

The texture is reduced even nmher in the following section after the opemng bars
\\ihere the plano makes an appearance for one bar and the vlohn for
remainder of the section

IS

DNa

bars_ The

a cello solo as Corcoran reverts back to a single layer once

again.

Section F is extremely brief

(SIX

bars) but follows the same fonnat as the prc'\-ious

section, with the piano cutering for only one bar and thc violin also entering for one
bar (as opposed to
bars

D,\O

in section E), and the cello continumg solo for the remaining

The layers change again at figure G, with the cello appearing for 1'.vo bars before a
lacet

marking is evident. Thc piano has two bars of monodic material before resting

for a further three bars and then entering into a duo with the violin, however, the
violin also reaches a facet marking after 27 bars and the piano continues solo for the
remainder of the section. The piano material is quite fragmented from bars 30-46
with

~carcely

any pitches sounding against each other:

EXAMPLE 4.7

'··m

Frank Corcoran, Piano Trio, Section G Piano (bars 37-46)
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Section IT is also a duo between the violin and piano, however, the It:-.ture remains
quite sparse as each layer is interspersed with rests and the v]Qlin plays pi:::::icato.

Corcoran reinlrodu!:es all layers once again at figure J, however, as with the previa liS
section, the material is rcally quite fragmented. The violin finishes after eight bars of
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Section C:

Piano (LH)
Cello
Violin

Section D:

Cello
Violin

(bars 1-34)

Section E:

Piano
Violin
Cello

(bar 1 only)
(bars 1-2 only)
("'" 1-24)

Section F:

Piano
Violin
Cello

I only)
I-II)
1-21)
(bars 1-17)

1 only)

only)
1-6)

Section G:

Piano
Violin
Cello

1-2 only)

Section 11:

PllUlo
Violin

I-IS)
1-16)

SectionJ:

Piano (mainly LH)
Ccllo
Violin

Pitch centricity is a fcaturc of this composition as is the use of prominent interval
c1asses. 6J The most prevalent intenal is the lIitone, ic6. This dyad is not only e~ident
horizontally in the indi, idual lines, but is also outlined in the central pitches of the
,anous section.'.. The central pitches in the introdu1."1ory section are A and Ab, with
the pitch A c\ident in bars 1--4 followed by Ab in bar 5, only to return to A again in
bars 6-11. Ab and its cnhannonic

equi~alent

G# features in bars 12-13 and 15-19,

but A returns once again tor the final bar orthe section.

lc6 is not outlined in the pilCh centricity of this section. however, it is quite prominent
when examining the interval-classes, and in fact ic6 is evident in 14 bars

Ollt

of the 20
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EXAMPLE 4.10
Frank Corcoran, Piano Trio, Section A Piano (bars 10---19)
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The cello enters at figure A and, as in the introduction. the pitch A clearly emerges as
a central pitch. Ai:l also :features quite frequently, however, it is the ahemation of
centricity between A and El:I that is roost significant as it outlines ic6 --- the prominent
interval-class in this section --- and also A-EI1 is the main tritone appearing throughout

the composition. The pitch A is evident in bars 1-5 (from letter A) followed by Et> in

bar 6. A appears again in bars 7-8 to be replaced by Ei:l again in bars 10---11. AI:> is
most prominent in bars 12-13 with Eu entering in bar 14. This ahernation of pitch

centricity between A and Ep, and also between Ab and Ep, continues for the

remainder of the section:
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The central pitches in the piano part are also A-E~ throughout section A. The pitch A

appears in bars 2-3, 5, and 7-15 followed by E~ in bar 16 and returning to A in bars
17-22.

E~

is central agajn in bars 23-24, replaced by A in bars 25, 26 and 28.

central in bars 29-30 followed by A again in bars 30-33.

E~

E~

is

returns in the next bar,

but the section ends with the pitch A present in the final two bars.

The tritone features most prominently once again in the interval structure ofthe piano

material and it is perhaps self-evident that

A-E~

dominates. Ic6

C-G~

appears in

bars 1-2 with D-G# and Ep--A obvious in bar 8. Ic6 (a) Ep--A may be detected in bars
10--15 with (b) Alr--D and (c) C-F# emerging in bars 17-18. (a) A-E/;> then appears

in bars 18, 20, 22, 26, 31, 32 and 36 followed by tritones

~E

and F-B in bars 33,

3S and 37. As in the previous section icl and 2 are also quite prominent, however ic3

also recurs frequently throughout the section:
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EXAMPLE 4.12
Frank Corcoran, Piano Trio, Section A Piano (bars 15-24)
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Corcoran introduces the final layer at figure B \vith the entrance of the violin. In
keeping with the other layers, the pitches A and Eb occur in practically every bar of

the section, however A? is also prominent.

The pitch A is present in bars 2-4

fullo\"'ed by Eb in bars 5--6 and A returning in bars 7--8.

Aj

makes a brief appearance

in bar 9 with A central again in the following bar. Both £I;> and AI:> are present in bar
12, followed by an alternation of pitch centricity between A and Ab in bars 13-25,
There is a shi ft of centricity from bar 26 to the end ofthe section where an alternation
begins between Bb and E - also outlining ic6.
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With regard to the interval structure of the violin material, it is notable that the
tritones are not as abundant as in the previous sections. Ic6 F-B is present in bars 1-3
followed by Ar-D in bar 8 and B-F in bar 15. The main tritone A-Eb is evident in

bar 18 with E-Bb in bars 22 and 27. Ic6 B-F emerges again in bar 28, but the final
bar of the section contains Sb· E -the interval outlined in the pitch centricity.

As with the violin, the pitch centricity- of the piano part also alternates betv.een A-E7
and

A~,

outlining both ic6 and ic5. The pitch A is evident in bars 1-5 followed by A?

in bar 6 and shifting back to A in bars 7-11. Ar emerges again in bar 12. with Eb
obvious in bars 13 14 and also in bars 15 ~ 16 howe"er. Ab is also present in the latter
bars. Pitch A retums in bar 17, replaced by A::J in the following bar and EJ in bars 19,
22.23 and 24 (A is also present in bar 24). AJ is evident again in bar 25 however it is
the pitch A that is central for the remainder ofthe section.

The right hand ofthe piano opens with ic6 (a) F-B - the same tritone evident in bars
1-3 of the violin. This is follO\~ed by ic6 (b) 13:> E in bars 3 4 with the same tritone
detectable in bar 4 ofthe cello parl:

:.
:m~* 8~Ci:ri ;

EXAMPLE 4.13

Frank Corcoran, Piano Trio, Section B Piano (bars 1-5)
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roo Au-D and BI:>-E are evident in bar g with F-B, E-Bu and A-m in the following

bar. In bars 14-15, Al7-D and F#-C are present with the enharmonic equivalent c
G\1 in bar 16. Several tritones emerge in the following bats including E-BI:> (bar 17),
F#--C and F-B (bar 18) and Bb-E again in bar 23. The opening pitches of the

coDlpositionare recapitulated in bars 32-33 and 36, with tritones (a) A-Eu and (b) DG#evident:

In

EXAMPLE 4.14
Frank Corcoran, Piano Trio, Section B Piano (bars 17-36)
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In contrast to the piano and violin, the cello begins section.B with a shifl: in pitch
centricity to Bb-E. This shifi ",as only achk',ed by the violin in the final bars of the
section, and the piano did not shift at all. Both pitches are eyident in bar 4. howe\cr E
dominates in bar 5 n)l1owed by Rr oru::e again in bars 6--7. It is notable that the pitch
B is also quite prominent in bars 10-11. shifting back to B7 in bars 11 13. In bars

14--15, E is central again with Bb and E both present in bar 17. The pitch B is evident
in bars 18--20 with Bb also present in bar 20.

The pitch centricity continues to

alternate mainly between Bb and E for the remainder ofthe section.

In keeping with the interval outlined in the pitch centricity, Corcoran begins the cello
line with ic6 Blr-E in bar 4. As with the violin, the cello does not have an abWldance
oftritones in this section. in fact the only tritones evident are Bo-E (bar 4) awl B-F in
bars 7, 18 and 19. lei and 2 dominate the cello line, however there are a considerable
number ofic5, and ic3 also present.

A duo bet\\een the violin and cello begins at figure C. \\-hile the piano enters for just
the first bar with practically the same pitch material as the opening bar of the
composition. On this occasion an Fq is substituted for the original Eb and therefore,
only one ic6 is outlined (D-GH) rather than t\\-o (A-E7). The cello material does not
contain any tritones at all in this section and the pitch centricity shifts between Bb and
F. Rb is the central pitch in bars 1-5 followed by F in bars 6-7 and returning to Bb in
bars 8-10. The most prominent intervals are leI and 2:

~

EXAMPLE 4.15
Frank Corcoran. Piano Trio, Section C Cello (bars 3-10)
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In the violin part, both F and F# appear on numerous occasions throughout this
section beginning in bars 1-2 and then in bars 6-10 and 12-14. Fi:! may be found

without F# in bars 3, 5, 15-16 and 18 while F# is evident in bars II and 17. The
pitches B and B\) also feature strongly in this section, with one or the other evident in

bars 2-7,9-10, 15-16and 18-19. Inthe final two bars. the pitches Ell and EI:! emerge
most prominently.

Naturally enough. having examined the pitch centricity, iet and 2 also emerge quite
strongly in the interval structure of the violin line however ic6 remains a prominent

featme. Only

two tritones are outlined: F-B and Blr-E, but they both appear on

numerous occasions. In bar 2, ic6 Bp-E is evident, fOllowed by F-B in bars 3, 6 and
7 and Blr-E also in bar 6. Both tritones appear in bar 11 and finally, F-B is evident in
00,18.

180

Section D is also a duo between the violin and cello however, the violin has
considerably more material than the cello and therefore plays solo for the second half
of the section.

As in the previous section, the pitch centricity of the violin part

features both F and F# prominently, with 8 and 80 to a lesser extent. The pitch F is
evident in bars 1-2 followed by B in bars 3-4 and F# also in bar 4 and in bar S. H
returns in bars 5-11 with F# e ...ident in bars 11-13 and

F~

again in the following bar.

Bb appears in bar IS, however both F and F# may be detected in bar 16 and F
Continues to feature until bar 19. Bb is also present in bars 17-24 and bar 26 with F#
e...ident in bar 24-26. The pitch F then appears in bar 28 followed by 8 in bars 29, 32

and 34. Similar to the cello in the previous section, ic6 is not prevalent in the interval
structure; in fact only one tritone 8b-E may be detected on five occasions in bars 17,
18,22,23 and 24. The prominent intervals are once again icl and 2.

In the cello part, no pitches recur to such an extent that they could be considered
central. Unlike the previous sections. Corcoran does not appear to focus on one or
more central pitches in this line. The pitch A is evident in bar 1 followed by Ab in
bars 2-3, then D is central in bar 4 with C# emerging in bars 5-6. A appears again in
bar 7 with D returning in bars 8-9. The pitch Bb is prominent in bars 10--15 followed
by Ab in bars 16--17. Only two tritones may be detected in the cello line: (a) E-Bb in

bar 14 and (b) D-Ab in bar 16, however icS is evident in bars 6--7, 7-8 and 15, and
icl and 2 are also quite prominent:

EXAMPLE 4.16
Frank COfC{)ran, Piano Trio, Section D Cello (bars 2-17)
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Section E is a cello solo as the piano enters for just the first bar and the violin for bars
1 and 2. The piano outlines the main tritone Eb A during its brief entry and also uses
pitches F# and Ab while the violin alternates between the two pitches Band C.

[n contrast to the previous section, the pitch centricity of the cello line returns to A-

Eb - the tritone outlined most frequently throughout the composition. Pitch A is
evident in the first bar followed by Db in bars 2-3 and Bb in bar 4.

Pitch F is

prominent in bars 5- -6, however A returns in bars 6-10 and begins its alternation with
EI;> which is central in bar II but was also present in bars 9--10. This alternation
continues for the remainder of the section:
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EXAMPLE 4.17
Frank Corcoran, Piano Trio, Section E Cello (bars 2-24)
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leI and 2 are once again quite prominent in the interval structure of the cello line,
however two tritones are also evident. The ic6 (G#-D) may be detected in bars 8, 10
and 13 withElr-A also evident in bar 10 and in bar 17.

Section F is very brief, with the piano and violin both entering fur only the first bar
and the cello playing six bars of material. The piano has the same pitch material as in
the previous section: F#-Ep-A-Ab-, once again containing the main tritone (El;>-A).
The violin part is also constructed from three of the above pitches: B[)-A-F#,

however ic6 is not present. The central pitches in the cello line are A-Ep (bars 1-3),
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shifting to F in bars 4--6. lc6 and ic1 and 2 are the only intervals outlined during this
brief section:

EXAMPLE 4.18
Frank Corcoran, Piano Trio, Section FCello (bars 1-6)
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At figure G the cello plays an F# tremolo for two bars and the remainder of the
section is a duo between the violin and piano.

The opening bars of the violin appear quite tonal as they outline the diminished triad
A-C-Fb

the main tritone A-Fb present once again. The pitch Db emerges in bars

5·-6 followed by A again in bars 7-10 and 12-13.

Tn bars 11, 14 and 15, F is

prominent. with A returning in bars 15-16 and 18-19 and F evident once again in bars
2(}. 21. The pitch A is present in bar 23 follo\\lcd by E b in bars 24 and 26, \\lith A and
E ~ evident in the final bar
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EXAMPLE 4.20
Frank Corcoran, Piano Trio, Section G Piano (bars 5--10)
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The recapitulation of the opening material begins in the following bar and continues
until bar 30. The opening pitches are then restated in bar 31: A-F#-E~ (LH) and Al7
D (RH) both hands containing a tritone.

The remainder of the section is fragmented with each line interspersed with rests. The
pitch centricity continues to alternate between

A-E-E~-A~,

outlining both ic6 and

icS. Several tritones are also evident in the interval structure including D-A~ in bars
31-32, Blr-E in bar 35, B-F in bars 37-38 and Elr-A in bars 41-42 and 43, however

iel and 2 are most prominent,

Section H continues in the same fragmented manner as the second half ofthe previous
section. The violin is re·introduced with material based on just three pitches: Blr-A
G# fur the entire 16 bars, therefore the principal intervals outlined are once again ici

and 2. The pitch F# is quhe prominent in the piano part and may be detected in bars
1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 and 11, while A may also be :round in bars 1-3, to, 12 and 14-15.

There are only two tritones evident in the piano part: (a) Eu-A (bar 10) and (b) B-F
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All three instruments are present for section J, but the violin plays just tive bars of
material and rests for the remaining three bars that constitute the violin line. The only
pitches used by the violin are A and E (with one appearance orB? in bar 1), while the
pitch material of the cello comprises E B? and F, and the main ic6 A-Eb ubi<.juitous

in the piano part, resulting in a superimposition of perfect fifths in the violin, perfect
fuurths in the cello and the tritone IIIDtll in the piano. The composition concludes

with a restatement afthe opening pitches in fragmented fonn in bars 13-16: A-E)
and finally G#-D (see Ex. 4.14).

It is evident through this analysis that the intervallic content of the individual1ines is
essentially built around central pitches spanned by the tritone (particularly A-E?),
however. due to the nature of the macro-counterpoint technique, the hannonic
implications are unclear. Corcoran has relinquished corrtrol over the harmonic effect
lS'!

due to the fact that different pitches sound against each other during every
perfonnance.

With this in mlrld. it is debatable whether Corcor,m's term '"macro

counterpoint" aptly describes what appears to be quite a straight-fonvard technique of
juxtaposing independent lines against each other. Traditionally, counterpoint focused
on the intervallic compatibility of one line to another, defined by Tinctoris as
"restrained and thought-out polyphonic composition created by setting one sound
against ,1nother".62

However, later theorists began to make a distinction bdween

polyphony and counterpoint,
technique. As

Dahlhau~

a.sso~iating

polyphony with style and counterpoint with

observl;s, polyphony was seen as an cnd and counterpoint as

a means. t3 The importanel; of Ihl; vertical relationship bctv,;een contrapuntal lines
gradualJy diminished through the centuries to such an extent that counteIllomt in the
l\.oientlcth-cenILlT)' is described as "nothing

IIIOTI;

than multiple m~lody"

Harry \Vhite noles tliat "canonlc tl;xtun: is a meaningkss pbrase

64

Fl.lrth"T.

lt applies 10

tonal counterpoint" and suggests that "when depri\"Cd of a tonal context this intrinsic
property ot" cratlsmanship dlsappcars [and thatl some other teml is tllerefore necessat"V
to describe literal imitation in non-tonal musIc".""

Tilis definition of nventietb

cenhlry counterpoint can apply to Corcoran's adaptation of tbe technique as the only
apparent relationship between his layers is the usc of central pitches.

!6!
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ChapterS
Irish Traditional Music as a Source of Pitch Selection: Eric Sweeney's
:\linimalistPeriod

This chapter considcrs Enc Sweeney's mimmalist penod dunng which he turned to
Irish traditional musIc

the exclusive source for his pilch selectiOn. The chapter

begins by contextualising Sweeney's initial composit1onal development

a>,

a

~enalist

composer in a brief study of his orchestral piece Circles (1985), and then luetS his
employment of Irish tradition::JI mUSiC, firstly in general in iJuo of IYY!, and then III
close ddilll tl1roUgllOUt all four

EIlC Sweency

\~as

movement~

of Ins String Quarkt of 1Y%.

born in Dllblm in 1948. He began hiS mUSical stuJ,es in Ireland

and later travelled to England, Belgium and Italy for fUrther

~tud).

11<.:

hJ.~

kelUn:d at

hoth the Dublin Institute of Technology College of MUSIC and TnIllty College,
Dublin, and now IS Head of the Music Dcpartment at \Vattrford Institute of
Technology. S\\ceney \\as a member of the AIls Council from 19S1) to 1993 and IS
currently a member of Aosdana. Hc was awarded a D.Phli III

compo~illOn

from the

UO!\·eISil) ofLbler m 1994

S\\eeney'~

compositIOnal carcer began in the early 1970s, at a time whcn sc\·cral

di["ferent path\\ays presented tbemse1n:s for aspiring composers. Firstly, the l\\dve
tone music ot· the Second Viennese School which offered a ljLlJsr-mathematied[
approach to eomposltiUIMI material and often

re~ultcd In

cOlTlpltxrty 1t \\ J.S thIS kchnlqLlt Ihal had heen pursued hy

eompo.':;ltion:, of e1l.trerne
r{1~H\ar

composers such

as OlivIer \lcsslaen and latel Picrrc Boulez and KarlhclI1z Stod.hclUsen. when

following the example of Webem, they adapted the technique by extending the
parameters to include rhythm, dynamics, duration, attack etc.

A second and very different route revealed itself in the aleatoricism of10hn Cage. In
one sense this was the total opposite to serialism, in that serial technique could be
very complex and restrictive, and this a1eatoricism or "chance music" offered total
freedom. Given that one of the basic principles of aleatoricism lies in the acceptance
of a11 sounds as valid sources of music, all standardised conventions are abandoned
and any restricting fonns are rejected. This technique proved quite popular and
enjoyed a strong following, paradoxically often by the very same composers who
embraced serialism.

The situation was relatively straightforward for those composers who were content to
adopt one (or both) of the above techniques, however it was more difficult for those
who did not feel that their compositional voices lay in either of these directions.
Composers responded in different ways to this dilemma, but many did begin their
compositional careers writing in a serial style. The reaction of the English composer
Michael Nyman is quite extreme stating that " I tried to write one serial piece, but I
gave up. And I didn't write a single note from 1964 to 1976, because I couldn't come
to teons with writing serial music."]

Philip Glass describes Boulez' Domaine

Musicale series as "a wasteland, dominated by these maniacs, these creeps, who were
trying to make everyone write this crazy creepy music. ,,2 Eric Sweeney recalls his
feelings at the time: "When I was growing up in the 60s, ... I wanted to be a composer,
and yet all music people seemed to be writing was serial and post-serial, and very

I K. Robert Schwam, Minimalists (London: Phatdon, 1996), p.196.
Stnckland, Minima/ism. Origins (Indtana University Press. 1993). p. 205.

Z Edward
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complex mathematical, ... and I didn't really take to that sort of music. But I thought,
well, that's what modem music is, I'll have a go at writing it .. I didn't really believe
in it, but I thought, that's what composers do",]

So, as with many composers, Sweeney also began his career writing in a serial style,
recognising that seriaIism was regarded then as an integral part of a composer's
vocabulary and therefore could not be ignored. It is interesting to note that, even
though Sweeney professes to have written in a serial style out of necessity rather than
because of any particular belief in the concept behind the technique, he continued to
compose within this framework for twenty years, producing a modest output of serial
compositions before ever progressing onto his later minimalist phase.

One of the more interesting works composed during this period is Circles, written in
1985. It includes "strict serial manipUlation of notes and rhythm ... used together
with free aleatoric elements".4 Sweeney tends towards aleatoricism as a reaction
against other composers who "offer little scope for individual interpretation or
involvement on behalf of the performer apart from a certain technical skill".'

Circles is in three movements and is scored for string orchestra (ripieno) and a trio of
violins (concertino) which may be substituted for a group of wind instruments. The
first movement falls into three different sections, the first of which introduces the
circle of fifths: G-O-A-£ etc. (hence the title). The middle agitata section (bars 28
43) employs only the tutti group, and in contrast to the first section is not as

fragmented

However, it is very rhythmic wllh the constantly changing time

signatures contributing 10 the agItated dfeet, (e.g. 4,'4, 2/-1.. 7/8, 3/4, 4/4)
section begIns at bar 44 with the same

note~

The third

that concluded the agllalo. Sweeney

presents a loose retrograde of the opening sectwn and employs standard string
techniques such as glissandI, lremuli and plzzlcalo

Certain aleatoric elements emerge in the second movement, which constitutes a quasi
canon where each player or group of players enlers on cue from the conductor. Each
instrument may play at whate,er oclave
the different patterns is not specified.

IS

convenient llild the number ofrcpctllions of
Sweeney also introduces

repeat-m~k

bars

lNhlCh serve the purpose of marking time, i e waiting lor the remamder of the
instruments to catch-up before progressing on to the ne'<t Idea

] he serial clement

IS CVI.'I

present in the first two ideas A and B

rh y11lmlc series, later to h<.: rdrograded in figures D and E

USlllg

the same
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EXAMPLE 5.2
Eric Sweeney, Circles, Second Movement (page 13)

The final movement is an Allegro in 10/16:

EXAMPLE 5.3
Eric Sweeney, Circles. Third Movement (bars 1-2)
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The serial element is once again evident in the gradual introduction of all twelve
pitches in each part. The cellos and basses begin in bar 1 with the first four pitches:

C-F-A'7---G7, the next pitch (Db) may be fuund in bar 8, followed by E? in bar 15, m
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in bar 24, m, E~ and B~ are aU introduced in bar 34, and finally A and

B~

complete

the row in bar 47.

In a similar manner another twelve-note row

~

introduced in the violin parts

beginning in bar 3 with the first five pitches: C-G-E-F#-B, followed by A in bar 4,
F~

in bar 6, B~ in bar 20, A~ in bar 27, D and E~ in bar 38 and finally Ol;t in bar 49.

The viola follows the violins and introduces the same twelve pitches gradually, but

beginning in the second half of bar 10, thus creating a canonic effect. The canon
becomes more obvious at bar 37 where the second violin leads, followed by the viola
half a bar later and the first violin one bar later against an unrelenting pattern in the
cellos and basses, who employ the same rhythms as the other instnnnents but fhll at a

different point in the pattern. This polyrhythmic feature was to accompany Sweeney
into his next stylistic period.

Circles remains one of Sweeney's most JXlpular compositions dating from his preminimalist output, enjoying numerous perfonnances including twelve in its first year
alone.1i

However, Michael Dervan, in a perfurmance review in The Irish Times,

expresses the opinion that ''Eric Sweeney's Circles of 1985 is a strangely blunt work,
offering a mixture of the simplistic and the gauche which remains resolutely
unconvincing". 7

An alternative to seria1ism and aleatoricism presented itself in what the composer and

critic Michael Nyman referred to as ''minimalism''. This term was borrowed from the

6

Circles was ccmmissicoed by the Dublin Baroque Players with fimds provided by the Arts Council

TheDublinBaroque~premiereditinJulyl985attheRoyalHoopitalK.iImainham,Dublin.
7 Mkhael Dervan,Reviewofthe:rmhCono;rtcn:hestra'sperfunnanceofCirr:ks. appeared in The
1rishlimes,July212000.
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visual arts and is interpreted by La Monte Young as "that .... hich is created with a
mlllimum of mcans".3 Origmally the tenn was used in a derogatory manner as the
style did no! adhere to the guidelines of the mainstream a\an!-garde, and was
therefore regarded with contempt.

There

IS

much debate as to the origins of minimalism .... ith musicologists identifying

numerous examples of compositions through the ages which contam certam aspects
no\\ central to the minimalist idiom, the most significant bemg the use of repetition
and long sustained notes. Paul Griffiths suggests in his chapter on "Minimal ism and
Melody,,9 that the significant difference between the usc of these devices

III

earlier

compositions such as the introduction to Handel's Zadok lhe Priest, Wagner's Das
Rhemgold (and many others), and the mlll1malist compositions from the 1960s

onwards

15

that the repetitIOn and sustamed noles in the earlier pIeces are employed as

a means of prepmation. or to "intensify anticipation" of the musIC to come. ThiS is
teleological music as opposed to the later compositions where the sl,!lic effed crealed
by use of the same devices constitutcs the entire

\VOlk

and

IS

therefore

IlOIl

tcleological A different case may be presented for compositions such as J.S. Bach's
famous C major Prelude, Satie's Ve;r:aflOns and Ravel's Bolero ",heTe the repetJlton is
an integral part of the composition: however Ed.... ard Strickland comments that "Salle
is working with unvarnished repelltlOn as a concept. not to sa} a spoof, while the lush
and rather (awdry Romanhclsm of the Rdvel piece IS the anlllhesis of mlDimahst
austerity III the vulgar theatrics orlts dynamic and rhythmiC ,!JrectlOnallly."w

• cll.p9
'v/ndeTn M".lIe und A/la D,reuwn\ ,mee 1945 ('-Je" Y",k Oxford LJllI'et:;Hy Pless,

Cll p124

For our purposes these earher works are not regarded as minimalist compositions; as
Paul Hillier succinctly points out, "in all periods of change m music hislory, nothing
is completely new, or completely different, or completely unprepared".]]

The mimmalist movement began in America in the 1960s with four mam composers;
La Monte YOilllg, Terry Riley, Steve Reich and Philip Glass. Ironically each of these
composers rej ects the "minimalist" label and yet they are regarded as the stimuli
behmd the entire movement in music. They resent belllg grouped together. as each of
their styles offers somethmg different, however, they do share d common background.
and their acceptance of Eastern philosophy as a driving mfluence also umtes them

:\1inimahsm representcd a return to tonality, a steady pulse and elear structures. All
of the elements which had been discarded \vith the advent of serialism were now
bemg fe-embraced, and this alone attracted much entlclsm as many felt that thiS
"new" music was,
feature which

In

"'d~

fact, regressing rather than progressmg. RepetltJon, another

ha.rdly novel,

repetItion in mlnimahst musIc
Western

mUSlC

IS

Wa.'>

central

[0

the minimalist style, however,

used for an entirely different purpose than that of

It is used to create mtentiOnless. non-teleological musIc. and

therefore to ellmmate the goal-orientated aspect central to Vv"estern music. The
harmonies, rhythm and dynamics remain constant throughout the pcrfonmmee and
only change very gradually over a lengthy period of time, thus adding to the timeless
effect. With the characteristics mentioned aboye forming the basis for the minimalist
style, many new and interesting developments and variations followed

" Paul Hillier, ,lrV(} Par! (New York· O~jord LnlvCrSlly Press. 199~J. p 16

Mimmalism began to reach Europe a decade later than America following a tour by
Steye Reich and Philip Glass in 1971. ThIS new style WllS weleomcd as a revelation
by composers such as MIchael '\lyman and Louis Andnessen (b. 1939), providing
them with a new and long-awalled means of expression. Later still minimalism began
to filter into the Soviet bloc reaching Arvo Plirt (b 1935) in Estonia and Henryk
Gorecki (b. 1933) in Poland.

These European composers afe often described as ''post-minimalists'', and thcir
adaptation of the technique generally falls into two categories; "holy minimalists" and
"eclectic minimalists". The fomler, as suggested by the pcrhaps pejorative label,
refers to the group of composers who have combined certain minimalist
characteristics WIth a lyriCIsm stemmmg from their spiritual bellefs, the aIm being to
produce a hIghly emotional effect. In order to acrueve thiS, large orchestral forces are
employed

to present simple.

uncomplicated

chord~.

yet powerful melodies

against

fairly static.

Pdrt ,rnd Gorecki arc the principle figures to be associated

with this vanety of minimalism, and perhaps the most prominent wOIk is Gorecki's
S)'TIlphony :'\lo. 3 (1976). Bascd on thc suffering of hIs people during World War 2.
tins powerful, emotionally charged work has enjoyed great commercial success

Part's most sigmfieant aehlevement is his creation of the "tmlinnabular"' (bell-nngmg)
style, ",hlch enabled hun tu expn:ss his spiritual beliefs in buth an archaIC and
contemporary manner This style stems from Part's interest in Glegonan chant and
the ntuals of the RUSSian Orthodo"X Church, "Gregorian chant has taught me what a
cosmIc secret is hidden m the art of combming two or tinee notes,
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that's sOlllethlllg

twelye-tone composcrs have not known at all"l' Thrce tintillnabular works Fralres.
Cali/lis ill .Hemo,) ofSenjam III SrI/tell and Tabula Rasa, all composed in 1977, have
also CTIJo)ed enonnous success

The oth..:r group of"eclectic mlmmahsls", represented by Nyman 3Ild Andnessen, arc
characterised hy their usc of extracts from other compositions
theIr O1,',n. blended

In

1TI

combination

\~lth

a minimalist style The compositions employ dnving rhythms.

complex h,mnomes and are frequently scored for unusual combinations of
IIlstrum"TIts, includlllg electromc: or roc:k lllstrumcnts mixcd with traditional orchestral
lIlstrumcnts. medieval mslrumc:nls or jazz enscmbles

ThlS fOIllI of mmimalism has

enjoyed particular success as sound-track materidl or incidental musIc for lilms,
theatre, documentaries etc
compu~er

"as that

1 5 milhon eopics

By far the gredtest cornrnercwl

ofNYlTlan'~
~old

5llCCdS

by a

mllllInalJ~t

sllundtrack for the.film lhe Puma (19<)2) ''''1th o,er

wurld-\\ide. the score being adapted fOl concert pcrfomlancc

in Thc PWIIO Concerto (1993).

fhe milllmahst mo\ement

beg~I

in Amenea in the 19605, but it IVa'. not until more

than twcnty years Lilcr that the concept leached Ireland. Evidence of llus arrival may
be found mainly in th..: compositions of Eric Sweeney from 1989

on\\ard~.

S\\eeney

shares many Oplll10nS wllh Stell.: ReICh WId identlfies rum as bemg one orthe mor.::
slgmfi<.:ant mfluences III
composers are e\ ldent

composlllOnal career.
til

the follu'Wmg

area~

The slD1J!antles between lhe
Flrstly, both eomposels regard

StravlIlsky and Bal10k as being among thelr earlier mfluences.
attracted. III pa11lcuiar, to the

I'K I{c,h"n:-'ch'",rtz op ell.p 211

s~mmctncal

S\\ceney was

scale patterns, extended tOIlJhty und the

emphasis on rhythm. Reich also expressed an interest in Baroque music hut had "no
real interest in mu~ic from Haydn to Wagner·,ll and similarly Sweeney shares a
relati\·ely strong attitude towards art music as a compositional tool statmg that he
thought "it's had its day".'"

As we have seen, Sweeney beglill his compositional career writing in a serialist style.

On the other hand. Reich was less successful composing within the same vein. his
first such composition being a piece for string orchestra \vhere the tone row remaint:d
constant Urroughout. The work consisted of continuous. unaltered statements of the
tone row with no inversion or modulation. resultmg in a [anly statlC

compo~lt1011.

On

examining the piece, B<:rio (Reich's composltlon professor al_r...-Iills College) rCIllillkcd
"if you wallt to write tonal music, why don'! you write tonal music?":s Reich vinved
this as a tuming point and began to rcalise his minimalist tendcncies as early as 1962
\\'hen he began experimentmg with

tape-Illop~.

that Sweeney made this tranSlllOn, marked by

hJ~

It

not until much later in I<)S9

orchestral \\lIrk Dance Music (19S9)

and his cantata Deirdre (1989)

Both Reich and S,veeney helieve in looking tn\\ards towards the heritage of their o\Vll
countries tor inspiration. The individuahty or their styles clearly stems from this.
Reich makes the point that ··the sounds that surrounded America from 1950---1980,
jazz and rock and roll - C:JllIlot hc ignored. TIley can be rdincd, filtercd, rejccted, or
aecep!ed in par!, but they can't be ignored. or

you'rc ill-informcd"'.I!> Swecney

also defends his integration oflraditionallrish music into his compositions stating thai

"it's

if

ljuestlOn of historical and geographical context,

the Illllsic is there, why not

use it".I"

In spite of the similarities in attitude between the t\vo composers, their individual
interpretation of the minimalist technique separates them. They share the attraction to
the typical minimalist traits, but Sweeney differs by employing traditional Irish dance
tunes as a source for his compositions. This is probably the most significant aspcct of
his music.

It is quite umlerstandable that S\\eeney would choose these Irish

traditional melodies, as they share some of the ideas central to the minimalist
technique, tor

ex~nple,

the repetition of phrases and notes, tIle use of a steady pulse.

the improvisation orthe perfonners, the clear h:lOnonic framev.ork

Sweeney's compositional process involvcs

~decling

a particular irish ttlle, and in a

typical minimalist marmer, rcducing it to the nucleus

TIlis involves omitting an;,

repeated notes, passing noles, auxiliary notes, or any decorative notes. Only then,
when left with the hare minimum, does Sweeney hegirl to construct his patterns hased
on whatever tonalities arc implied by the rcmaining notes. TIle hannonies are very
clearly indicated by the use of drones, perhaps suggesting the sound oflhe traditional
uilleann pipes.

Sweeney frequcntly employs open fifth drones that change as the

tonal emphasis shifts.

Compositions such as The Blackberry Blossom (199]) am!

Dance }vi/lsic (1989) were conceived m this manncr

Rhythm is of particular interest 10 Sweeney, stemming from the earlier innuenee of
Stravinsky and Bartok. hllt

I"

John Dunne. op

al~o

from the rhythmic mr.!ure oj" many Irish traditional

tuncs. Sweeney frequently employs polYThjthms or multi-layered textures with th"
emphasis faIlmg on different beats in eadl layer.

He ohscures the various time

signatures hy ahandoning the traditional groupings of beats.

As with Bartok, the

inclusion of bar-lines is often a token gesture rather than being strictly relcvant. This
rhythmic device is evident in a large number of his compositions, as is his use of
canon. The typical minimalist use of additive and subtractive processes as a means of
development is also obviolls in his music

The

!mpwvi~ational

aspect of Irish traditional performance

appeal~

to Sv,;eeney, and

so he takes it a significant step further, lea\ing choices SI.lCh as the nllmber of
instruments, !lumber of repetlllOns of ca<.:h phrase, and order of entry, to til<.:
performers. The traditional role of the conductor is also abandoned. Sv.ecney sees
his role as not being inyolved in thc interpretation of the music, but rather to indicate
the ch.mges of section, cueing in the pedomlers, and deciding when to end the
performance, i.e. when it is felt that the matenaI has been sufficiently explored

Eric Sweeney's composition Duo (1991)18 for piano and viohn is an excellent
example ohhe composer's later style. As well as demonstrating many of tile qualities
central to lhe minimalist movement it also presents Sweeney's o\vn adaptmio!l of the
minimalist technique in which certain aspects of the Irish folk tradition emerge. Some
nco-classical influences may also be identiticd particularly in the

oH~rall

structure of

the piece, which is in one movement but falls into a tmditional sonata form Sweeney
outlines the foon as follows: I '!

bars 1-14

Introduction
Exposition

(A)
(8)

bars 15-38
bars 39-88

bars 89-110

Codetta
Development

bars 111-160

Recapitulation

bars 161-197

Coda

bars 198-219

As with many of Sweeney's minimalist compositions. a steady rhythmic pulse is vital
throughout the work.

In keeping with this a rhythmic ostinato is immediately

introduced in the introductory section of Duo (bars 1-14), where the right hand of the
piano part enters with a strict repetitive pattern consisting of constant semiquaver
movement falling into irregular groupings within a regular 2/4 time signature:

EXAMPLES.4
Eric Sweeney, Duo, Introduction (bars 1--4)
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Sweeney employs different rhythmic groupings as a means of varying the three-note
melodic cell F#--A-B which provides the basis for the entire composition. \\Then the
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melodic material is so restricting, the composer must rely on rhythm to create interest
or "to avoid monotony",2G

A contrasting idea is then introduced between the violin and the right hand of the
piano, more intcrest being providcd as the composer begins to alternate the rhythmic
groupmgs of the violin part between

J:

maintains a steady 3+3+2 pattern,

This rhythmic interaction contmues unchanged

=

3+3+2 and 2+3+3, agamst which the piano

for the duration of the entire tirst section and

IS

reminiscent of the "phase-shifting" of

Steve Reich as the accented beats shift in and out of synchronisation

The entire compositIOn is based around the three-note cell F#--A-B, and hy means of
estabhshmg

tillS,

tlle rigllt hand of the plano part and the VIOlin play only these thn::t:

notes dunng the mtroduction. Sweeney was attracted firstly to the mtervals outlined
by the cell (major second and minor third) suggesTIng to Sweeney a folk music source
(Sweeney thesis, p. 85), and also to the different tonalities implied by the notes, ex. 0
major, A major, B minor and F# mmor 11

Through the use of drones Sweeney explores these different tonahtles begituling at
bar 15 where the first drone appears in the left hand of the piano, indicating the
begmning of the exposltlOn and perhaps suggesting a fiJrther Irish influence. These
drones arc employed to provide a harmonic basis for each section ,md to punctuate
any changes of tonality, each onc outlining a perfect 5th and all related to the threenote cc\1 F#--A-B.

Sweeney introduces three different layers at bar 39 for the B section of the exposition.
Firstly, the left hand of the piano abandons the drones in favour of an arpeggio-like
idea, however the material is derived from the quimal harmony ofthe drones, the first
four notes being D-A-E-B. This figure continues to outline the 3+3+2 rhythmic
grouping but does alternate with 3+2+3 throughout the section

The next layer is that of the right hand of the piano part where Sweeney introduces
one of his "refrain"n themes which appear in several of his other compositions. The
theme appears as the top note of the triad and begins by introducing the three notes

F#-£-O but later extends its compass to include the note G (bar 43). Sweeney refers
to the more dense triad texture as a "harmonisation" of the melodic line with a series
of root position chords. He suggests that this device "adds sonority to a melody
without necessarily relating to a tonal framework".23 The composer later changes the
chordal pattern to a series of second inversion chords (bar 60) and then to first
inversion chords (bar 64)

Finally, the more lyrical second subject of the violin constitutes the third layer. Once
again Sweeney leans towards the quintal element with the melodic material of the
. . . iolm outlining the perfect 5th of the arpeggio figure but in angmented time values
In direct contrast to the piano parts, the violin falls into regular 2/4 groupings:

EXAMPLES.S
Eric Sweeney, Duo. Exposition (bars 39-50)
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This polyrhythmic, quintal hannony idea is maintained for the remainder of the
sectioD.

A brief episode (bars 80--84) recalls the material of the introduction, re-introducing
the drone in the left hand, now a perfect octave rather than a perfect fifth, and re
establishing a D major tonality_ The violin and right hand of the piano return to the
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unrelenting semiquaver idea but now in canon, the violin entering three semiquavers
behind the piano in this rising pattern.

A linking section then follows, employing material from both the first and second
sections in addition to an arpeggio idea spread between both hands of the piano (bar
95). This material outlines a perfect fifth but also refers to the perfect fourth, minor
third and major second (the intervals outlined by the three-note cell).

The canonic idea appears once again in the codetta section with the violin and right
hand employing a descending pentatonic scale still three semiquavers apart in the
pattern, in preparation for the development section. The piano opens this section with
a steady semiquaver arpeggio figure (3+3+2) divided between both hands, passing
through the tonalities related to the original three-note cell and employing only perfect
fourths and perfect fifths. The violin adopts a more rhythmic role based on additive
and subtractive processes, characteristic of many minimalist compositions. The D
major tonality is prominent, however bars 131-133 seem to suggest a cadence firmly
in the dominant before returning to the material from the beginning of this section at
bar 134 and thus restoring the D major tonality:

EXAMPLE 5.6
Eric Sweeney, Duo, Development (bars 131-134)
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The time signature changes for the first time in the recapitulation section (bar 161) as
Sweeney introduces a 7116 time signature. He adopts 3+2+2 semiquaver groupings
established by the right hand of the piano part. The opening of the entire piece is
recalled at this point, modified to suit the new time signature and based once again

only on the notes F#-A-B.

Sweeney continues in the manner of a classical

recapitulation section with the re-introduction ofthe drones (bar 173), passing through
the related tonalities Wltil bar 194 where the material from the beginning of the
second section appears briefly, marked by the return of the 2/4 time signature. The

"refrain" theme makes a briefreturn against the canonic interaction between the violin
and the left hand (bars 194-197). This is fcHawed by the driving unison semiquavers
of the Coda section.
The composer constructs the Coda from three ideas previously featured in the
exposition, outlining them as followS: 14
Bars 198-202: octaves between the violin and piano based on the three-note motif.

l'Ibid.,p99.
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Bars 203-206: rising fifth arpeggio in the piano
Bars 207-214: pentatonic canon between the right hlmd and the violin augmented

TIle rising arpeggios then bring the piece to

EXA~IPLE

11

conclusion with octaYes on the note D:

5.7

Eric S\vceney, Duo, Coda (bars 215-219)
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Different aspects characteristic of the minimalist styli: may be encountered throughout
Dlio. Firstly, the piece is tonal, mostly ccntred ~ound 0 but frequently exploring the

tonalities related to the minimal three-note cell. S\\eeney restricts himse1fby using
only three notes as a basis for his composition but finds many different methods for
creating interest.

A steady pulse is maintained throughout the piece and much rhythmic variety is

employed, including the "phase shifting" idea where Sweeney shifts the accents of the
different parts in and out of s;mchronismion with each other. He also employs canon,
additive and subtractive phrases and po\yrhytlnnic textures as a means of
development. The typical minimalist use of repetition is t:;ver present throughout Duo,
as an" the long sustained drones that punctu;111: thl: hamlllnic changes or shifts of
lOIl~litJ

The Irish traditional influence is apparent in the frequent use of drones, however their
use may also be attributed to the minimalist affinity for long sustained notes changing
very gradually as the harmonies shift. The unrelenting triple rhythms employed by
Sweeney reflect the rhythms of Irish traditional dance, and major seconds and minor
thirds found in the original three-note cell are also regarded by Sweeney as typical
folk music intervals.

Neo-classical influences are evident mainly in the overall

structure of the composition reflecting a traditional sonata fonn. Sweeney constantly
refers back to the D major key signature and frequently makes tonic-dominant
references emphasising a characteristic neo-c1assical return to tonality.

Sweeney's String Quartet (1996/ 5 displays similar characteristics to Duo including
sharing the same three influences. Firstly, the neo-classical features are obvious in
both the overall form of the quartet and the form of the separate movements. The
quartet falls into four movements that are traditionally fairly fast, dance-like, slow and

fast. Both second and third movements are in traditional ternary form, and the fourth
movement also divides into three sections, however this movement may be considered
a recapitulation of material from the previous movements in addition to introducing
some new ideas.

The first movement is in five sections, each sharing common

material as Sweeney develops the material of the opening sections throughout the
movement. Other neo-classical features include Sweeney's frequent use of canon or
imitation as a means of development throughout the entire quartet, and his dominanttonic references in each movement.

"Conurussioned by R.T.f:. for first performance on 31" October 1996 in the Student Centre of
Universny College Cork Written for the Vanbrugh Quartet.

Secondly, the Insh traditIOnal influences are evident 1ll Sweeney's choice of three
traditIOnal Insh tunes as a source for his first three mo,'elllenls, The firs! movement

I~

based on "The Banks of Lough Gowna'·. the second on 'The Three LlItle Drummers",
and the third on "The Blackthorn Tree",

The final movement reeapllulates the

opening of "Tht: Three Little Drummers" from the second movemr:nt.
applies each of these source tunes

In

Sweeney

a different manner. for example m the first

moven1l:nt ht: takes brief rragments of the traditIOnal tUlle and gradually introduces
further pll<.:he:s usmg an additive process"

In the second movement Sweeney

introduces longc:r extracts from the source tune, and
the tradltlOnul tunc III

it~

In

the third mo,'ement he quotes

e:ntnety on three occasions. The usc of drones and the

rh y111lTIle nature of the quartet may also be attnbuted to Inoh tra(ilt[('nal

mll~IC

Fmally, lhe: minimalist mflut:ncl:s arc quite prominent on se\erJI levels.
obVIOUS m-e the

n:strictlOn~

Most

that Sweeney pbees upon llllllselfvnth I"egmd 10 the pllch

material, th;quently resmctmg hlillself to the hexatonic or pentatonic scales of the
source hilles.

Sweeney also employS numerous repetitive pattnns tlll"ougboul 111C

quartct, howC\cr these arc generally very rlry1hmic to maintain Illkrest He makcs usc
~md

of addltl\"c

reductive processes to introduce and develop hiS matenal in each

mo\emenL frequently creating seve:r,d

IdyeT~

of sound III a typical mmimalist mmmer.

Othe:r mmima,lIst features mclude Sweeney"s use of pedal-notes or long sustaincd
nol<:~

and

hl~

succes~[ully

employment of the "pllase-shitlmg" idea on

OCC.l~l()[l

S\~eent:y

(.:omnllles each oflhese influences to create a wen-balanced and umlled

The firs! movement ofS\\cency's Stnng Quartet

IS

bascd on thc Irish traditIOnal tune

fhls tunc is hexatoDiC \\lth the pltches ABC D-E

"The Banks of Lough Gowna"

G evident. The second half of the tunc employs both G and Grr pttches suggesttng a
raised seventh and perhaps indIcating an A minor tonalIty. SI',ecney docs no! adopt
this raised seventh feature, howe\er he docs restrict himself to the ht:utome pllches

of the source tune and, in a typical mrrumahst manner, introduces the traditional tunc
gradually usmg an additlvt:

proce~s.

EXA."PLE 5.8
O'Reilly. Source Tunc, foilst Movement

1.!lt!"C6.i.ctr"5_,6n6.

THE BANHS OF LOt'!;H r:;OWNA.
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Fiyc dIfferent sections Me

C\

Iden!

may be detected in each sectIOn
throughOUllht: rno\t:ment The

III

tJus moyemenL however rhe same haste marerial

,IS S\~ecney

~edlOns

follows a uefinite dC\ clopmcntal path

<lIe c\j(knt as

1-..J-~

First Section:

Bars

Second Section:

Bars 4')-6..\

Third Section:

Barsfi5-8::'

Fourth Section:

BalS S3-80

Fifth Section:

Bins 90-113

follo\\~

Sweeney begins his String Quartet with the viola introducing a repetitive semiquaver
figure outlining two perfect fourths: D-G and E-A

These intervals are then

presented hannonieally as the second violin enters at the end of bar 2. An additional
pitch B is introduced in bar 5 by the viola \vilh the pitch E of the second violin
completing another perfect fourth. The viola and the second violin repeat the material
of bars 1-8 again in bars 9--16, however the cdlo enters at bar 9 thus providing an
additional layer. The cello is restricted to three pitches A-D-F. and employs only the
rhythm of a minim and two quavers. Sweeney achieves \-ariet)' by alternating the
order of the three pitc11es and the positioning of the minim and two

quaver~

At the end of bar 16 the first viohn enkrs \\'llh the opcllmg of the traditional tunc
\\]lich is presented gradually using both an additive proeess

~:md

canonically in the

second violin. The first threc notes of the source tune are introduced b)' the tirst
violin

III

bar 16 (A B-A). with the repeated A and G mtroduced in Ule followmg bar

The ncxt note E is presented in b;IT 18 followed by 0

ill

bar 19 and a complete

statement of the first two bars of the traditional tunc in bars 19

Ihc second yioiin

imitates exactly one beal later ;md thc cdlo continues the san1e three-note pattern as
beforc:

EXAMPLE 5.9
Eric Sweeney, String Quartet, First Section, First ;-"'1ovement, (bars 16--21)
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From bars 20--24 the first two bars oflhe source tune arc presented exactly as before
with the addition of the viola to the canonic process.

The additive idea is then

reversed as Sweeney first elimmates the pitch B and omits the note repdiliom;,

follo\\ed by the further reductIOn of the malenal 10

lca~e

only the four notes of the

second bar of "The Ranks of Lough Gowna" remaming· E-D-E-G. The first Holm
and vlOla continue the semlquaver pattern constructed from these pitches into bar 27
Agamst this the second vlOlin completes the hexatomc sl.:ale with the introduction of
the note C, the matenaJ extracted from bar 4 of the source tune. Sweeney once again
uses an additive process when presenting the traditional tune, beginning with four
notes, extended to five, seven and then nine. The viola imitates the second violin one
bar later, while the cello reintroduces the perfect fifth pattern first presented by the
viola in the opemng bars of the movement, however from bars 28-37 the ceHo
outlincs perfect fiftbs on the pitches G-D, A E and F-R. From the end of bar 2<)
Sv..eeney continues to mtroduce

pitchc~

from bars +-6 uflbe source tUllC,

ho\\c"'-~r

also hegins to omit pitchcs from thc begmn:ng of the cAtrac! (har..j. of ~ourcc tunc):

he
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From bar 32-39 Sweeney repeats the additive and reductive process as he
reintroduces material from bars 4-6 of the traditional tune, however the first violin
now joins the imitative structure.

The first violin and cello play in unison from bars 40-48 as both instruments adopt the
three-note minim and quaver pattern first employed by the cello in bar 9. Against this
the second violin and viola resume the imitative movement using material extracted
from bars 1-2 or 5-6 ofthe source tum; thus marking the end of the first section.
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The layers change again at bar 05 where the cello reverts back to the perfect fourth
pattern of the opening. changing to perfect fiflhs as bdore m bar 66_ The jir~t \"10110
introduces bars 7-8 of the source tune in augmented note valucs from bars 66-73

From bars 67--74 the second ,i0iin begins the additive pattelll performed earlier in
bars 49 and 58. however on lhi~ occasion the pattern btgins in the middle of the bar
rather than at the beginning as in the previous two entries. Against this the viola
performs a retrograde ofille second violin pattern from bars 67--70
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EXA:)!PLE 5.12

Eric Sweeney. Stnng Quartet. ThIrd Section, First Movement (bars 67-72)
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EXAMPLE 5.13
Eric Sweeney. String QuarteL Fourth Section. First \lo\ement (bars 85-90)
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The final section begins at bar 90 \\ith the three upp.::r voices playing a repeated-note
pattern, the first and second violins mainly a perfect fifth apart whereas viola is a

perfect fourth apart from the

~etond

violin. S\\ceney gradually reduces this material

to one repeated note in each part at bar 96

Against this the cc110 introduces a

different repetitive figure lirst based on the pitchcs C-D-E-G. hO\\(:!\ler A is abo
introduced from bar 93. These pitches may be extracted from bar 9 of the source tune

\\lith a G1 replacing the G;i,

The layers change once again at bar 97 as the

[""0

lower voices perform material

previously introduced by the first and second violins (bar 49) a major second lower.
The first and second VIOlins contmue the repetitive pattern of the previous bars a
perfect fourth apart. From bars 102 to the end of this movement viola and cello form
major triads, eventually concluding on the chord of F major in keeping with the key
signature. Against this both violms perform long sustamed notes in unison endmg on
anoc!ave F.

The second movement of Sweeney's String Quartet is based on the Insh tradlllOnal
tune ''The Three Little Dnunmers" from the O'Neill Collection.

The tune

lS

essenltally pentatornc favouring the pitches G-A-B-D-E. but the note 17# does
feature occasionally. Sweeney quotes directly from the tunc on a couple of oceasion3
however the importance lJes mamly in the restraints that the pentatonic scale imposes
on him, in keeping with his minimalist preferences

S\veeney restricts himself to

these five pitches throughout the first and final sections, with the exception of hiS
dlrect quotatIOns from the traditional tune when the F# enters. Wah regard to the
intervallic content, the major second, perfect fourth and fifth feature most prominently
throughout the second movement. There is a notable absence of key signature as
Sweeney perhaps strives to maintain the modal nature of the Irish traditlOnal tunc,
however there is a definite feeling ofG as a tonal centre throughout:

EXA\(PLE 5.14
O'l'\eilL
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T\lree Little Drummers, Source Tune, Second yrovement
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The second movement is a ternary fonn structure that may be divided as foUows

A SECTION:

Bars 1-31

B SECTIO~:

Bar~

A'SEeTlO":

Bars5G--S3

32-55

Sweeney opens the !irsl section ,'ljth the cello playing a repetitive semiqllaver figure
constmct(;u from perlect fourths and fifths. This pal1l.:ill continues unaltered for the
first sixteen bars and serves to establish G as a tonal centre despIte the absl:llce of key
sib'lllture.

The upper strings enter in bar 3 with homophonic pi:,:,icato chords

quarlal hamlOny_

In

At bar 5 the second violin bes>ins a rour-bar melodic idea hased on

the pentatonic scale, with the last six notes quoted directly from ''The Three Little
Drummers"

EXAMPLE 5.15
Eric Sweeney, String Quartet, First Section, Second Movement (bars 4-8)
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The first violin then adopts the melodic role at the end of bar 8, entering with two

four-bar phrases that are qm1e similar, however the second is adjusted to conclude on
what could be regarded as a perfect cadence. Against this the second violin and viola

revert back to the pizZicato contrary motion idea a major second apart, and the cello

maintains the repetitive semiquaver pattern.

From the end of bar 16 the second violin quotes the first line of "The Three Little
Drummers" almost exactly, with the exception of the absence ofpitches B and D from
bars 2 and 6 ofthe traditional tune and the repeated F# and G from bars 4 and 7. Also
in bar 16 the cello abandons its semiquaver pattern for four bars in favour of a
fragmented, descending perfect fourth idea played pizzicato, however the viola takes

up the repetitive semiquaver figure constructed from two perfect fourths (D-G and A

DJ.

From the end of bar 20 the first violin enters with several brief melodic phrases
restricted to the pentatonic scale but quite rhythmic. Against this the cello resumes its
semiquaver pattern outlining perfect fourths and fifths, and the inner strings once
again are in contrary motion a major second apart. The first section concludes with

the second violin presenting a modified version of the first line of the Irish tune
against the perfect fourth and fifth pattern of the viola and pizzicato pitches of the
cello, which suggest a shift to the dominant.

Sweeney begins the second section with all voices entering canonically using an
additive process. The cello plays a three-note ascending figure outlining a perfect
fourth, previously employed in bar 21 of the first section. The viola follows with a
four-note figure also outlining a perfect fourth but beginning on G rather than A. The
second violin then enters with an extended seven-note figure outlining both perfect
fourths and fifths, and finally the first violin enters with a similar pattern featuring
eight notes and a quaver rest.

From bars 34--42 Sweeney develops his melodic material in the first violin both
sequentially and using an additive process. He begins by employing the three-note
figure of the opening, descending rather than ascending. His first gruup begins on the
note A, followed sequentially on the note G. In the next bar (35) Sweeney adds
another group beginning on F, followed by 1hree more groups in bar 36 on E D· C. In
bar 38 Sweeney moves a step lower again to begin his three-note group on B,
followed by an ascending three-note group still outlining major seconds and perfect
fomths. Th..: additive process is evident again as Sweeney extends his descending
group to four notes (abo in bar 38), to five notes in bars 40 41 and finally to eight
notes in bars 41 41
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tile notc G, pcrhaps suggesting a dominant

tonic feeling_ Against these phrases the

cello provides a strong bass also in sequence and once again outlining perfect fourths
and fifths_ As with the second violin and viola, the cello concludes with a dominant
Ionic progression (bars 41--42)

From bars 43--46 the

~econd

violin presents a modified version of the second line of

"The Three Little Dnunmers", accompanied by the first violin and viola in contrary
motion a major second apart (sec bar 3), and the cello entering with a ~ingle note A at
a difkrent point in the bar on each oceaslOn_

The first violm contlllues with its

sequential de\-e]opment from bar 47, b<:ginning with an ascending semi'luaver pattem
that is repeated an octave higher in the following bar. 111e descending sequcnces
commence in bar 49 on the note A followed by G as before (see bar

Thc

fi)lIo\ving f;__lLlr hars arc nearly <:xaet repetitions of bars 37--41_ The second VIOlin and
viola play four bnefphrases in unison, accomp,mil:d b: thl: cello moving sequ{;ntially
amI concluding on dOITullant- tonic

ill

bars 53- 55. The second section ends on an

open G chord.

TI1e final section hegins in a similar manner to the first with the cello playmg a
repdilivl:

~I:miqua';er

pattem remaining unaltered until har 69.

Thl': homophonic

chords orthe upper strings in quartal hannony remain intact \'lith the exception of the
first note of the viola line whiclJ is nO\'l A rather than E. The four-bar melodic phrase
of the second violin in bars 60-63 also remalJlS unaltered. Sweeney begins to modify
his material from the end of baT 63 as the fmt violin mtcTs with [our melodic phrases.
the last of \vhicb may be dircdly rcbled to bars 22-23 of the first sectmn with
augmenkd time values for the last thre<: pitclH:s

2.\l

Against this the second violin and

viola introduce material from the second section.

The second violin employs an

ascending semiquaver figure based on the perfect fourth and fifth while the viola
enters with the pitch B at different time intervals but a major second apart from the
second violin on each entry,

Sweeney begins a canonic idea at bar 71, beginning in the first violin and followed by
the second violin one beat later, There is a definite feeling ofC major at this point.
shifting back to G in bar 74, C major again a bar later and back to G in bar 78. From
the last note in bars 72 and 76, the first violin perfonns an embellished \ersion of the
melodic phrase previously encountered in bars 69--70 and 22--23. This phrase also
appears in the viola line in bar 78,

From rna! 71, the ,-lola and cello perfurm a major second apart; the ascending figure in
the viola in bars 71-72 moving to the cello in bars 75-76. TIle final section concludes
with bevcrai bars of ascending arpeggio movement based firmly around G. eventually
ending on unison G in all parts

The third moyement of Sweeney's String Quartct is based on the Irish traditional tWle
''The Black-thom Tree" (An Draighn.::im Donn). Unlike the previous traditional tunes
this is in simple time and is constructed from a diatonic scale with an additional
flattened seventh and raised fourth.

Scale: C-D-Il:-F-F#-G-A-Bb-B

~

:32

I

Sweeney quotcs thc complete tune on three occasions as opposed 10 employing brief
extracts based on the source tune:

EXA;~PLE

5.17

Traditional, "The Blackthorn Tree", Source Tune, Third Movement

A:'" DRAIGH:'IlEA.:'1 DON:-i

THE BLACKTHORN TREE
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As with the second movement, the third movement is also in ternary fonn with the
three sections evident as follows:

A Section:

Bars 1--41

B Section:

Bars 42-75

A'Section:

Bars 7 94

Sweeney begins his thi-rd movement \',jth the second violin employing an additive
semiquaver figure outlining the perfect fourth, fifth and major sixth, and based around

the note C. B.:ginning with four notes, ext<:nded to six and then eight, this process
continues until bar 9 where the viola enters in canon one beat later with the
semiquaver figure now in inversion. Against this the cello plays a perfect fifth drone
reinforcing C as the tonal centre

Sweeney introduces "The Blackthorn Tree" from the end of bar 16--32, alternating the
melodic material between the first and second violins

The traditional tune is

performed almost in its entirety with the omission of several note repetitions and with
the rhythm modified. The first violin enters with the first four pitches of the source
tune in bars 16-17, followed hy the second violin in bar 18 with a descending
quintuplet figure comprised of pitches from bar 2 of "The Blackthorn Tree"

The

final pitches oflh.: firs! phrase arc evident in bdrs 19-21

The first violin
pitches of the

resume~
~econd

the melodic mo\'"ment from bars 21-24 with the openmg

plll'ase in allgrnenkd nok

value~.

This is followt:d by the

second violin I:nlering with anotha quintuplet figuf(; prect:(kd by additional two
quaver:;; the pitches extracted from bars 7 8 of the traditional tune. The first vJOlin
presents the opening of the t11ird phrast: in bars 25-27 \vith the second violin
completing thIS phrase in bars 27-29. The final phrase Oi"'TJ1e Blackthorn Tree" is
diyided between the first and second violins in hars 29-33

Against tile melodic material of the first and second violins (bars 16-32), the viob
and cello continue to I:mpJoy th..: perfect fourth. fifth and Il1l0or sixth semiquaver
figure of the

op~niTig

in canon. This

figur~ i~

tlwn adopted by all

voice~

fIJr tht

remainder of tile first section. The perfect firth pitches of the second violin in bars

39-40 are enharmonic equivalents of the first violin pitches. Both parts end in unison

on F#/G~ accompanied by a drone on the note D in the cello giving a perfect fourth
conclusion to the first section.

Sweeney introduces a key signature of one sharp for the second section, however this
does not imply a G major tonality. The frequent appearance of the note C# suggests

D major rather than G major, further reinfurced by the fuet that Sweeney quotes the
entire traditional tune a major second higher. Sweeney's pitch material consists of the
diatonic scale of the first section transposed a major second higher with both major
and minor sevenths (C and C#). Salle: D-E--F#---G-A--B-C-C#
Another feature of this section is Sweeney's use of continuously alternating time

signatures between 3/4 4/4 and 5/4.

This middle section is quite dissonant and atonal with frequent minor second clashes

between the second violin and viola., and also between the first and second violins
evident throughout the section.

From bars 42--64 Sweeney quotes ''The Blackthorn Tree" in the cello part a major
second bigher.

The note values are modified in keeping with the various time

signatures, however the source tl.ffie is easily identifiable. Against this the upper
strings perform a repetitive semiquaver pattern quickly introducing all pitches of

Sweeney's scale.

In bar 43 the pitches E-F#-G-A-B are introduced, with the

remainder of the pitches evident in the following bar. The homophonic entries of the
upper strings are quite fragmented with rests interspersed between entries. Sweeney
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At bar 65 Sweeney introduces another repetitive figure, on this occasion outlining the
perfect fifth. The upper strings enter canonically with their pitches descending in

major seconds. The cello enters in bars 68-72, with an ascendillg perfect fifth ending
on a sustained note G while the key signature changes hack to no sharps of flats. The
cello then outlines a descending perfect fifth (G-C) perhaps signifying the return of C
as the tonal centre. In keeping with this the upper strings all conclude on a repeated C
thus preparing for the begimring ofA'.

As with the previous sections, the final section also consists of a quotation of the
source tune accompanied by a repetitive semiquaver pattern. The traditional tune is
now returned to its original "key" and appears between the three upper voices. The

cello adopts the semiquaver pattern, beginning exactly as the second violin in bars 1
3 of the first section.
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In contrast to the first section. the second violin now introduces the first four pitches
of ''The Blackthorn Tree" (bars 76-77) sustaining the last pitch while the first violin

takes over the melodic role. The viola follows in bar 78 with a descending quintuplet

figure, the pitches for which are extracted from bars 2 and 3 of the source tune. Each
voice continues to sustain their last pitch as the next voice resumes the melodic
movement. The second violin plays the opening of the second phrase in bars 79-80,
followed by the first violin (also in bar 80) and viola in bars 81-83. The second
phrase is completed and the third phrase begun by the second violin in bars 83-84.
The first violin continues the third phrase in bar 85, finished by viola in bars 86-88.
The final phrase is started by the second violin in bars 88-89, continued by the first
violin also in bar 89 and concludes in the viola in bars 90-92. The third movement
ends with an open perfect fifth on C.

The final movement of the String Quartet may not be regarded as a recapitulation in
the traditional sense as Sweeney extracts selected features from the previous
movements and places them in a new context, and also continues to introduce new
material. This movement divides into three broad sections. the first of which serves to
introduce several ideas that recur throughout the movement. In the second section
Sweeney introduces some new material and also revisits material from the first
section. The final section is a continued development of ideas previously heard in
both sections and also includes an extract from the source tune of the second
movement: ''The Three Little Drwmners".

Although this is not a typical

recapitulation, the fact that Sweeney makes references to moments from the previous
movements creates a certain sense ofbalance thus providing a fitting conclusion to the
work.
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There is a definite feeling of the dominant during this opening nine-bar passage
despite the D major key signature. This is perhaps inevitable owing to the fact that
the G# rises to A on each occasion in the second violin and cello, and all voices end in
tmison on the note A in bar 9

Sweeney's second idea, which is introduced by the viola in bar 10, may be attributed
to the opening of the first movement of the String Quartet. This repetitive idea is
comprised of t\\'o ascending pcrfcct fourths on the pitches A-D and B-E. These are
not the exact pitches as in the first movement, however they do appear at a later stage
in this movement. This perfect fourth figure continues unaltered until bar 18 where
two additlOnal pitches are incorporated into tht: pattern; C-F.

The viola then

continues tilltil bar 28 where the repetitive pattern is eventually broken.

Sweeney introduces his third idea in bar 12 where both violins enter homophonical1y,
with the first violin restricted to the three pltches E-F#-A and the second violin
restricted to B £-D. This material is very similar to an idea previously heard in the
second movement (bars 3-4)'
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EXAMPLE 5.21
Eric Sweeney, String Quartet, First Section, Fourth Moycmcnl (btlfS 22-27)
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EXA:\1PLE 5.22
Eric Sweeney. String Quartet, First \kwement (bars 2S 30)
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From bar 24 the first and second violins adopt another idea previously evident in the
second movement (bars 71-72, 75-76), on this occasion in unison rather than the
second violin entering canonically one beat later:

EXAMPLE 5.23
Eric'Sweeney, String Quartet, First Section, Fourth Movement (bars 22-27)
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EXAMPLE 5.24
Eric Sweeney, String Quartet, Third Section, Second Movement (bars 71-74)
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The first violin is first restricted to the pitches F# and A with the pitch B added in bar
26, whereas the second violin uses the pitches E-D-B with C added in bar 26. This

idea from the second movement is explored further from bar 31 where all voices
become involved in the pattern. The viola and cello begin one beat later than the first
and second violins, with the viola imitating the first violin and the cello imitating the
second violin. This idea continues until bar 38, where material from the opening of

the fourth movement is recalled.

All voices appear exactly as before with the

exception of the cello which reverts back to the petfect fifth dyads (bar 22). This

recapitulation ofthe opening bars marks the end of the first section.

The second section begins at bar 47 with the viola entering with material previously
encountered at the opening of the first movement. Sweeney recalls the pitches exactly
as before in this ascending perfect fourth figure:
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EXAMPLE 5.26
Eric Sweeney, String Quartet, First Movement (bars 1-3)

~i:I~~; ,~~~·'~~"';:I
Against this the cello introduces a pizzicato idea similar to that of the second
movement (bars 17-19), however on this occasion the cello mainly employs
descending perfect fifths rather than descending perfect fourths. The second violin

introduces an additive idea from bar 51, beginning with four notes: G-A-B-G,
extending to six in the following bar: G-A-B-G-E-F#, and then to eight in bars 53
54: G-A-B-G-E-F#-E-D.

From bar 58 the first and second violins enter an octave apart with material which is

derived from the beginning of this second section (bar 47). The lower strings play
bowed sft chords built on two perfect fifths: C--G-D, also an octave apart. At bar 62

the viola and cello abandon their sft chords in favour of imitating the material played
by the first and second violins from bars 58--66. This imitation continues until bar 71
where the viola and cello repeat their imitated passage again. Sweeney then begins to
juxtapose material from the first section against this material, for example in bars 67
70 the first and second violins revert back to the ascending perfect fourth idea
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previously encountered in the first sectIOn (bar 10), followed by another Idea from the
first section (bar 12) in bars 71 77

The viola and cello also begm to recan material from the first section in bar 80 as
Sweeney juxtaposes two

Idea~

from the opening sectlOn The first and second violins

enter with matcnal recalled from har 20 against material from bar 24

In

the viola and

cello.

EXA,"IPLE 5.27
Ene Sweene), String Quarkl, Second SectIOn, Fourth MOH~IllCllt (bars i9-8\)
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This layering Ofldc% continues forlhe remainder of the ~ecolld section.

The final section begms at bar 92 wllh a nearly exact recapitulatIOn of the opening
nine bars of the roo,ement. the dlffer<:nce bemg that the \ lOla and cello parts continue

a repetitive pattern from the second section for the first

1\\'0

fall into lille wah the first and second viohns frum bar 9-1.

j

bars. however both parts

~

I

In bar 101 Sweeney recalls the beginning of the second section an octave lower than
previously and now with a G major key signature. The cello enters exactly as before.
Against this recapitulation Sweeney juxtaposes the opening of the Irish traditional
tune "The Three Little Drummers" (the source tune for the second movement) in the
frrst violin, imitated by the second violin an octave lower from bar 108.

From bar 112-116 the cello introduces a sustained pedal note 0 in preparation for the
return of the D major key signature in bar 117. Against this both viola and the second
violin adopt the ascending perfect fourth idea. with the second \iolin incorporating the
repeated notes one bar later:

EXAMPLE 5.28
Eric Sweeney, String QuarteL Third Section. Fourth:\1ovement (bars 112-11-t)
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Sweeney reverts back to 0 major in bar 117. however he continues to use c~ in this

bar.

He then effects a powcrful unison cnding with a clear A major - 0 major

statemem. the driving energy \cry characteristic ofS\\eeney"s music.

J

~
It is manifest from the pieces examined. particularly in all mOYements of this String
Quartet, how completely Sweeney has absorbed Irish tmditional pitch material into a

minimalist compositional1anguage. His adoption of minimalism provided him with
the means of developing his own unique compositional style free from the constraints
of serialism by skilfully exploiting the characteristics common to both styles:
repetition of notes and phrases, use of a steady pulse, improvisation of the perfonners,

clear harmonic frame.vorks, and the use of drones or long
selecting an Irish melody such

lIS

su~tained

notes.

By

the hexatonic '-[he Banks of Lough Gowna" or the

pentatonic "The Three Little Drummers" in his String Quartet lor example. by then
applying reductive processes to the material through Ih.;: selectivi! omission of nonharmonic notes, and by then subjecting the resultant pitches to phase-shifting and
pol)Th)thmic, additive and sllbtractive, and multi-layered tcxturai lechniqlll:s, this all
within a neo-classical framework, Sweeney discovered a personal language which
was completely different to his earlier

~1:yle

ultimately more convincing.

J
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and which. it could he argued, is

~
CONCLUSION
In his paper "The Divided Imagination: Music in Ireland after 6 Riada"',l Harry \\illite
identifies two traditions of Irish contemporary music. He
represented by composers such as ;\Hcheal

6

de~cribes

the first tradition,

Suilleabhain, Shaun Davey and Bill

Whelan as ;.... unmistakably Celtic ... nevertheless, this voice is one which remains

aloof from the enterprise of musical modernism, which eschews the European
aesthetic except in the

mo~t

popular and derivative terms, which nimbly side-steps the

whole confused century of art-music which has just recently ended"'.2 The second
represents those who embrace European avant-garde techniques and philosophies,
including the composers examined in this dissenation and mally morc catalogued in

the Contemporary :\.iusic Centre. Dublin. Although
two such traditions, it is important to

condud~

th~re

docs indeed appear

to

be

that this study highlights the fact that

there is not any particular "schoof' of post-war Irish composilion, as the composers
represented in each chapter display very different compositional languages by
employing such a wide range ofreterential collections in their work. Axel Klein has
discussed the necessity felt b} Irish composers in the past to tra\'el abroad in order to
gllin exposure to the latest compositional trends and philosopllies due to the dearth of
avant-garde possibilities at home l (and it is notable tbat man)' of the latest
compositional styles were developed in mainland Europe and America often more
than a decade bdore reaching Ireland). As a result, Irish composers encountered.

din:ctly or indirectly. a variety or intluences, and consequently dCH:'loped diverse
compositional styles.

cJ

Riacia famously criticised tIle attempt to ine0fporatc Irish

~
traditional music into a European context, stating that "Irish music is not merely not
European, it is quite remote from it. It is, indeed, closer to some forms of Oriental
music.

The first thing we must do, if 'We are to understand it, is to forget about

European music. Its standards are not Irish standards; its style is not Irish style; its

forms are not Irish forms.,,4 Although a characteristic which some of the composers
considered in this study do have in common is the varying extents to which they

attempt to come to terms with aspects of their Irish heritage within a mainstream
European rhetoric, it would be surely contrived to argue that this could in some way

constitute a "school". As has been seen., the rererences range from the overt, e.g.
Sweeney's reliance on Irish traditional folk tunes as the exclusive source for his pitch

selection, to the obscure as Barry's occasional use of Irish traditional music as a
source of pitch material. As White succinctly comments. ' ... it is not always easy to

be Irish and European at the same time".s

This study of tonal and post-tonal

referential collections, primarily in the \yorks of Bodle)", Sweeney, Martin and
Corcoran, makes it clear that a defining feature of much post-war Irish music is its
internationally-intluenced plurality, from the serial pitch selection of Bodley's
Dannstadt period in the 1960s to the octatonic collections of Martin in the 1980s.
Although the four main composers discussed in this thesis are in many ways
representative of much of the post-war compositional development in Ireland, at the
~me

time it should be noted that they only constitute a small percent of the large

number of Irish composers active in the second half of the twentieth century. There is
clearly much scope for further research.
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